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The Blashko Island Ultrabasic Complex with notes 

on related areas in southeastern Alaska 

Watt S. 7fe.lt on, Jr. 

Abstract

The Blachke Island complex described in detail and two other complexes 

treated briefly are 3 of at least 8 well-defined ultrabasio intrusive masses in 

southeastern Alaska, each of which contains all or parts of a genetically related 

sequence of basic to ultrabasic rocks including dunite, pyroxenite, hornblendite, 

and gabbro with gradational facies and minor variants. These complexes are em- 

placed in a variety of terrains, including both Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks, all 

of 7/hich have undergone deformation and igneous intrusion during a late Jurassic 

or early Cretaceous orogeny culminating in the emplacement of the Coast Range 

batholith., The ultrabasio intrusion arc correlated "with the earliest phases of 

intrusive activity and antedate -cl-.. ...ore :.iclo and alkalic intrusions.

The Blashke Island comple:; .;. :ts " a ..j.^'l.' circular core of dunite 6,000 

feet to 9,000 feet in diameter encircled  ,;,- a ring .-' olivine aug-itite from a few 

hundred to 1,500 feet vrido, outside ..- wliJLcli is a nearly complete ring of gabbro, 

locally absent and ranging up to I 5'.^0 fc^-j '.vide.

Host of the dunite core contains only chromits and olivine as primary phases. 

Near the margin augita is present ac a late primary phase and tho rock passes into 

augite dunite or wehrlite. The olivine augitite ring contains essentially only 

augite and olivine, but near its outer margin a little anorthite and hornblende 

are present sporadically as late primary phases. Tho gabbro is irregular in com 

position and texture, but toads to pc^ss from an olivine-augite gabbro near its inner 

contact with olivine augitite into £. hornblende gabbro near the outer margins where 

it is wideo

Well-defined dikes up to a foot wide of augite dunite and wehrlite cut both 

the dunite and the olivine augitite and thin dikes of augitite out narginal parts 

of the dunite core.



"oar the outsr niargin of the olivine augitite ring there are sr^xll, irregular 

masses and well-defined dikes of coarse gabbroic pegmatite consisting of coarse 

anorthite, augite, olivin©, hornblende, and accessories,

A group of dikes, here called beerbaohite, ranging from olivine gabbro to horn- 

blendit© in composition and characterized by aplitic texture, cut the olivine augi- 

tite and gabbro. Inclusions of country rook in the olivino augitite and gabbro 

correspond closely to the hornblende boerbaohite dikes in texture and composition* 

One unusual dike-like rook, cross-cutting olivine augitite and associated with 

beerbachite dikes, consists mainly of diopsidio augite and andradite garnet.

Within a couple of thousand foot of the complex there are a number of dikes 

and irregular masses of gabbro similar to that in the complex* The country rocks 

throughout the islands are also out "by nxn.-:*ous dikes of gabbroio to andesitic com 

position, generally with porphyritis .nd ..jhitic or diabasio textures that are meta- 

inorphosod by and antedate the complv... L^voi- dikes of andesite-basalt melaphyre 

out the complex and are correlated \-:. .1 C M~ry L_^s in the region.

The country rocks invaded by tho cor.;:..;:: consist of lower and middle Ordovi- 

cian graywaoke, and conglomerate t ^nc. a lov.-er Silurian ^oquence containing much 

conglomerate, graywacke, slate, some Limestons, and much andesitio pyroclastic 

material. A younger Silurian sequence that is largely limestone is unconformable 

with the older rocks and outcrops at the north end of the islands over a mile frosi 

the complex. All the Ordovioian rocks and the rocks of the lower Silurian sequence 

underwent low grade regional metamorphisn and some folding beforo tho laying dov/n 

of the younger Silurian rockso Within 100 feet or more of tho conplox all country 

rocks irrespective of original composition have been converted into granulite of 

gabbroio composition. The intensity of contact metamorphism diminishes with dis 

tance from the complex and becomes negligible within several hundred to a thousand 

feet.

The contacts bc-cv/sen the several rock units of the complex and between the 

complex and surrounding rocks are irregular in detail but essentially stoop. Tho



complex ic a nearly cylindrical plug, but nay have passed into a dome-like struc 

ture a short distance above the present level of exposure. The enclosing rocks 

have been folded regionally and are part of a major structure called the Kashevarof 

antic linori urn. The complex is strongly transgressive, cutting across structures 

in the enclosing rocks, but also has had a doming or upward -dragging effect on the 

enclosing rocks. Ordoviciaa rocks crop out around the complex and not elsev/here
f

in the Xashevarof anticlinorium. A system of north to northwest- trending faults 

of Tertiary age cuts the complex and enclosing rocks. Ten to 20 feet of post 

glacial uplift is recorded by raised banks of lignitic mud containing marine shells.

The composition of the minerals comprising the principal phases in the com-
% 

plex have been determined throughout the ccn^lcx by measurement of optical proper

ties and comparison with published c^rrela^-as of optical properties and chemical 

compositiono

All the mineral components of t;. . co..._,l__;: change systematically in composition 

from the core of the complex outward w OlLV-.-o r^__ , . from FogoFao ^n c-unite to
o

in granulitized country _ wwl:* Augi^o, hyper i'-hsno, hornblende, and bio-

tito tend to become richer in iron vrith increasing distance from the cor© of the 

complex. Plagioclace changes from Ab^Ang^ "co an intermediate -co sodic plagioclase 

in outer parts of the gabbro ring and in altered country rocks. The change in each 

isomorphous series is toward the lec;_ i-efi-^-^w."/ ond r^riber with increasing dis 

tance from the core of the complex. .. systematic variation in composition of min 

eral phases related to a systematic,, zion-ctrc.tiform arrangement of genetically re 

lated rock units is here wormed cryp^-a zc^l.-g 0

Twelve chemical analyses of rocks fro.- -w.ic- Blachke Island complex and 2 

analyses of outlying dikes are gives. The .I^.^T;-; and modes are given and the 

analyses are plotted- on variation di^jranu-   -i a TO;* Y7olff diagram. JSagnesia is 

shown to decrease regularly _.-.,  t.;^ ;-ore o.' ths corv l_jx outward. Lime is at a 

maximum in the olivine augiti-wc, rin^ ^.nd decreases is«'arc. and outward. Iron is 

nearly stable in tenor through, most of the course of variation. Alumina is vir 

tually negligible in the peridotitic rocks and becomes a relatively stable major



component in the feldspathio rocks. Alkalis are absent in the peridotites and 

subordinate in the feldspathic rocks but increase outward. Correlative varia 

tions are shov/n. for ninor components. A rajor break in chemical relationships 

exist between the feldspathic and the peridotitic rocks, mainly Q7/ing to tho 

presence of alumina as a major component in the former, where it substitutes in 

part for silica, and its absence in the latter.

Hypotheses of origin of concentrically zoned ultrabasic complexes involving
and 

separate solid, semi-solid^magmatic intrusions, ring dike mechanisms, deformation

of stratiform differentiated bodies, crystal settling and convection, and meta 

somatism are shown to be inconsistent "with observed relationships* An hypothesis 

is advocated by the author, involving the intrusion of an ultrabasio magma of the 

composition of "wehrlite plus some water and other volatiles at a temperature above 

1,000*0. This magma need not be entirely liquid but may consist of solid for- 

steritic olivine crystals suspended in one or mr/re fluid phases. Upon intrusion 

into cooler and more silicic and alkalic rnolcs a temperature and concentration 

gradient is set up between magr^ and iarrcu..i--3s. Transfer of chemical compon 

ents is supposed to take place alozL~ V-iis jv_i-.w.i -  Reasons are advanced for 

supposing that, at the probable temperatures and prc-ecu-rc-c prevailing, a gas phase 

escapes the magma and permeates the surrounding rockc. \1:c.. _.  :! tho close of crystal 

lization the liquid phase may disappear fron ths nearly crystallized magma and 

only a supercritical gas phase remain permeating intergranular spaces in all the

rocks. It is suggested that rates of diffusion are rapid in an ac_u^)US gac above 

critical temperature and pressure for pure r:c.ter, and that large scale transfer 

of chemical components takes place by diffusion in such a medium. It is also 

suggested that if the original magma is over saturated with water and other vola 

tiles there will be an outward migration of fluids toward regions of lower vapor 

pressure where the magma is losing heat and this movement of fluids xvill cause a 

bulk migration of dissolved solids. C?ao effect of transfer of chemical components 

along the temperature and concentration gra;"-_^_/o >,- the above methods, or perhaps



by other processes unknoTfn to tho author, is to bring the magma-body to a quasi

steady-state in "which olivlne is stable in tho hot core of the mass and crystal 

lizes outv,-ard with cooling, "while augite becomes the stable phase at tho cooler 

margins of the magma body, where the concentration of lime and silica is higher, 

, and crystallizes inward, replacing early-formed olivine. Heat exchange, eman 

ation of volatiles, and outward migration of lime and magnesia gabbroize the sur 

rounding rooks and locally convert quantities of it into fluid gabbro magma that 

resolidifies to form the gabbro ring of the complex. The origin of minor rock 

facies and relationships are developed in detail based on the above explanation 

of the major relationships, and the origin of an ultrabasio magma is discussed. 

Beerbachite dike rocks are attributed to the decomposition and mobilization of 

inclusions of both sedimentary and volcanic country rook.

All of the olivine-bearing rocks have been partially serpentinized. Serpen- 

tinization is shown to have been a volume- for volume replacement in two or more 

stages that took place entirely subs^quen.^ to the emplacement of the complex. 

The initially formed serpentine is shown to be iron-bearing and a study of analyses 

of serpentinized peridotites indicates that the combined iron is in the ferric 

state substituting in part for silicon as well as magnesium. Part of the ferrous 

iron originally present in olivine is released as magnetite. Equilibrium data 

on iron oxides and water suggest that the oxidation of iron during serpentiniza- 

tion is effected by oxygen from the dissociation of water. Field and petrographic 

evidence suggest but do not prove that the initial stages of serpentinization are 

not related to the weathered profile or to avenues of later hydrothermal or ground- 

water attack but are deuteric and that a later stage is related to weathering.

The regional distribution, of ultiraba:..s ir^rj lonr. in Alaska and western 

Canada is summarized. The intrusions are found to f^ll into groups related to 

several periods of diastrophism and plutonic invasion. Areally the ultrabasic 

masses are grouped near the roof zones of batholithio masses of dioritic to grani 

tic composition, but the ultrabasic intrusions antedate the batnolithio rocks.



tinse indicates that the ultrabasic intrusions and 

the bathoiithn ar r- c.'iinr.on products of a pctrogonetic cycle, but the ultrabasic 

rocks arc eaplacod ahead of and above the batholiths and there is no evidence 

that can be observed in the field, aside from mere juxtaposition, for differ 

entiation from a common magma. The ultrabasic intrusions and the batholiths 

are probably derived from quite different sources during the diastrophio process. 

They are common products of a process, not a magma*

The petrology and structure of the Kano Peak complex on Kupreanof Island 

is briefly described* It is shown to be a furinel-shaped body v/ith inward dip 

ping contacts between rock units, but the s&qacnce of rock units from the core 

outvrard is siiailar to the Blashlre Isla.ad c^/Hfisx, Some observations of the 

Mount Burnett complex on Cleveland frkrunsul^ ^re suiiLix.rized, indicating that 

although the complex is srsilar to the Bliclie Island complex in the sequence 

and relationships of rock units v it jpo-ssedi in.to an elongated dome or-a tabular 

mass toward its Yreste.-n end where the duni^s eoro is overlain by olivine augitite 

and gabbro. In the Kane Peak coinple:; the &l. I.VIB/C si^itite and other outer zones 

dip beneath the dunite core. ~Lu pat*f& of the lioun^ Burnett complex the outer 

zones overlie the dunite core. These relationships are best explained by a 

process of differentiation, such as that advanced for the Blashke Island complex s 

that is independent to a considerable degree of the attitude and structure of 

the complex and its contacts with enclosing rocks.



Tne BIf.sh;:o Islands and the other areas frith which this report mainly deals 

are located in southeastern Alas]ca (fig. 1, p. 8). The Blashke Islands are a 

small cluster of islets belonging to the Kashevarof group in Clarence Strait at 

the junction of Stildne Strait and Kashevarof Passage near the north end of Prince 

of Wales Island, lat. 56° 07*11. long. 132° 54«YT. The Blashke Islands are 72 miles 

N,43 "Iff. of Ketchikan and 31 nilee S.41*ff. of Wrangell. The other areas that will 

be desoribed briefly are Kane Peak near Cape Strait on Frederick Sound, 13 niles 

H.28*W. of Petersburg, Lat. 56* 59*N. long. 133* 05'W., and Mount Burnett on Cleve 

land Peninsula, 36 miles H. 34°V7. of Ketchikan, lat. 55° 47«U. long. 132 P 08H7.

Southeastern Alaska is a deeply dissected mountainous area in a stage approx 

imating late youth or early maturity, strongly modified by glaciation, vdth an 

intricately fjorded shore line. The relief at the Blashke Islands is negligible, 

amounting to only two or three hundred feet, while the other two areas have sharp 

relief of about 3,000 feet. Tne ar-a i- in the heart of the North Pacific rain 

forest and is densely wooded to  ci.i-.-arline near 3,000 feet. Reference is made to 

Buddington and Chapin (1929, pp. 1G-37) for detailed geographical information.

The areas are accessible by bo_t ci- sea-plans only. In the summer of 1S46 

the Blashke Islands were inhabits ~»ut ^inco abandoned by a family of three on- 

gaged in fishing and occupying a caoin and boat-house in Blashke Harbor. The 

islands have been occupied sporadically by an occasional fisherman, trapper or 

mink fanner in the past. Both Blashke Earbor and Bivouac Bay are excellent sr^ll 

boat anchorages, but the approaches are intricate and tricky, though negotiable' 

by boats up to sixty or seventy feet in length and at least ten feet in draft. 

Spud Bay and Trap Bay have esc:. un,d' at times for beaching and winter storage of 

floating salmon traps, and a few -^.nber; have been cut from the northern shores 

of the islands. Otherwise the islands are in a complete state of nature.

A feature of considerable importance to the geologist as well as the boatman 

is the very great rise and fall of the tides, ranging from twelve to more than
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rtty (ree-f: bet-"C. in r.l r ;h and lov; ti-los, : <-./;.«. IT i;:.-; i- als.-.or.t cci.-it;' ; ,  ;. -',!.'.

v.-'i-:e--'t.shcd n:-;k ocuv.'corx r.i-h ar.d lev; tidr. Icvol , V-.it procV.ei n;- violent 

rrerrts in hhc channels and i:\lcbr. TiUf.:.d fr.-m. bi.o chore tlv ; ro in dense fbr<sc'fc

:.u.:>:c 4- and o;:r.o-;:i;vir. &.ro vv^ry j.-oor o:-:c(^'-'b ro:* the e.uAito nroas cf './no u. 

r.r/lex. Tho v.'ootKerin^: of diinitc :;ri)duc03 littlo oT tao soil corr:<>nc}V:.c r-:i  ;'.» :. rv^' 

 plcnt liro p.nd only & scanty scrub ve^ote.tioa r*rov,'3.

Thoro is ac> culti;re or ciovelo^iner.t of :iny ldii(\ in t;hc Ivxru- l^oo.l: r.roo. i.ol r:« 

iiahle anchora^o.. cvou for t. r^all "boat, r.loar; the nhoru. He lief ic fri/rr. r:cu- 

vol to a little over o,COO foeb. .Tho slopoa up tc* above ^,0»"'0 foot OJTO hor.viiy

rosted and exposures aro relatively poor 1.. .-;.o:'.v.o of their ^tcepncca. Thr; core;«~

' tho ult,rojiu-fic rock area is vvoli c;-.pocc^ -iuo to infertile soil, but contacts 

th Ouclor.in;1; rocks aro visible i;i only a iov,' places.

Tho I'ount r.urticti: area cxtendc from, union f'-ay to \r i;-:cn Inlot on the «"/lcvclc;r.d 

ninnulti. A sr.lnori cannery is located i,u Union .'Jay anO. thero is an occu^iod 

'ollinr at "Vixon Harbor, Av.'.iy *frorr. the shore thcro aro no trails or ot'nor develop- 

'nts, relief c-urid expos\\ru aro cc.rv:,, .-able to tho i!o.ue- ?eo.k are.o... Plate c ?., -5, 

L<! 4 'shovf general viov/s of thoco txror.s.

/us .'Or.:

Tho Dle.shlrG Islands, r't.ne Peak, or.d Cleveland Penir. r.ula v/cre briofly ox.\r:i:\cc 

i thoir salient r,col;>:*ical charr.ctui- dc-cribed by LU'idir.r^oon (iHidoinfrbou and 

^pin, 1929, pp. 1CG-194) in tho ci..i*r»e; of hie a.rec.1 rcolor.ic n^ppinr- of .cotith- 

-torn Alaska. Theyvrc.ro briefly e.: : -:qir.     '-.  -iv-c C. Uonnedy and 'oho a-.;th->r 

tho r-umrju)r of lOdo, but have not hithertr; roc.;; ';':..';lcu in. dotc.il.

Field V;ork ur.d ..^knt/.rlcd^rr.ontc

Tho field work onn'/aich this report is based vrac be;;un in 1043 in conrxcc'cio)! 

;h the v/c.r F.ineralo inver;ui ;-f.ol.>-.*.., of t.ho Ooulc>2ical Gurvoy. At that bine, undt;



C. Ifc^&c'y, IT:O v.'colrc v/oro cper.t :>n tU-'- 010shie. 7sYa/»o(r, ,

a- 1 Kano F^oai:, and oovorul v:oc';:r, r,t :'.our;t ~urrv":tt. '"he; r'jr.p.j tr; <>f '..hi:.

hrc«:» ;v,\ ; .li shod in Geological Survey Tiulletin i'^V-D { ZoiJiuc.y aivi "'roller.,

r'ielc \vork on thor;o aroac vms rosurr.od by tha pror;ont aothor in. tbo cu:r^.y;r of 

<n.^G. 'V.'ork *,vac startod on. Juno 23, 1246, a jo the Blashiro Islf.nds n.r.u con-'wi:;y-.<d 

k>ntil tho nrUldlo-of Auf^ust during v:hich tir.c a plaiio toble r^.[> on a scr.lo of 

1;GOOO v;as IOXCG of tho short) linos of the islands, alon/; whioVi practica?. 1;- all of 

 chc significant exposures lie, and tho islands v.r er<9 rapped in clota51 ;-co3<:-f icnlly 

'.7 ;. th nart.icu3c.r attention, to tho eruptive rocks. Ton days v;cro spent curir.r, 

;kU -us't at Kc.:io P^ak. A rou^h topographic harje ;rmp for this &i*t/a v:ai: ir.rajc V,y 

ciiaining, paco-co^pasr. , and barometer, and c-, .^oolo^ic rccormaiccance r.jap r;.ade of 

tho ultrabacic p.ass to^othor v.'ith C*L  ; ailc-.: i/jcorva~.ior* of rjor.o of tho fcaturoc 

<>:' tho couthorn and v.'estcrn contacts. About a v.cclr v;an cpent in Sopt»jr.';bcr at 

'..'.nwz Furnott where corcc additior.c-1 olpscrvc*^ :>nu v.rcre race on tl'iO structure; of tl.j 

u]^rabacic complex, particularly in ^he aroa betA»oon r.min 1: nuvnctt and. 'Ini^n ~'f*.y. 

The party consisted of tr.vo, tho author, c^d Mr. Ivan Tolcti/y, v.'ho , though or.i.-.l«..yod 

a^ a car.p hand, ably OiGcharp.od tho dutie-s of a {;0olo;;ical aotistrxnt.

Tho v/ritor '^ishos to aclmov/ledf.o his indebtedness to his c-Gcociatcs ir. tho 

theological Survey and particularly to Cteor^e C. Konnftdy, v/ho oririnnlly inspired 

tVkip investigation and T.'hoGO companionnhip and renerouu participation in r-rxny 

nioouscionc has been a continued courco of stimulation. I c.ia also ur^ch indebted 

to Profe.-uor 3. J. Shand 01' Colurrblc. "Jnivo. -.-,1  //  and to tho j^oolo^y dcpartrmtc of 

Colvur.bia Univcrr.ity and Yalo U;- ivc-rr^ty v.>-;rc ;r.uch of this report v;as prepared 

" " 'ailo on V'.A.E. status in tho Geological iXrvcy. ?ollovdrif, Professor Shar.d'c; 

i"ctirorrtent, Prv-jfes^or Adolph I?nopf cf Yr.lc graciously undertook to read this 

roport and to counsel the -author. His fiuidanco ir, deeply aopreciatod c.nd hus 

c<>.vcrib\r'ced rr;ach to this papor* The only inhabitants of thr» r;lar;hi:o Islands,

If



frfc. 7r:o S^ingtor), his wife, fi'cula'u, ar.J: hie daughter ?atric:-e., extended r.an.y 

o'.^rtcnior. anc l-rir/tnocses r.n~i s^a^e ;;;uch information on navif}atin^ the difficult

-. /.-tor around the Islamic,

Periootite Completes in Southeastern Alaska

There are at least 8 Trell-definec pcridotito complexes in southeastern 

Alaska (nos. 11 to 18 incl., fig. 2, p. 12). These nassos differ -widely in size, 

though none are large, and also differ in petrology and structure, Kovrever, cer 

tain features are cojrunon to all of then, "chiefly that they all are composed of, 

or contain within their corec, extreinely basic rock's consisting largely of olivine 

or olivine e.nd pyroxene. An exception is the body at the head of Fasaan. Bay at

the Salt Chuck locality (no, 18, fig. 2, p. 1£). This body exposes only pyroxeniie
i

and mafic geilVb1' 0 and is somewhat COULVCfully included anonf, the others.

Structurally there appear to ce i,wine cir;^.ifleant differences -UViat. v/ill bo 

taken up in more detail in a later section. Briefly, the Blashke Islands complex, 

(fir;* 2, area 15) appears to be a nearly cylindrical rsasc \vith roughly vertical

 walls, somev/hat irregular in detail. The surrounding bedded rocks are crudely 

con.fonr.ablo to the contacts of the complex, but ther« is evidence for structural 

disturbance during the emplacement of the complex. On the other hand the peridot!to 

inat5B at i'.ed Bluff Bay (fig. 2, area 11) is described by Guild and Paisley (1942,

p. 177) as having a. concordant, spoon-shaped lower contact plunging in the dlroc-
  .   

tiou of the regional fold axes. The term "phaoolith11 :.may/fit ...thlc "body (Karfcer. ., -

1&09, p, 78), In the seme area are a number of sill-like serpentine bodies thtii:' . 

conform closely to the. regional foliation (Kennedy and J/alton, 1&46, pp, 72-73).

The complex at Rane Peak (fig  2, are* 14) is shown by map relationships and
»  

two observed contactB/ to be a funnel-shaped body-with inward dipping contacts that 

are probably steep (45*-or more). The surrounding bedded rocks are probably more 

or less conformable. tThe mas* at Kount Burnett (fig* 2, area 16) vras described 

by Kennedy and "vValton (1946, p. 81) as a composite stook, but a further rccon-
*»  

naicsanco of the area dur5.ng the present investigation sus^estod the definite pos-



rtihility that t v-ic is i tilled, tabular mass* The area requires further study. 

little or ao ctruoturai data is available on the other ultrabasic coir.ploxec in 

southeactern Alaska.

Tho internal structural elements of these several masses also display differ 

ences. The BlasrJce Island complex hac a distinct, though not porfeet, concentric 

arrangement with an inner core of dunite and a composite outer ring of peridotite, 

pyroxenite, and p,abbro. The mass at Red Bluff Bay chowc an irregular banding and 

inter-lensing of dunite and pyroxene-rich rocks described by Guild and B&lsley 

(1942, p. 177) as flow layering. However, pyroxene-rich rook shows some tendency 

to bo concentrated near the base and on the margins, that is, peripherally, and 

the banding is generally steep and oriented with the lonn axis of the mass. The 

internal relationships of the complex at Kane Peak aro more irregular and varied 

than at the Blashko Islands or at Red Bluff Bay, but olivine-rich rooks are also 

concentrated in the core of the macs. As mentioned above, the possibility csrists 

that the mass at Kount Burnett is a tilted, tabular masc with a core of dunite* 

Recording to Koschmann (19S6, pp. 268-274), the Duke Island and Annette Islcnd 

bodies' are largely hornblendlte, but contain within them masses oT harzburgite 

and augitito.

Tho largest of these ultrabacic masses is probably the complex on Duke 

Island extending in a belt about 10 rdles long across the island with an outcrop 

area of about 20 square miles. The mass on Cleveland Peninsula is about seven 

miles in greatest exposed length with an area of about 14 square rdlec. The 

Blachke Island domplex is almost circular and About two miles in diameter with 

an area of about 3*5 square miles. The Kane >*ak Complex is partly covered by 

the rraterB of Frederick Sound, but the major part of it.is exposed with an area 

of about 2 square miles, and the mars- at Hed Bluff Bay ie about tho some size 0 

The other todios are smaller and le.sa is known abouij them.

The region in which these ultrabasic bodies occur ie ono of complex mountain 

structure. Socks of Ordovician or older to Cretaceous arte have beon tilted,

1 W«e*."  **»



1   . -. '  . " -  ;. invaded by the Coact Ran^e batholith and xaany lesser intru 

sions, or.4 r^i«r>«lly r.etanorphoAed in en extensive'bolt aloni* the "western racxrfin

 > r \ht batholith. As stated by Buddinfrton. (Buddington and Chapin. 1920, pp. 10-o7) 

only who broader .featuren of the region are known, but it is clear that though 

thore have been earlier orogenie episodes, the Jurassic-Cretaceous orogeny with

 which the Coast Range batholith is correlated is the major period of deformation 

e.nd tie -p-ceated eruptive activity.

According to Buddington (Buddington and Chapin, 1929, pp.10-37) the ultra- 

basic complexes are eiaplaced v/ithin rocks ranging in ape from Ordovician or older 

to Cretaceous, The ultrabacic bodies at Duke and Annette Islands and on Cleveland 

r'enir.sula (fig, 2, areas 17 and 16) are emplaoed in rocks of the-Wr&nf.ell- 

lievillacijtedo notamorphic group of indefinite art©. The Blashke Island complex 

ic cnplaced in rocks of Ordovioian and Silurian a^o. The Hed Bluff Bay body is 

in rocks regarded by Guild and BalRley(1942, p. 177) as Upper Triassic. The Kane 

Peak complex is in contact with rocks doubtfully correlated by Buddinpton with the 

Cretaceous but possibly Upper Jurassic. The peridotite masses on Tracy Arm and 

Ford's Terror (fig, 2, areas 13 p.nd 12) are within the Coast Hange batholith and 

described by Buddington (Buddinf.ton and Chapin, 1S22 , pp, 10-37) as being cut by 

granitic dikes, shmving that they antedate at least part of the granitic inbrusive 

activity.

AD upper limit of geologic ace can be established for the Mount Burnett 

complex on Cleveland Peninsula. The complex is older than a conglomerate contain 

ing |>lant remains and boulders of ultrabasic rock correlated with the Port Camden 

basal Eocene by Buddincton (Buddinr.ton and Chapin, 1929, pp. 10-37). This con 

glomerate ic exposed lying on an erosion surface of pyroxenite and hornblendite 

of the ooraple:: aa well as slate and phylHto of the enclosing rocks. The complex 

is therefore pre-Eocene»

The Bls.shke Island complex is cut by a basalt dike correlated by the prcsont



author vrith tho Tertiary basalts described by Buddincton (ruldinston and Chapin, 

lOriO, pp. 271-273). fj- ' » ' " -; - : : . . '-.- 

The youngest rocks known to be invaded bjr one of these complexes are tho 

ttppor Jurassic or Cretaoeous slates and graywaokes on Kupreanof Island invaded

by the Rane Peak complex. Fre»-£ocene.age -is indicated by the overlying Eocene
" ,.       < . .   ''.'.

  conglomerate on Cleveland:Peninsula* The ultrabasio rocks are therefore, late
 * '.. '' - *'   ' ' '   . .   f *,',  

Juraocic or Cretaceous in age, depending on the true age of'the youngest sediments

that they out, and are correlated with .the Major oro^enic episode of the region*
  ' * ..

Euddington's (Buddingtpn and Chapin, 1929, p, 242) conclusion based on all

tho evidence available to him-is that the ultrabasio rocks of southeastern Alaska
*'   i 

are older than the more siliooous-alkalic types of this_ petror;enic province.
: '' '  '-' '' '  '. -". ' , -', '*,"  " 

This 'ovideneo consists In part of observed field relationships in which the ultra- 

basic rt>cks are seen to be intruded by more silioeous-alkalic rocks, and in part 

on general petr.ogenetic considerations. All of the Canadian writers, to whom

later reference will-be ifcade, are in ar.reemont that the field relationships show
* '  ' '   ' . * 

.the ultrabasic rocks t>f .British Columbia and the Yukon Territory to be older than
\ . «   *

the more, siliceous rocks belonging to the samo period of intrusion* The only "' 

field relations observed in the course of the present investigation bearing on 

this problem are in the Kane Feak area where a dioritic body is in contact vrith 

the ultrabasic complex. Both rocks show mineralo^ic-and-toxtural alteration near 

the contact, and the evidence is somewhat ambiguous, but on^the whole sugsects 

that the ultrabasio J'ock was invaded by the dioritio rock. Somevrhat more condu 

cive evidence is afforded by the presence of granodiorite and minetto dikes 'in a 

fault zone'"that cuts the'.south sido of the ultrabasic complex, because both _the 

fault and tho dikes are tjlearly later than the complex, and the dikes are pre 

sumably related to the diorite-^ranite sequence of intrusions. Tt<soenc to bo in 

line vrith available field evidence and acceptable to the workers in this region ;

 to consider the ultrabasic rocks with which this report deals to belong to the 

Jurassic-Cretaceous period of intrusive activity, and to bo tho oldest plutonic
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rnc::c of v.ho Jure.o«ic-^rct."co(u.?r, potro'onetic cycle.

Tho Blachke Islend Complex 

Introduction

Tho e-eneral geolorrie relationships exposed on the Blafihke Islands are

 shown on the geologic map (plate 1). Tho complex consists of a nearly circular 

nans of pcridotitic rocks surrounded by an irregular rim of f.abbro. The overall 

diair.cter of the complex is from 10,000 to 12,000 feet with an area of about 5.6 

square miles. The center.of the peridotite mass is dunite, a rock composed 

primarily of olivine and serpentine derived from the alteration of olivino. The 

core is crudely circular with many irregularities in detail and from 6,000 feet 

to y,000 feet in, diameter. Surrounding this core of dunite is a rim of pyroxene- 

rich peridotite cor isting principally of au^ite, but almost everywhere contain 

ing appreciable amounts of olivine. This rock is termed olivine augitite in this 

report. Near the contacts between .dunite and olivine auditive the dunito common 

ly contains sparse to abundant Interotitial augite and passec £radc.bioiially into

 tfehrlite. 7/ithin the pyrosenitic rim there ar« bands and irregular streaks of 

rock in which olirine is as abundant as or in excess of pyroxene and the rock 

may also bo classed as wehrlito. The pyroxenite rim has a maximum width of about 

.1,500 feot oh the east cido of the complex and is somerwhat irregular and only a 

few hundred feet wide on the west side of the complex. Two short, thick, lentiou- 

lor dikes of pyroxenite were found cutting thin bodded hornfele several hundred

feet from the main mass of the complex*
. , . v

Tho concontric structure of the ultrabaaic complex is further expressed
  '   

by a ring of gabbro outside the pyroxenitio rin^r. This gabbro rinr; is highly

irrepilar ift  ' vidth, texture, internal structure and composition. Unliko the 

p.vri>xonite ring, vjhioh everyvfhsre surrounds the dunito, it is absent in plaoos, 

and the peridot!tic rooks are in contact with the coo*bry rocks. Tho ;:abbro
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ring ic widest in outcrop at the northeastern edf.e of the complex v/hero pr&o- 

bically continuous exposures of gabbro have a maximum width of about 1,400 feot. 

Tho r^bbro ring is relatively wide and continuous along tho oaotsrn ©dfe of the 

oomplox, and although p*rt of the complex ia beneath the sea along tho sonthorn 

itsari'in, outcrops of gabbro in tho southeastornnost large island and in a oouplo 

of reefs exposed at extreme low tido indicate that gabbro is procent and way

oxtoiul moro or lens continuously around the southern boundary of the ultrabasio
 

rocks* '.'-   

There is rood evidence in the form of intense shear z on$s for strong fault 

ing along the southwestern edge of the complex, and this faulting has probably 

out out any ?;abbro that may have been present ac well as a good part of the p^Tox- 

unitic ring of the complex, as far north ac the snail bay at the elbov; of the 

channol into Pivouac Bay* However, the exposures of go-b^ro from the channel into 

 3ivouac Bay norbhviari have a different aspect than the broad, we Undeveloped rabbro 

band along the eastern margin of the complex. It is impossible to say how much 

gabbro is concealed beneath tho "waters of Bivouac Bay, but such exposures as are 

present consist of irregular dike-like masses with roany inclusions and breooiatod 

nacsec <>f hornfeleed country rock irregularly veined by ftabbro apophysoo from a 

few foot to a fraction of an inch in width. At one point, the westernmost exposure 

of ultrabasic rock, a somewhat peculiar facios of the.peridotite consisting of a 

feldspabhic v.ehrlite, is in sharp contact with hornfelsed congl02*9rate with no in 

tervening gabbro.

The gabbro is sporadically developed along the narrow channels around the

northern rim of the complex, but hero also it may bo partly cut out by faulting.
«

However at two points an olivine augitito conta.iaing bands approaching gabbro in 

composition by the admixture of coarse anorthite is in direct conto.ct with horn 

felsed country rook,

Tn addition to the gabbro immediately contiguous to the conplex there are 

sevoral outlying masses and thick dikes of r.abbro, particularly near the ent/ranco



and at the northern end of Blashke Harbor and along the northern shore of the 

southeasternmost island. One mass of gabbro is found within the oliTine augitite 

band near the southeastern rim of the complex* This mass of gabbro is in sharp 

contact with the oliTine augitite on its south side, but the contact, where visible, 

on the north and east side of the mass is a low angle fault dipping 25* westward* 

In spite of the low angle of this fault it seems more likely that it is a normal 

fault bringing the gabbro down from the east rather than up from the west*

In contrast with the olivine augitite ring surrounding the dunite core of 

the complex, which is virtually complete in that nowhere can dunite be found in 

contact with anything but olivine augitite, the gabbro ring is irregular 9 and in 

at least three places it is absent with a somewhat aberrant fades of the perido- 

tite in contact with altered country rocks. However, the asymmetry of the gabbro 

ring is matched by a certain degree of asymmetry in the oliTine augitite ring of 

the complex which is wider and more uniform along the eastern side of the complex, 

while the western side is narrow and contains streaks and bands of wehrlite* Struc 

tural data indicate that the contacts between the major rook units of the complex 

are irregular both in plan and in vertical extension but tend to dip steeply out* 

ward with many irregularities and reversals, although the downward extension of 

the complex at the level at which it is exposed appears to be effectively steep, 

just as the outcrop of the complex and its major elements is effectively circular 

despite many irregularities. If the strong north to northwest trending faults 

that out the complex have had much vertical displacement along them, the eastern 

side of the complex may be structurally some distance above or below the western 

side, and the differences in petrologio relationships between the eastern and 

western sides may be because different levels are exposed.

The complex of basic and ultrabasio rooks is emplaoed within a varied se 

quence of stratified rocks that have undergone low grade regional metamorphism 

to o hi critic and amphibolitio greenstones. Within a few hundred feet of the ultra 

basio mass these rooks are strongly hornfelsed to biotite-hypersthene-plagioolase-



augite granulites sane of which contain an iron-rich oilvine.

Ho strati graphic work has been done in this area in sufficient detail to 

ponnit satisfactory correlations to be made, but three distinct lithologio types 

of bedded rooks were recognised and mapped by the author* The first consists of 

strongly indurated, fine-grained rooks ranging from laminated and thin-bedded to 

massive. These rocks are low grade netaraorphio equivalents of mudBtones, shales, 

cherts, and volcanic** They are characterized by abundant chlorite but lack folia 

tion or strong slaty cleavage. The second consists of similarly metamorphosed coarse 

conglomerate of varied lithology including much volcanic material with interbedded 

laminated fine-grained rooks and a few bands of coarse white marble. The third 

consists of practically unmetamorphosed, thin-bedded to shaly. dove-gray to white 

limestone outcropping in a few areas at the north end of the islands and apparently 

overlying the other rooks unconformably. No recognizable fossils were found in 

these rooks and they have been mapped on the basis of lithology alone, mainly for 

the purpose of revealing the structural displacements related to the complex*

Buddington (Buddington and Chapin, 1929, pp. 10-57, pi* 1) has indicated on 

the Geologic Map of a Portion of Southeastern Alaska, which is on a scale of 

1i600,000 and thus highly generalized, that the thin-bedded to massive hornfelses 

outcropping around the northwestern rim of the Blashke Island complex are correlated 

by him with lower and middle Ordovician rocks that outcrop about 4 miles to the 

west on Thorne Island. These rooks are said to consist predominantly of indurated 

graywacke containing graptolites* The predominantly conglomeratic rooks are mapped 

by Buddington (Buddington and Chapin, 1929, pp. 74-75) as Silurian, belonging to 

the next to the lowest Silurian unit recognized by him, and described as consisting 

of andesitio volcanics and conglomerate, some associated graywaoke, black slate, 

limestone, and tuff (Buddington and Chapin, 1929, pp. 82-63)* The thin-bedded and 

shaly limestones at the northern end of the islands evidently belong to the Silurian 

limestones of the next overlying Silurian formation which Buddingixm has mapped on
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of tK<=- SWfcU islands c. r.iile or more to the north (Buddin^ton and Ciiapin,

So f«=r o.- the present v;ork is concerned the* rocks of sedimentary origin 

v.ers mapped on the "bade of lithol:>r;y, thore being no basic for establishing a 

tirr.o -strati/graphic division within the area itself, but the mainly fine-grained, 

thin-bedded to massive rocks that are in contact with the ultrabasic mass except 

on the easternmost islands are probably correlated with the Ordovician, and the 

mainly conglomeratic rocks probably belong to the Silurian.

vYibhin the surrounding rocks of volcanic and sedimentary origin thore are 

innumerable dikec, ranpjinn fr"f>n £abbro and basalt to diorite and andesite, thai; 

may possibly be related to the ultrabasic intrusion.

The petrology of the Blaslike Island complex will bo described in detail in 

the following pages. The peridotites, gabbros, pabbroic hornfelses, and closely

related rocks will bo taken up first beginning with a brief description of the
«

principal rook types and their characteristic relationships, followed by a detailed 

description of the principal mineral phases and their variations in composition 

antl potrolor;ic relationships throughout the complex, and concluded by a detailed 

discussion of the petrology with microraotric data on the modes and important vari 

ants of the principal rock types. Finally the country rooks including dikes nob 

related to the ulbrabasic complex vdll be described.

The Peridotitic Rooks

The poridotitos of the BlasWro Island complex, considered from a broad 

point of view, consist of two principal rook types; a core of rook composed pri 

marily of olivine in which augite enters locally as a marginal phase, and a riin 

of aufite rock coutainin£ varying amounts of olivine, the auf.ito bcinr nonr diop- 

side in composition. From a purely statistical standpoint thero is no hard and 

fast boundary between rocks consisting almost entirely of olivine and rock in 

vvhich audits is the major constituent.. All gradations may be found from dunito



frets, of fVr8C*.ne r.o pyro.-^nite th?.-;; is x'irtually free of olivine. In 

f ir)df, h-a-u)e<fe.\-, -tfa cdnt-j.ots between these major rock types are not comnonly

grad*\tioun.l. Aur;ite appears in the olivino rock as a subordinate, inter 

stitial phaso noar the contacts with the pyroxonitic rooks. It tends to increase 

in abundance as the contacts are.approached, but the contacts with pyroxenitic 

rocks are either sharp or abruptly gradational within a few feet or inches in most 

plaoee»

Gradational relationship be-tween rock types is the dilemma of nomenclature 

  and classification. In the case of the peridotitos the term dunite is well estab 

lished for rocks corsi sting essentially of olivine and the terms, pyroxenite, 

au^itite, diallagito, etc., and used for rocks consisting primarily of a pvroxene. 

Coraaon usage permits the term dunite to encompass rocks containing a small per 

centage of accessories, of which chroroite, ilmenite, magnetite, picotite, spinel, 

and pyroxene are the most common. This implies that small amounts of those min 

erals do not have genetic significance. In the Blashke Islands it is probably 

true that the oro minerals are at least of ndnor genetic significance, but it will 

bo shown that tho appearance of augite in minor amounts is indicative of a rise 

in the fayalite content of tho olivine above a min5.mum value. Thus, strictly 

speaking, any amount of pyroxene, hovre/er small, is oif^ificant from the f.onetic 

and classificfttory standpoint. On the other hand, in the field, it was noted that 

rocks containing less than ton or twelve percent pyroxene were generally closely 

associated with dunite as a marginal fades and in most cases passed pradationaily 

into dunite but vrcre commonly in sharp contact with rocks with a distinctly hi~her

pyroxene content. On the basis of this field tendency the practice followed in
i*

thio report will bo to use the name dunite to apply only to olivino rocks.virtu 

ally free of pyroxene, but usually containing accessory ores. Pocks containing
«.

less than 12,5 percent aup;ite and other accessories vrill be termed aufrito-ilunibce
* »

The name wehrlite (Rosenbusoh, 1887, p. 267) vdll be applied in this report



 bo ro:/..s cor.posed f»riwit.riiy of olivine and af.>r,ite and their alteration products 

vri'.;h minor accessaries, mainly chromito and magnetite, in v:hieh olivino ic in 

czr.oss of au/'ito, Mere arain field relations afford sone uerree of .justification 

for bhii; arbitrary and artificial division by rock.names* In the field only a 

few inntancec .vcro found -where rocks containing more pyroxene than olivino seeir.od 

to bo related by oradation nor a closely to dunite tlrian pyrorconite.

A nunu/or of namoe have been applied to rocks in v&ich a clinopyroxene is 

tho principal nineral, but none seem, to.be strictly applicable to the au~ito-rich

r:>ck of tho Blr.shko Islands« These roci:s consist of au«r,ite, olivine, and acces- 

cory ores. Hornblende is present in nany specimens, but typically a- an altera 

tion product of pyroxene arid not as a prijr«ary mineral. Olivine may bo present 

only by rroX7 i-n ^ha fonn of serpeiit.'.ne psoudomorphs* HoT^ver, the practice 

a-:u>]-itod in thin report has been to cor.sic.er hornblende and serpentine ,is repro- 

senti:i{- the primary ninorals from which they v/ero derived for the purpose of 

classifying the rock.

Tho narne v;ehrlite is frequently employed for any clinopyroxene-oliviuo rock 

whether the pyro.rone exceeds tho olivine or not. Hov/ever, in the Plashko Island 

ooaplox there is definite need for a name both for rocks in which olivino ie in 

oxoess of pyroxene' and vice v-jrsa. The name inontroalito vrac r.ivon by ^daran (1015, 

pp. 35-29) to a rook concicting of clinopyroxeno, hornblende, and olivine in order 

of fibtuldanco v;ith or without minor anounts of plaf;ioclase, orthoclaae, And nephc- 

lino. Bancroft and Howard (1925, p. .19) described this rock as v/ehrlite but ro-   

ported essontial fjua'itities of hornblende. Johannsen (2933, pw.-i30-l.3w) has ad- 

vocnbod usinr; montrealite for rocks containing clinopyroxene and hornblenvic with 

less olivine, but has su^p;ested no name for a similar rock in tvhich* no prl.niary 

hornblende is present, l^urthermore the oririnal mo litre ali to is a fucicn of un 

osRoxito bo'.'y low in salic constituents, but vrhir.h ir.ay contain minor amounts of 

both nopholino an»\ orthoolaso in addition to pla^ioclaco, ' The oul'y li;:'ufc-';oioreu



; . ;'-  Is\and rack is a vtry sr.all amount of sparsely and 

lly 4. 1; :.;: ,- -.i i..-i tv i calcic [Uarioclase up to Ango in composition* This 

eru;^*a.-.t i»; rdr.or c >r.- 4.it«.:rttits reflects a <Y.ndurt ntrl renotic differo:«cc: thr.b 

-  f'l-iri rrn; i-o "VcrT c-'»r;r:d J.r. clor,r;if icr.tion.

1'he names pyr:>;:crd*9, nu^itite, ote. are sometij/.f/:; employed looncly to 

include r<»cl:3 vrith quite* substantial amf>unts of olivino ou the one hand or of taiio 

con.^'.iiuonls, ndccx and hornblende on the other. As Shand (r.>47, pp. 318-121) Uts 

pointed emu Uii« practice overlooks the significance of raturaticn or under citurrv- 

' -icift v/llh silica and results in tho lumping together of rocks -A-ith divorce origins. 

In M-it-r to avoid pjibi^uity and ab the sair.c time avoid coining another rock nninc, 

tho naiff* olivicw av-.^ititc vdll Ls cr.nl.-ycd to riesir;nete all rocko in 'which nur.ite 

ic tho prjr.cj.pftl constituent, a^co.T^aiiitd cy ;>ivlno and accessories* VAi^.re the . 

rv cl: contains iwsrcs thnn C£ i.^rcf-nt divine, as i« d<^cr; In only a few irtfiTianc-as, 

. tho nimd will be £urth r r r.cuific-d to .vchriitic olivlne auritito.

In Ao.diti<m to the. major rock ty^ec of the perido.titic j:art of tho oon- 

%jcx, v/hich bcior.r to ulio ciunite-wc^li.rl'.te-'iur.itite riequonco, there r-rc rx nuir/ocjr 

of .112 nor ^;>ck V^cs that arc closely t;.3?soc:Vf»tou v/ith thoco rajor units, appear5r". 

)n rhom ar» diirer,, veinr., or irr«fulc.r r.iasieo. I'o.nt. o;% i-.heco rockr c.ro char^ctcri^c 

>y Llic ^rc-CKnce t:f & nr?.cic p3.Cxp.oc la &e , prinary horubl<ir*;'io, or both* and by apji.tl 

or f)0f-r.r'.tii,'jc fco;.turos*

Dunite, Au--;itc dxiniuO, and "ohrlito   ' ;

:'bo o unite of thti r].pshi:o Icle.nic is v^'-^rfn-.toriutirally dcop bluish-r 

O;T freshly bn>l:en cur^^cos, but tho c».lor r.urMf ,e-.; ;'r»r, flftt, c::oty black -to dirty 

yonovvich-r-.rwen. }>f vGcopice.lly the texture r.oucurs fino-^roined, elnost, ophanitic

Ar.'-.un/.Iy f.ho ror/.r is coarse rrc.ijjed and tLo «.j-S:aniiic r'-ppc^rar-co it- due to aorpcn-
*

l.inis&tion. In c-Ucitaon to olivino .-\nd serpentine, vrell-formed, cr.rdl, bl>.\e!c   

octthodronc of chrorr.ite can be identified in the hcnd r.peciracnr,. The rock r:ay ch-*-.v 

p ^Ir.linrt pic.':y srructure (?uc fcc: the pub-r:ari'.}3cl alicrj.icnt t,i* ^lo.ioly spnoed



Au^ito 'lunito and wehrlite resemble dunite in texture but the color <»r. 

fresh Gurfrccs is i.ypically sooty black rather than bluish-green. Cleavnr.c fncoc- 

snd bottle-freer? grains of augite oan be identified. Both olivine and serpentine 

charnr.terifttically vroather a smooth, yellowish to reddish buff resembling chamois 

or suede leather. This so-called ohanois surface is a fairly reliable indication 

in the fiold of tho presence 'and abundance of olivine and serpentine. The clear 

groeti pyroxene is virtually unclianged in color by weathering and stands out clearly 

a^ainsT tho buff, chamois surface of olivine and serpentine, usually in moderato 

rolief. On the other hand, on fresh surfaces it may be difficult to detect small 

percentages of olivine in pyroxenite or of pyroxene in dunite. Vfoather.in£ in 

effect provides a fairly sensitive and reliable qualitative chemical test of the 

presence of these Minerals in association with each other.

Tn thia section the rock is ceon to consist of a granular aggregate of wore 

<>r leas equant, anhedral olivine grains from a few Ldllimeters to more than a 

coritineter in crosr. section, averaging 20 to 40 grains per square centimeter* 

"Thore olivirio ic unaccompanied by pyroxene the grains form a closely packed mospic 

with few grains showing any trace of crystal form, but -with simple, unauturoc 

boundaries between grains. The toxture is simple allotrioir.orphic granuler. ViTnore 

pyi'oxene ie present in small amounts it is interstitial, with olivine displaying 

rounded, somsvrhat imperfect crystal forms against anhedral eurite, Ad.jp.cent in 

terstitial aroae of pyroxene may have the same crystallographic orientation indicat 

ing an incipient poikilitio toxturo \vhich is realised v/hore pyroxene is abundant. 

Poikilitic pyroxene enclosing olivino in random orientation is shown in photo 

micrographs A and B, plate 1C. Clinopyroxene is clearly a lato interstitial phase 

in these rocks. Although tho rrain size of the olivine is typically coarse, each 

grain is without exception transected by a network of curving fractures filled 

with serpentine, -which divide each grain of olivine into numerous angular to sub- 

angular' shards, few as much as £mn in cross section*
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:;or;";r:',': o . ;. ;-s-r,er:t in all specimens of dunite, aujite dunite, and vohr- 

livO fror.. ths "lachlie Islands in tho form of fracture fillings in crackled oil vino 

and along: r^rairi boundaries. It is also present in many specimens ac cor,\plote 

pcoudonorphs after olivine, and to a lesser extent as thin fracture-fillings in 

pyroxene. In most specimens of dunite as well as augite dunite and wehrlite the 

spacing of serpeatinir.ed fractures is so close that the actual volume of serpen 

tine in the rock is commonly greater than.the volume of unaltered olivino. In 

0u£lte dunite and wehrlite the olivine tends to be somewhat lese cerpentinizod 

than in the pure dunite 

Modes for dunite, augite dunito, and wehrlite together vath other data are 

tfiven in sections 1, 2, and 4 of table 1. Modes for an uncommon type of wehrlite 

found at the outer contact of the peridotitic part of the complex in sharp contact 

 with hornfolsed conglomerate arc riven in section 9. Tho average values for the 

modes are recapitulated in columns A, B, B, and J of table 2 and chemical analyses 

aro riven. All modes were determined on thin-sections by means of either, the 

I.eitz integrating stage or the point counting method described by Chayes (1949,'

pp. 1-11)*   '  -'.

t 
  Aur.itite, Olivine augitite, and Wohrlitic Olivine au^itite

Augitite free of olivine ic so rare on the clashke Islands as to be a 

.curiosity. Only one thin section out of more than thLrty sections of this rroup 

of roaks contained no olivino. This rock connists of nodular masses of pure 

augite up to several inches in cross section in a. meeostacis of normal olivino 

aufjititej however another section from the stone specimen included purt of fcho 

meoostasis containing olivino. The typical olivine augitite is coarce to very 

coarse grained and dark preen in color wich irregular cooty black p.roas rc>preront- 

ing more or less norpentinised olivine. The weathered surface also is dark rroon 

v;ith a rough, pitted texture due to the '.veathering; out of olivino arvl cerp&ntino 

and to the coarse granular character of the rock. Locally there ir^y bo a littlo
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Table 2. (Con .)

Explanation for column numbers 

Column No* Rocks for which data is given

A Dunite, free of augite, from core of complex.

B Augite dunite, contains lees'than 12*5 percent augite*
» 

C Augite dunite, from dikes and outlying masses in olivine augitite.

D Wehrlite, 12*5 percent to 50 percent augite.

E Wehrlite, from dikes and tabular masses in olivine augitite and dunite. 

F . ' Olivine augitite, contains more than 12*5 percent and less than 

50 percent olivine.
, T

G Olivine augitite, containing more than 12.5 percent olivine, from 

dikes cutting olivine augitite that contains lesser percentages 

of olivine.

H Olivine augitite, contains less than 12.5 percent olivine.

I Olivine augitite, average.of modal values given in columns F and H
» 

for normal olivine-rich and ollvine-poor faoies of olivine augitite.

J Wehrlite, faoiea of complex found locally at outer margin of perido-

tite in direct contact with granulitieed country rooks. 

K ' Olivine augitite, relatively rich in olivine, a facies found locally

at outer margin of peridotite in contact with granulitised country

rooks. 

L Gabbroio pegmatite, from dikes and irregular masses in olivine

augitite.
*.

M Augite-andradite garnet rook, from dike-like body cutting olivine

augitite. ' 

N Olivine beerbaohite, from dikes cutting olivine augitite. 

v 0 Beerbaohite, free of olivine, from dikes cutting olivine augitite. 

P Hornblendite-beerbachite, from dike cutting olivine augitite. 

Q Feldspathio vein material, from early primary joints cutting olivine
it

augitite.



Table 2. (Cont 0 ) Explanation for column numbers 

Column No. P.ocke for which data is

R Olivine £*bbro, from parts of gabbro ring near contacts with

p&j idetite. 

S Olivine gabbro, from parts of gabbro ring near contacts with gran-

ulttited country rooks*

T Gabbro, augite gabbro free of olivine. 

U ' Gabbro, average gabbro obtained .from averaging modal values in

columns R, S, and T* 

V Gabbro-diorite , facies of gabbro ring from outer margins of widest

part of the gabbro ring", 

W Gabbroio streaks and apophyses present in indistinct bands or dis

tinctly cross-cutting dike-like bodies in granulitiaed country rocks

near contacts with the main body of gabbro of the complex*

X Inclusions of granulitized and amphibolitized oquntry rook in gabbro* 

T Gabbroio granulite, from granulitized country rooks within a few

hundred feet of the outer contacts of the complex. 

Z Hornblende dolerite porphyry, from a partially amphibolitized dike

older than the complex cutting lower Silurian conglomerate. 

ZZ Andesite-basalt melaphyre, from a group of Tertiary dikes that out

all the older rooks in the Blashke Islands.



I r, 4 or: t'r 1'til £3/ci<L p* skji^eAase v^hicn ;.xy or *ujy not be rltorod. ;<oth fresh and 

Altered pje^ioclas*. c.iv wif)i^e. S&mcu pccossnry interstitial pyrite ir. not unroar.on. 

?. oT-;-tj te :"..- . y be- present in se-.cond.iry sponry rar.sr.os end vo inlets that are not 

cieioccaLle mc';a:»c:>picf.lly. Jf urnlitic hornblende ic abundant it fives tho rock 

a dfll, '"ray-rirfcon cn.ct. As tho rock approaches wehrlito in composition the 

v.euthered curfn.ce ar.cumes a mottled or streaky appearance with brown to buff areas 

of dlivine and serpentine contracting with the r;reen pyroxene.

Under one microscope most slides of olivine au^itite are seen to bo fairly 

simple in texture and composition, consisting of coarse pyroxene which may be 

quito fr&nh or partially altered to rrecn hornblende and coarse olivine which is 

locally fror.h but normally portially altered to yellow antiporite. However, the 

to;:tural roletionship of olivine to pyroxene appears to be the reverse of that 

found in tho aup;ite cunite, in which au^ite is clearly interstitial to olivine. 

In olivine p.up.itite tho olivine is commonly interstitial -r;o the au r;itf. It 

commonly occupies irregular areas between .r;rair.s of pyroxene which tend to exhibit 

imperfect crystal form against the olivino, and where the fayalite content of the 

o.livine reochos about 18 percent or more, rounded inclusions of aiif;ite are not 

uncommon in the olivine as shown in plate 17A and 17B.

Vexturctl and compositional variants are more ejrtror^e end nore common in Iho 

tiliviue auftitite than in "the other peridotit.es. There are streaks and Damls within 

tho olivine au.r.itite that are mineralo^icp.ily ncerly identical but contrast sharply 

in texture, ranging from extremely coarse rock with pyroxene grains several conli- 

metors in cross section to relatively fine-drained rocks with rrains a few rdlii- 

motern in section.

Uesr the outer border of the complex four additional late priMary,phases 

p.ppoar sporadically in the olivine ouf",itite. Thece are common hornblende, i-rero- 

lite, calcic plajrioclftse (AnD3 to An06), and rare traces of hypersthene. All of 

those minerals are clearly later than the »;.ur,ite aiid most of the. olivine r.nc



typically appear as single icolatod prains occupying interstitial spaces or as 

coarse textured, irregular streaks or clusters of grains* An unusual fades of the 

olivino augitite is represented by specimen 133 B, item 45, section 4, table l f page 

27. This rook is a v/ehrlite with moderately abundant late primary hornblende pleo- 

ohroio in brownish-pink to pale green like hypersthene. Plate ISA is a photomicro 

graph of this mineral enclosing subhedral olivine* Hear the outer margins of the 

olivine augitite t olivine is found locally enclosing what appears to be primary 

hornblende as well as hornblende pseudomorphio after augite, as shown in plate 18B. 

Modes for olivine augitite in which olivina exceeds 12.5 percent are given in 

section 6 of table 1; for olivine augitite with less than 12*5 percent olivine in 

section 8 of table 1} and for an oil vine-rich augitite found in contact with gabbro 

and hornfels at the outer contact of the pyroxenitio ring of the complex in section 

10 of table 1. The averages of these modes are recapitulated in columns F, H, I, 

and K of table 2 9 and a chemical analysis is given in column I.

Peridotite dikes

All of the peridotitio rocks described above, with the exception of dunite 

absolutely free of augite, have been found as dikes or veins cutting each other. 

Well-definod dikes' of augite dunite out dunite, wehrlite, and olivine augitite. 

"Vehrlite and wehrlitio olivine augitite dikes out dunite f augite dunite, and oli 

vine augitite. Moreover, thin dikes of almost pure augite out the more olivine- 

rich rocks* An augite dunite dike cutting massive olivine augitite is shown in 

plate 5, and several olivine augitite dikes cutting dunite are shown in plate 6* 

Well-defined inclusions of augitite from mere clusters of a few augite crystals 

to masses several yards in section have been observed in wehrlite near augitite 

contacts* Many dikes of oli vine-rich rocks such as augite dunite and wehrlite 

have been found cutting divine-poor augitite as much as 1.000 feet from the main 

dunite mass. Thus the contact relationships between the major ultrabasio rook 

types range from gradational to sharply intrusive*

llodes for augite dunite dikes and outlying bands, within the olivine augitite



are given in section 3 of table 1; for wehrlite dikes in section 5 of table 1; 

and for olirine-rich augitite dikse in section 7 of table !  The average modes 

are recapitulated in columns C, E, and 0 of table 2, and chemical analyses of an 

augite dunite dike and a wehrllte dik» are given*. The augite dunite dike cuts 

olivine augitite and the wehrlite dike euts dunite.

Pike rocks and minor variants associated with peridotite

A distinctive group of dike rocks beside the dikes belonging to the major 

members of the peridotite complex is found in the peridotite portion of the Blashke 

Island complex. These rooks form small dikes, generally a fraction of an inch to 

several inches in thickness and none of mappable size* They are not abundant 

enough any place in the complex to form an appreciable volume of the rook, but 

they are quite oommon everywhere except in the interior of the dunite core of 

the complex*

In the marginal portions of the dunite core, at a maximum of 1,000 feet from 

the augitite contact, and generally in augite dunite or wehrlite border fades 

rooks, there are thin veins or dikes of coarse augite similar to the augite present 

in the rook. These bodies range from a fraction of an inch to an inch or tiro in 

thickness and may be continuous for lengths of up to fifty feet* Commonly the 

crystals of augite in these bodies are in random orientation, but as large in 

cross section as the width of the dike* These bodies are generally bordered by 

a zone of clear yellow serpentine and contain masses of serpentine within them 

that may represent pseudomorphs after olivine* A modal determination is given 

as item 96 of section 11, table 1*

Another group of dikes corresponds in composition to major peridotite members 

but is characterized by a distinctive fabric* These dikes consist of varying pro 

portions of olivine and augite ranging from augite dunite to olivine rich augitite.* 

The texture i* granular and finer grained than the typical peridotite of correspond 

ing composition. The augite grains are generally larger than the olivine, while



the olivine forms small granular stringers surrounding pyroxene grains and clumps 

of grains in an anastomosing network, giving the rook a reticulated fabric of 

granular olivine. Plate 19A is a photomicrograph of a dikelet of this type 1.8 mm 

 wide cutting coarse dunite. These dikes are found in all the peridotite members 

of the complex but only in the marginal portions of the central dunite core. 

Where found in dunite and augite dunite these dikes are generally richer in pyrox 

ene than the enclosing rooks, and in wehrlite and olivine augitite they are gener 

ally richer in olivine. Their contacts with the enclosing rook may be sharp and 

defined by a thin tone of serpentine, or the contacts may be distinguished only 

by an abrupt change in texture, fabric, and relative proportions of constituent 

minerals* These dikes are also characterized by a relative lack of serpentiniza- 

tion. They range from a fraction of an inch to several inches in thickness and 

are typically uniform in thickness and attitude for exposed lengths up to 20 or 

30 feet.

A distinct group of dike rocks characterized by the presence of calcic plagio- 

clase and primary hornblende is found in the olivine augitite ring of the complex. 

These rocks are allotriomorphio to hypidiomorphic granular in texture and fine 

grained f though some contain coarse olivine phenocrysts and large poikilitio horn 

blende crystals and are thus porphyritio (Photomicrograph, plate 195). The typi 

cal texture may be described as aplitic. They are gabbroio in composition ranging 

from wehrlite, with a small amount of calcic plagioolase and no primary hornblende, 

to hornblendites containing minor oaloio plagioolase (Photomicrograph, plate 20k), 

They have the following mineral assemblages and characteristicsi 

1* Oli-rine, augite, plagioolase, and only late poikilitio hornblende. 

2. Olivine, augite, plagioolase, and primary hornblende.

3  Augite, plagioolase, and hornblende, with a little olivine'surrounded by 

enstatite-aotinolite coronas.

4. Augite, plagioolase, and hornblende, with traces of hypersthene in a few 

specimens*



5. Hornblende vrith minor plagioclase and traces of augite and hyperstheno* 

The dikes of this group also range from a fraction of an inch to a few 

inches in thickness and are uniform in thickness and attitude for exposed lengths 

of up to 30 feet. Their contact* with the enclosing rook are sharp and usually 

marked by a narrow zone of hornblende* Some dikes of this group exhibit distinct 

flow fabrics with the minerals in streaks and with strong preferred orientation 

parallel to the walls* Dikes of groups 4 and 6 are also common, cutting the gabbro 

ring of the complex.

The name beerbaohite was coined by Chelius (1892, pp. 2-4) for rooks described 

as "gabbro-aplite" but oontaining a substantial percentage of nafites. The name 

issite was applied by Duparo (Duparo and Grossety 1916, pp* 106-108) to a horn- 

blend ite with subordinate olinopyroxene and less calcio plagioolase found in dikes 

outting dunite. It seems undesirable to use a number of names for different vari 

ants of a genetically related sequence of rooks where the use of different names
\

merely obscures the essential oonaanguinuity* Therefore the name beerbaohite will 

be used to refer to these rooks as a group, and it will appear from the discussion 

of the origin of these rooks in a later section that this name may be peculiarly 

appropriate in the light of the controversy that has taken place over the origin 

of the beerbaohites from the type locality*

Modes are given in sections 14 and 15 of table 1.  . The beerbaohites of sec 

tion 14 contain substantial percentages of olivine and those of section 16 are free 

of olivine* The averages are recapitulated in columns H and 0 of table 2* An 

analysis of hornblende-rich, olivine-free beerbaohite (specimen 99, item 112, 

section 16, table 1) is given under column P of table 2*

One unusual dike-like body associated with dikes of this group consists of 

an aplitio textured, fine grained, white rook composed of almost colorless granu 

lar diopsidio augite and colorless andradite garnet with a little ohiorite.' The 

mode of this rook is given as item 103, section 13, of table 1 and in column U of 

table 2* A chemical analysis and calculated norm is given under column M of
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table 2. (Photoznicrocraph, plate 20B) The minoralogioal and chemical composi 

tion make it almost certain that this is a rook produced by oontaot metamorphism 

of a limestone and raises the question as to -whether it is an inclusion rather 

than a dike. The field relations are quite clear. The rook is exposed contin 

uously for several yards as a dike about 3 inches wide cutting coarse olivine 

augitite. The walls are sharp and parallel and several small, altered, angular 

inclusions of olivine augitite are present near the walls of the dike. Although 

a product of oontaot metamorphism, it has certainly been completely "mobilized."

A euphemism employed when a petrologist does not quite have, the courage to say 

fused or dissolved*

The possible significance of this dike will be taken up again when the origin of 

the beerbachites is discussed.

Within the olivine augitite ring of the complex, and particularly near its 

outer border, are irregular masses and dike-like bodies that might be described 

as basic pegmatite* They are characterized by very coarse calcic plagioclase 

with coarse hornblende, augite, olivine, and spinel* In some specimens the 

olivine is surrounded by coronas of enstatite and aotinolite. In others no trace 

of corona formation is present* Some of these bodies are merely formless, irregu 

lar patches within the augitite; others are distinct dike-like bodies with sharp 

contacts with the augitite; while a box-work pattern of pegmatitic streaks in 

coarse olivine augitite is developed in other places* These relations are shown 

in photographic plates 7, 8, and 9* Some of the dike -like bodies show a crude 

zoning, tending to be feldspathio toward the center with elongated hornblende 

crystals growing from the walls inward* The dike-like bodies range up to several 

feet in thickness but none are exposed for more than a few tens of feet* Most of 

the irregular masses are only a few inches in cross section, but they may contain. 

anorthite crystals an inch across, generally concentrated in the center of the 

rnase* Mineral ogioal data for some tiasio pegmatite specimens is given in section



12 of table 1, and a chemical analysis of a composite specimen la given under 

column L of table 2. ' .

Gabbroic rooks\

Gabbro

The gabbro of the Blashke Island Complex ranges widely in mineralogy, 

texture, structure, and field relations* The essential components are plagio- 

clase, augite, and hornblende* The gabbro tends to be rich in augite near the 

inner margin of the ring where almost all of the hornblende has late poikilitio 

relations to augite and plagioolase. Toward the outer margin of the gabbro, 

augite is much less abundant and in most fades largely replaced by hornblende* 

Here the rook also contains a good deal of primary hornblende* Olivine is commonly 

present in the gabbro near contacts with peridotite and absent in the outer por<* 

tions* Hypersthene and biotite are present locally and in small amounts in the

outer parts of the gabbro, generally near hornfels contacts* Common accessories
i 

are apatite, spheue, and ores - including sulfides, magnetite, and ilmenite 0

Prehnite and pennine appear sporadically as late interstitial primary minerals 

and as alteration-products* Other common alteration products and fracture fill 

ings are eoisite, clinozoisite, epidote, leuoozene, tremolite-actinolite, serioite, 

clay minerals, heulandite, and carbonates. Quarts is present as a late intersti 

tial primary mineral in a facies of the gabbro mass at the outermost contacts with 

country rooks, and late interstitial sanidine or albite is found locally in this 

faoies* A deep golden garnet is found as one of the principal primary minerals 

in a coarse gabbroio veinlet cutting into a large hornfela inclusion within the 

gabbro* Modes and data on the composition of the major minerals of the gabbro 

are given in table 1* Section 17 of table 1 gives data on olivine gabbro, sec 

tion 18 on typical augite gabbro free of olivine, and section 19 on facies of the 

gabbro near the outer contacts* These modes are recapitulated in columns R, S,



T, V, and W of table 2 and a chemical analysis of a composite specimen of the 

p^abbro is givon in column TJ*

Y/here augite is in large excess of plagioolase in the rook near the inner 

contacts of the gabbro ring, it is distinctly earlier than plagioolase and commonly 

present as inclusions showing some semblances of crystal form in large intersti 

tial grains of plagioclase. Tibere the plagioolase is approximately equal in volume 

to augite the two minerals are mutually interfering and appear to have crystallized 

simultaneously* Toward the center and outer portions of the wider parts of the 

gabbro ring where plagioolase is in large excess of augite, the augite is dis 

tinctly later than plagioclase and is commonly poikilitic, enclosing numerous sub- 

he dral grains of plagioclase* The olivine is found in scattered, anhedral grains, 

many of which enclose rounded grains of both augite and plagioolase* Olivine is 

apparently somewhat later than at least part of-the pyroxene and feldspar* The 

olivine in some of the gabbro has coronas of several types and these will be 

described on pages 154-8* Hornblende is commonly later than the other primary sil 

icates and much of it has formed by the replacement of the other silicates, but 

mainly of augite* However, some small inclusions of hornblende with crystal form 

can be found locally in augite, indicating a small amount of primary crystalliza 

tion of hornblende along with augite* Of the accessories, apatite formed early, 

but sphene and tho sulfide and oxide ores crystallized late and commonly replace 

all primary silicates including hornblende.

The texture of the gabbro is coarse and varied, ranging from allotriomorphio 

to hypidiomorphio granular* In outcrop the mafic minerals weather dark and the

feldspar white or pale brown,while on fresh surfaces the mafites are black or
i

dark green and the feldspar white, so that there is commonly little difference 

in color between fresh and weathered surfaces* A striking feature of much of 

the gabbro is a thin layering or banding caused by the concentration into closely 

spaced parallel layers of most of the late, poikilitio hornblende. The width of 

bands relatively rich or relatively,poor in hornblende ranges from a fraction of



an inch to a. couple of inches, and the extent to which this texture is developed 

ranges froa strong to very subdued, grading into uniform gabbro with an almost 

granitic texture. The layering is accompanied by a slight to distinct preferred 

orientation of tabular plagioclase crystals toward parallelism with the banding.

The banding is steeply dipping almost everywhere that it is present, but the 

strike does not show any very consistent orientation or relationship to the pattern 

of the complex except that near both the outer and inner contacts of the gabbro 

it tends to swing into parallelism with the contacts, but may also be found locally 

at high angles to the contacts with hornfels« The banding does not maintain a 

consistent and uniform attitude over stretches of many yards, but is commonly wavy 

to strongly contorted and presents a remarkable pattern of sets of sweeping curves 

transecting and transected by other seta of curving bands  The surfaces of inter 

section between cross-cutting sets of bands are almost all steeply dipping*. 

Plates 10 and 11 depict some striking examples of this structure* Figures 3,4, 

5, and 6 are pen sketches of some of the patterns displayed by the bandinge

It is important to note that this layering is not due to the segregation of 

two early primary phases into layers alternately enriched in one mineral or the 

other with the residual liquid crystallizing at random interstitially or by deu- 

teric reation. The layering is due to the concentration of hornblende, the last 

important component of the rock to form, into relatively enriched bands with 

respect to plagioclase and augite, the earliest important components of the rook 

to crystallize. The plagioclase shows some evidence of fluidal orientation and 

in some slides there appears to be a little protoclastic breaking and rounding 

of the larger plagioclase crystals, but the hornblende forms coarse, irregular, 

completely anhedral poikiloorysts enclosing randomly oriented, somewhat rounded . .
   

grains of plagioclase and augite and has grown at least partly at the expense of 

plagioclase and augite* Apparently the texture formed by the concentration into 

these bands of a late fluid phase that reacted with the -solid phases to form 

hornblende*



Figure 3, Pen sketch showing trend and pattern of hornblende-rich bands 

in gabbro. This nattern is shown on a nearly horizontal outcrop surface, 

bands are steeply dipping. The length of the outcrop is about ten feet* .



Figure k» F*n sketch atioidng trend an.:pattern of intersecting and converging 

hornblende-rich bands in pabbro. The outcrop surface is nearly horizontal and 

about 6 feet long. The bands are steeply dipping.
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Figure 5, Pen sketch showing trend and pattern of swirling hornblende-rich 

bands in gabbro. The outer on surface is nearly horizontal and about 4 feet long* 

The bands are steeply dinning*



Figure 6, Pen sketch showing trend and pattern of hornblende-rich bands in 

a relatively light-colored, even-textured gabbro cut by a coarse, mafic pabbro 

containing numerous inclusions of lighter-colored gabbro and hornfelsed country 

rock. Both gabbros are cut by a small slip. The outcrop surface is nearly verti 

cal and about 3 feet long.
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In a fevr localities, where the gabbro does not have the layered or banded 

texture, it has a mottled or spotted aspect due to the concentration of a larger 

. percentage of lat« hornblende into more or less equant clusters from an inch to 

several inches in section separated from adjacent clusters by gabbro containing 

a smaller percentage of hornblende* However the common texture "where not banded 

is coarse, uneven, and almost granitic*

A peculiar and not fully understood feature of the exposure of the Blajehke»"

Island complex is the fact that nowhere is there a fully exposed contact between 

the main olivine augitite ring and the main gabbro ring. In fact an inspection 

of the geologic maf (plate 1 ) will show that the erosion of the sea-ways in the 

Blashlce Islands has been controlled by this contact more than by any other feature. 

The gabbro-peridotite contact apparently is a rone of extremely weak resistance 

to erosion* For a distance of about 1,400 feet along the easternmost border of 

the peridotite mass the contact with gabbro traverses "dry land", but even here 

the contact is concealed beneath a narrow strip of swampy ground except for a 

partial and imperfect exposure at the southern end. At the partly exposed part 

of this contact there are almost continuous outcrops of uniform olivine augitite 

up to a covered area of low ground forming an indentation at the head of the 

small bay where the outcrop is located* East of this break in the exposure is a 

facies of the olivine augitite that contains 4 or 5 percent of interstitial anor- 

thite (specimens 215 and 216, items 81 and 83, section 8, table 1) and this appears 

to pass rather abruptly in a distance of 10 or 20 feet into a coarse, mafic, 

olivine gabbro with about 36 percent anorthite (specimen 219, item 119, section 

- 16| table l). Within the feldspathio olivine augit* there appeared to be some

small inclusions of gabbro, but none of these could be broken from the outcrop
  -.. 

; .for investigation.

On the north side of the channel north of the long island forming the east - 

shore of Bivouac Bay there is a somewhat similar relationship exposed* South of 

the channel is a normal olivine augite* North of the channel is a thin-band of
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olivine augitite (specimen 261, item 80, section 8, table l) containing numerous 

irregular streaks and bands of coarse, anorthite-bearing basic pegmatite that 

passes within a few feet northward into a fine-grained granular augitite almost 

free of olivine and with a little interstitial feldspar. This f eldspathic augi 

tite , which is by no means close to normal gabbro in composition or texture, is 

in direct contact with hornfelsed country rock (specimen 253, item 156, section 

22, table l).

An entirely different relationship is exposed on the south side of the small 

gabbro mass (specimen 142, item 118, section 16, table 1) surrounded by olivine 

augitite near the eastern border of the olivine augitite ring. Here one exposed 

contact is perfectly sharp between the two rooks and the contact surface has 

several angular irregularities in it and -some small apophyses of gabbro tonguing 

out into the olivine augitite* In places this contact is marked by an open joint 

between the two rooks. At another place a hornblendite dike about 2 inches wide 

follows the contact for a few feet* Unfortunately, a low angle* westward dipping 

fault surface forms the other exposed contact with olivine augitite and the exact 

relationship of this body of gabbro to the main gabbro ring of the complex remains 

a matter of speculation*

To summarize the contact relations between the gabbro ring and the olivine 

augitite shell of the peridotite complex; one contact between the main masses of 

both rooks is abruptly gradational from a slightly feldspathio faoies of the 

olivine augitite into a coarse, olivine gabbro. A gabbro mass that is present 

within the olivine augitite ring, possibly as the result of faulting, has sharp 

intrusive relations with the olivine augitite, and at a third contact, a slightly 

feldspathic augitite, is in direct contact with gabbroio hornfels. However, there 

is reason to believe that none of these exposures are typical of most of the con* 

tact, because most of the contact has proved peculiarly nonresistant to erosion 

while these contacts are of normally resistant rook* Furthermore none of the 

contacts, where exposed, affords a view of the transition from a feldspathio



faoies of the olivine augitite into the normal olivine augitite in -which feld 

spar ia very sparsely and sporadically distributed.

The contacts between gabbro and country rocks are exposed at many points 

around the periphery of the oomplex. They range from sharply intrusive in char 

acter where the gabbro ring is broad y to vaguely demarcated transition zones a 

few feet wide between gabbroio rock with irregular texture and gabbroio granulite 

cut by numerous irregular dikes and streaks of rock with coarse but not typical 

gabbroio texture* In some places, as shown in plate 12, a clear-oat intrusion 

breccia marks the contact. Tongues of gabbro enmesh numerous angular blocks of 

hornfelsed country rook* This type of contact is best exemplified locally around 

the northeastern «r>d eastern border of the complex where the gabbro ring is widest 

in outcrop* At other points, particularly around the southwestern and western part 

of the oomplex where the- gabbro ring is narrow and less perfect, a more irregular 

and less distinct type of contact is developed. Here many tongues and apophyses 

of gabbro pass off into country rock, but they tend to be irregular in width andv 

attitude and to fade out into coarse gabbroio homfels that is difficult to tell 

in the field from the gabbro. Inclusions in this part of the gabbro are commonly 

indistinct and rounded or irregular in shape rather than angular*

A conventional interpretation of the field relations of much of the gabbro 

around the western edge of the oomplex probably would lead to the conclusion that 

there has been a great deal of bredelation and partial assimilation of country 

rook,by gabbroio magma in certain localities* However, gradational relations 

between gabbroic granulites of undoubted metamorphio origin and irregular streaky 

zones of coarse-grained rook of gabbroio composition but with suggestions under 

the microscope of porphyroblastio texture, argue that much so-called gabbro has 

been derived by recrystallisation of hornfelsed country rook* After all, the 

same mineral phases are present in both the gabbro and the gabbroio granulite 

hornfelses. Only the textures, and to a lesser degree the proportions of con-
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stituoats, are different. The chemical compositions of gabbro and gabbroio gran- 

ulite are strikingly similar as shown in columns U and Y, tablo 2. Gabbros -with 

dubious textures and relations suggesting derivation by reorystallization and re 

placement of country rocks are represented by specimens 308, 309, 347, 358, 560, 

356, and 230, items 122, 124, 123, 138, 134, 140, and 141, table 1.

Many dikes ranging in size from small gabbroio stringers to masses of coarse 

gabbro 200 feet vide and exposed for distances of over 1,OOO feet cut the country 

rook within one to two thousand feet of the main complex, and their oontaots are 

typically sharp but not characterized by chilled borders*

Throughout the gabbro mass-angular to rounded or streaky inclusions of mafic, 

amphibolitio granulite are common. Plate 13 shows an outcrop of gabbro near the 

inner part of the broad northeastern section of the gabbro ring containing numerous 

angular inclusions* The gabbro is also out by numerous mafic hornblende-augite~ 

plagioclase dikes of the beerbachite group, and locally masses of this type breo- 

.ciate the gabbro and contain inclusions of gabbro. A hornblendite-beerbaohite 

dike is cutting the gabbro in plate 13. Despite the distinctly different modes of 

occurrence of the inclusions in the gabbro and the dikes cutting the gabbro, they 

correspond rather closely in composition* The modal mineral composition of in 

clusions and dikes in gabbro can be compared in section 23 of table 1, Specimens

95 and 15 , items 148 and 149 are dikes and the other specimens are angular 

inclusions.

Gabbroio granulite

The country rooks surrounding the Blashke Island'complex show evidence of 

contact metamorphism for distances up to a thousand feet* Hear the complex, con 

tact metamorphism is generally strong to extreme and the country rooks have been 

transformed into granular hornfelses of gabbroio to amphibolitio composition in 

a zone one hundred to two hundred feet wide* Similar rooks formed by the thermal 

metamorphism of basaltic lavas were called "granulitic. gabbro" by Oeikie and Teall



(1894, p. 647 and pp. 650-651) and this term "was continued in use by Barker 

(1904, p. 115) who stated that the term "was equivalent to "pyroxene granulito" 

as used by continental European petrographers. The name granulite has long been 

applied to a variety of metamorphic rooks with a crystalloblastic-granular texture 

(Rosenbusch, 1910, pp. 622-626)* Since the rooks are not gabbro In the genetic 

sense, but are of gabbroio composition and mineralogy, the name "gabbroio granulite" 

will be employed rather than "granulitio gabbro. 11

The gabbroic granulites characteristically weather to a hard, smooth, brownish- 

black to reddish-brown surface. Coarser streaks with gabbroic texture have a 

mottled surface because the calcic feldspar tends to weather white or pale brown* 

Nodular clusters and streaks of mafic minerals tend to stand out in relief and 

weather black* Jointing is generally very irregular both in spacing, attitude, 

and patterns of sets* In fact it is difficult in most outcrops to discern any 

well-defined joint sets* Some primary structures and textures of the original 

sedimentary or volcanic rock are locally etched out as clearly by weathering as 

though the rook had undergone no metamorphism. Thinly laminated bedding and con 

glomeratic textures are clearly shown on the weathered surfaces of some outcrops, 

but elsewhere obliterated or almost obliterated. Freshly broken surfaces of the 

granulite range in color from light to dark gray with a brownish cast if biotite 

or hypersthene is abundant* The fresh surface has a granular, sugary texture* 

Most granulite is too fine-grained for any individual minerals to be recognizable 

in hand specimen except for grains of sulfides, but in coarser specimens it is 

oommonly possible to recognize biotite, plagioclase, and perhaps hyporsthene, if 

presento

Under the microscope the gabbroio granulite is seen to have typically a 

orystalloblastio granular texture formed by a mosaic of plagioolase through which 

small, more or less equidimensional grains of augite are scattered* Plate21A 

shows this texture in its simplest form. If olivine is present it is generally 

in relatively coarse anhedra that are oommonly strikingly poildlitio, enclosing
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numerous pla.^ioclase, and augite grains as shown in plate21B« Hyporsthene, if 

present, is commonly in anhedral grains but noticeably elongated in the direction 

of the c axis* Biotite, if present, is generally distributed through the rook in 

irregular clusters of unoriented flakes generally associated with grains of olivine, 

hypersthene, or ore*

The most intensely metamorphosed facies of the gabbroio granulite are found 

at the localities on the northern and -western borders of the complex where perido- 

tites are in contact with country rocks without any intervening gabbro. Here the 

country rooks have been converted into dense, fine-grained to moderately coarse* 

grained rooks consisting primarily of a granular aggregate of calcic plagioolase 

and augite, but generally containing in addition substantial percentages of either 

oil vine (hyalosiderite) and biotite, hypersthene and biotite, or hyperethene. 

Both sulfide and ax*do ores are present, and apatite in coarse, anhedral grains 

is an ubiquitous accessory* Modes and mineralogioal data for granulites of this 

faoies are given under section 24, of table 1, and the modes are averaged under 

column T of table 2, and an analysis and calculated norm is given*

In spite of the complete mineralogioal transformation and reorystallization 

that has taken place in the gabbroio granulite, original structures and textures 

such as bedding and conglomeratic or agglomeratio textures are locally distinctly 

visible in outcrop, hand specimen, and thin section. Thus the outcrop from which 

specimen 368, items 161 and 162, table 1, came has the aspect of a coarse boulder 

conglomerate composed of rounded pebbles, cobbles, and boulders that stand out 

both on weathered and broken surfaces from their matrix. £late 22A is a photo 

micrograph of the matrix of this rook. In thin section there is no break in the 

granular mosaic texture between the pebbles and the matrix, but there is an abrupt 

difference in the mineralogy as is shown by the modes given in table 1 for the 

matrix and the pebbles, though both have clearly undergone complete mineralonioal 

transformation from their probable original composition. In the outcrop of speci 

men 280, items 157 and 156, table l t there are several nodular masses an inch to
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two inches in cross section vrith a finer texture and lighter color than the rest 

of the rock that appear in cross section to resemble fossil mollusoa. However 

their original fossil nature cannot be proved due to the extreme alteration, and

they may just as well be relicts of concretions, pebbles, inclusions in a volcanic
« 

rook, or large amygdules* They have been converted into an augite-plagioolase

granulite closely comparable to that of the pebbles in specimen 368, while, as in 

specimen 368, the groundxnaas contains olivine and biotite. Plate 21D shows the 

host rook of specimen 280, and plate 21A shows the enclosed nodule of dubious 

fossil origin* Mineralogical differences reflecting compositional differences in 

original bedding are shown by specimen 285, item 159, table 1. The part of the 

rook from which the section was cut for which the mode is given in table 1 contains 

hypersthene almost to the exclusion of augite* An adjacent band in rock contains 

augite and virtually no hypersthene or biotite.

Gr^ut (1933, pp. 989-1040) has described gabbroic granulite derived from 

slates that have been gabbroized by contact with the Duluth gabbro. The slates are 

shown to have been changed to rocks approaching gabbro in both mineralogy and 

chemical composition by the addition of lime and magnesia and ,the driving out of 

other components and by complete reorystallization. In the Blashke Island complex 

gabbroization is even more extreme.

Although original structures and megascopic textures are locally well pre 

served during the metamorphiem of the country rocks to gabbroic granulite, they 

are also progressively obliterated by the onslaught of thermal metamorphism at 

other points around the complex. As the peridotite mass is approached the texture

of the granulite becomes coarser. Indistinct streaks and irregular vein-like 

bodies with a gabbroio texture appear, as do streaks and coarse nodular masses 

of mafic mineral*. The rook may be interpreted as having been injected by gab 

broic magma, but no really clear-cut evidence for anything but progressive re- 

constitution of country rocks can be found. Specimens 253, 258, and 363, items
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155, 154, and 156, table 1, are coarse gabbroio granulites approaching the 

normal gabbro in texture, but locally showing rolict structures such as bedding, 

and differing from normal gabbro in the presence of such phases as hypersthone 

and biotite* Specimen 266, item 153, table 1, is from a coarse mafic nodule a 

few inches in cross section in the outcrop a few yards from where specimen 280
!

was taken. This rook is a coarse, feldspathic websterite mineralogically*

The intensity of metamorphism drops off noticeably within a few tens to a 

hundred feet of the complex. Olivine is not present, biotite becomes progres 

sively more abundant, the plagioolase becomes more sodic, and a few hundred to 

a thousand feet from the complex the rocks pass into normal ohloritic and amphi- 

bolitic greenstones in which albite, orthoolase, quartz, ohlorite, pale green 

amphibole, zoisite, epidote, and oalcite are common phases. Specimen 232, item 

169, section 22, table 1, ie a laminated hornfels from about 400 feet north of 

a gabbro-granulite contact at the northeastern edge of the complex. This rook

  consists of a coarse mosaic of anhedral quartz with coarse subhedral to euhedral 

crystals of a deep reddish-brown biotite and a green amphibole scattered through 

it* This assemblage of minerals is riddled throughout by small granules of 

orthoolase so that the sections of hornblende and biotito resemble slices of an 

exceptionally vesicular Swiss cheese, while the volume of granular orthoclase 

in the quartz exceeds considerably the volume of the quartz. Five hundred feet
r

further north the laminated hornfels passes into a low grade greenstone with 

abundant chlorite and colcite.

The gabbroio granulites developed near gabbro contacts with country rock, 

particularly where the gabbro ring is wide, show a lesser intensity of mota-

-j-morphism than the granulites at peridotite contacts. Olivine is not found except 

in one specimen (358, item 146 9 section 21, table 1) from an inclusion near a 

gabbro oontaot with granulite very close to the peridotite mass. Hyperetheno is 

common and biotite is abundant. The plagioclase is generally in the andesine 

range.



Inclusions of country rook aro very common in the gabbro* Such inclusions 

are apparently very rare in the peridotite, but two small ones were found within 

olivine augitite near its outer margins* These inclusions are also characterised 

by granulitio texture, but they are a distinctly different faoies from the gab- 

broio granulites in external contact with rooks of the complex. They are char 

acterized by the presence of appreciable to abundant hornblende, which is absent 

in the normal granulites near peridotite contacts, and also characterized by the 

virtual absence of biotite, which is common in the normal granulites* Modes and 

mineralogical data on inclusions in olivine augitite are given in section 22, 

table 1, and on inclusions in gabbro in section 23.

Olivine and hypersthene are not truly typical of the granulitized inclusions 

present in the gabbro, but olivine and hypersthene are abundant in one of the in- 

elusions in olivine augitite and absent in the other* Plate 22B is a-photomicro 

graph of the olivine-hypersthene hornblendite inclusion, specimen 284, item 144, 

section 22, table 1. The two inclusions from gabbro that-contain these minerals, 

specimens 358 and 313, items 146, and 147, table 1, are from inclusions in narrow, 

irregular bodies of gabbro on the western side of the complex where the gabbro is 

not well developed. The olivine in specimen 358 is coarse, anhedral, and clearly 

polJdlitio with respect to hornblende as well as augite and plagioolase as is 

shown by the photomicrograph plate 23A. The other specimens of inclusions in 

section 21 of table 1 are from the broad gabbro mass on the eastern side of the 

complex and are typical of many specimens of hornblende-rich gabbroio granulite 

found as inclusions in the gabbro.

Modes and mineralogical data on the host rooks from which the inclusions 

of specimens 358, 115, and 101 came are given as items 138, 126, and 134, coctions 

19 to 20, table 1* Comparison shows that the host rook and the inclusion contain 

essentially the same phases but in different proportions. However, inclusion 358 

contains olivine while the host does not, and perhaps paralleling this relation 

ship, the inclusions of 115 and 101 contain a larger percentage of augite, which



is their most mafic anhydrous silicate,.than do the host rocks* The salient dif 

ference "between country rock thermally metanorphosed by external contact with the 

complex and country rook caught up as inclusions in the rooks of the complex is 

the fact that hornblende is present, or even predominant, in the inclusions and 

not in the externally metamorphosed rooks for some distance beyond their contacts 

 with the complex* Hornblende is, of course, the characteristic hydrous mafic 

mineral of both the gabbro and the oilvine augitite containing the inclusions*

iiineral phases and their variations in composition

The foregoing description of the petrology of the B^ashke Island complex and 

the numerous ndcrometrio determinations of modal mineral content given in tables 1 

and 2 reveal that four minerals combine to form more than 95 percent of each of the

major rook types of the complex, if alteration products such as serpentine are oon*
> ;

sidered as representing the primary minerals from "which they were do rived. These

minerals are olivine, augite, plagioclase, and hornblende* Actually much of the
, «

hornblende is secondary after augite 0 The varying proportions in which these min 

eral phases are combined, together with textural relations and mode of occurrence,

define the rook units* +

Each of these minerals has a broad range of composition owing to the substi 

tution of one element for another* Iron and magnesium substitute for each other 

in oliv^ne* Calcium, magnesium, and iron are interchangeable over a wide range 

in augite* Calcium and aluminum substitute for sodium and silicon in plagioolase* 

Hornblende is capable of complex substitutions involving calcium, magnesium, 

bivalent and triv&lent iron, aluminum, silicon,'and sodium. This brief state 

ment takes account only of the major substitutions commonly encountered. Other 

elements play a role in one or more of these minerals, but generally a minor one* 

It is not surprising, therefore, to find that the relatively simple pattern 

of variations in mineral make-up of the Blashke Island rooks is complicated by 

correlated variations in the composition of each of the mineral phases* An attempt 

has been made to trace this pattern of variation within each mineral .phase
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throughout the complex by the measurement of optical and other properties 

whoso correlations -with chemical composition are known*

The sections that follow present a detailed account of the petrographic 

relations and the data relating to variations in composition of each of the 

minerals playing a role in the complex. In order to avoid burdening the reader

with too much detail and perhaps obscuring some important relationships, a brief
» 

resume and synthesis of the more important findings .detailed in the sections that

follow on individual minerals is given here* Attention is focussed on the miner- 

alogical relationships of petrologio significance especially in regard to the 

mode of origin of the rocks and the complex as a whole* The reader is referred 

to the sections on individual minerals for the evidence on which these findings 

are based, the data and method of investigation, and for clarification of ques 

tions concerning the petrographic relations of any given mineral. A particularly 

lengthy treatment of the problem of serpentinisation is given in the section on 

serpentine, and some data on the problem of coronas is given In the section on 

coronas and coronltes, pages 134 to 138 .

01ivine is a major component of the peridotitle rocks of the complex and is 

present in some fades of every major rock unit* More than any other phase its 

variation in composition supplies a unifying thread throughout the complex* In

the interior of the dunite core olivine has a composition of Fo90flalO, The fay-
i. 

alite content increases near the margins of the dunite core, and at the major

contact between rooks composed principally of olivine and rocks composed prin 

cipally of augite the olivine falls in the range Fo87Fal3 to Fo86flal4. The faya- 

lite content of the olivine present in subordinate percentages in the olivine 

augitite ring of the complex has a wide range but tends to increase with increas 

ing distance from the dunite core* Beyond the immediate contact between dunitio 

and augititio rocks no olivine in normal massive peridotite has a fayalite content   

less than Fo85Fal5, but dikes and outlying masses of augite dunite and wehrlite 

emplaoed within the augitite jring have olivine corresponding in composition to



tho come rocks in the isar^inal facies of the dunibe core* Near the outer margins 

of tho augitite ring the fayalite oontent of the olivine ranges as high as . 

Fo74Fa26, but certain wehrlitio faoies of the complex in sharp contact with 

gronulitited country rooks haw olivine with a much lower iron content, averaging 

Fo84fel6. This wehrlite contact faoies is undoubtedly not fully representative

of an original magma chilled at the contact, but it may give a hint as to the
 

general character of such a magma if it existed* The gabbroio pegmatite, olivine 

beerbachite, and gabbro range above the augitite in the fayalite oontent of their 

olivine, and in the gabbroic granulite the olivine is a hyalosiderite with nearly 

50 percent fayalite (Fo51Pa49).

The data on the composition of olivine are given in table 1 for all specimens 

and summarized in table 3. Figure 7 is a graphical representation of the rela 

tionship of the percentage of original olivine in the rock to the composition of 

the olivine. In this figure the peridot!tic rocks are distinguished from the 

feldspathic rooks by separate symbols, and the composition of olivine correlated
*

with the presence of other phases and with certain paragenetic relationships is 

noted along the margin. Figure 8 shows the data on the composition of olivine 

plotted against the relative distance inward or outward from the major contact 

between rock in which olivine is the major constituent and rocks in which augite 

is the major constituent* This graph covers only the peridotitic part of the 

complex. Different rook types are designated by separate symbols and a trend 

line has been sketched on the graph to show the variation in olivine composition* 

There is considerable dispersion of values for olivine within the olivine augitite 

ring, but inspection of the plotted symbols will show that most of the lower-iron 

olivines are in augite dunite and wehrlite dikes cutting the olivine augitite or 

in wehrlitie contact faoies* The sketched trend line represents the upper limit 

of iron content reached by olivine in normal massive olivine augitite with in 

creasing distance from the dunite core?
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liable 3.

Composition of olivine in peridotites of the Blashke Island Complex*

Composition of divine
Rook Type

Dunite . *  .' *, '

Augite dunite, marginal facie B of dunite

Augite dunite, dikes and outlying bodies^

Wehrlite, marginal faeies of dunite .

Wehrlite, dikes and outlying bodies

Wehrlite, outer contact faoies

Olivine augitite, olivine*»rioh ' "' * "~*

Olivine augitite dikes, olivine*rloh

Olivine augitite , olivine-poor

Olivine augitite, outer contact facies

Basic pegmatite segregations ,

Hornfelsed inolusion in olivine augitite

Hornfelsed inclusion in gabbro »» ** ---*..

Gabbro

Olivine beerbaohite dikes ' :
. ' ~ *

Gabbroio granulite ; , , f , r ^.^ .^.^ _ ;^.

Average

Fo89,5FalO,B

Fo87.6Fal2.5

Fo87Fal3

Fo86Fal4  

Fo86Pal4

Fo84Fal6

Fo86Fal0 "\

Fo83Fal7

Fo82Fal8

Fo78Fa22

Fo78Fa22 *

F077.5Pa2Z.6

F069.5JW0.8

Fo73Ba27
V

Fo77Fa2S       >

Fo61fti49

Fo90^10

Fo90FWlO

Fo88.5Fall.5

' Fo88Fal2

  Fo88Pal2

Fo86.5PBil3.5

Fo86Bal4

Fo83.5Fal6^>

Fo87FalS

Fo8l^FW8.6

4F081FW.9
--'.

Fo76»5Fa24.5

Fo81,6Fkl8»5

  

Etenp;e

- Fo88.5Fall.5

- Fo86Fal4

  Fo86Fal4

- Fo83Fal7

-Fo835ul7

- Fo82Ial8

- Fo84Pal6 .

- Po82»5Fal7.5

- Fo80Fa20

-Fo745a26

- Fo75J*25

- Fo70.SPa29^

- Fo76,5F*23.5

   .. ' i
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The paragenetio relations of olivine change with its change in composition. 

Forsteritic olivine ranging up to about Fo85Fal5 and present only in and near the 

core of the complex and in olivine*»rieh rooks IB the first silicate to crystallize

and is subject to replacement by augite* Someplace in the range of composition
  » ' 

Fo84Fal6 to FoBOFaZO and in the outer part of the olivine augitite ring this rela

tionship is reversed and augite is the earlier phase* With increasing iron content 

the olivine appears later and later in the paragenetio sequence and where hyalosid- 

eritic it is the last major primary silicate phase to form.

Augite undergoes a shift in composition with increasing distance from the 

core of the complex paralleling that of olivine* The data on augite is portrayed

graphically in figures 9, 10, and 11, Figure 9 shows the composition of augite' i

as determined from optical data in terms of the major bivalent components, calcium, 

magnesium, and iron. Figure 10 is an enlarged portion of the same diagram with the 

points indicated by symbols showing the rock type from which the augite came* The 

average trend in composition of augite from the peridotites, beerbaohite and gabbro 

shows little variation in the percentage of calcium* In these rocks the variation 

is mainly the substitution of iron for magnesium, but iron in augite from th* gran- 

ulitired hornfels surrounding the complex ranges considerably higher in iron con 

tent and there is a substantial substitution of iron for calcium. The trend of 

variation of augite is summarized in the following table,
V

Table 4 

Average composition of augite in major rook units of Blashke Island Complex.

Rock type Atomio
     ̂^ ' -- Ca Mg Ft

Augite dunite 48 45 7

Wehrlite 45.5 45 9.6

Olivine augitite, more than 12*6 percent olivine 45*5 44 10*6.

Olivine augitite, less than 12*6 percent olivine 45,5 41*5 13

Oabbro 44*5 40.5 15

Gabbroic granulitt 39 33 28
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Figure 9 containa, in addition to curve A showing the trend of -variation 

in augite in the Blashke Island rocks, a second curve, B, taken from Bess (1949, 

pp. 621-666) showing the trend of variation in pyroxenes from common mafic magmas* 

The mafic magmas indicated by Hess are gabbroio* The trend shown in the Blashke 

Island augites is strikingly parallel but consistently about S percent higher in 

calcium content, perhaps indicating a fundamental difference in magmas or processes 

of differentiation

Figure 11 showsthe relationship between the composition of auglte and the 

composition of the ollvine with which it is associated* The paragenetic relations 

of olvine and augite have already been summarized* Figure 11 shows that there is 

a tendency for the iron content of augite to increase rapidly with respect to the 

increase in iron content of olivine where oil vine is the major phase* 'Where 

augite is the major phase the olivine shows the more rapid increase in iron* 

Hornblende is present both as a deuterio replacement of augite and as a 

primary phase. It is a minor late primary phase in peridotite and an important 

primary phase in some gabbro* The composition of hornblende is difficult to esti 

mate even with approximate aoouraoy from optical properties* However optical . 

measurements tend to show that hornblende replacing augite and primary hornblende 

are essentially the same, and also indicate that there is at least a slight in 

crease in the iron content of hornblende paralleling the shift in composition of 

olivine and augite. The hornblende is a common hornblende and apparently contains 

appreciable amounts of both trivalent iron and alumina*

Plagioolase is present very sporadically as a minor, late, interstitial 

accessory in some olivine augitite near the outer margin of the olivine augitite 

ring* It is the major phase in most of the gabbroio pegmatite, beerbaohite, and 

granulitized country rook* The plagioclase in olivine augitite and in gabbroio 

pegmatite in olivine augitite is anorthite containing less than 10 percent albite* 

Olivine augitite is in contact at its outer margins mainly with gabbro. but 

locally with granulitized country ropks. The plagioolase in gabbro close to the
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olivino auritlle contact is also anorthite, but in the gabbroio granulite near 

contacts with peridotite it is a caLoic bytownite. With increasing distance ; 

outward from contact with the olirine augitite ring, the anorthite content of 

plagioclase decreases both in gabbro and in granulite* At the outer contacts of 

the gabbro ring of the complex the country rooks are also granulitieed, but less 

intensely than at contacts with peridotite* The granulite in contact with gabbro * 

contains a plagioclase about as oaloio as the associated gabbro, and the anorthite
*

content falls with distance from the complex* The country rooks unaffected by : 

contact with the complex contain abundant albite and also orthoolase feldspar* 

Beerbaohite dikes and inclusions within the major rook units of the complex con 

tain plagioclaae ranging up to the anorthite content of the enclosing rock, but

tend to contain a somewhat less oaloio plagioolase* These relationships are sum-
» 

marieed in figure 12 f page 70*

Some data is presented in subsequent sections to show that other minerals

such as hypersthene, biotite, and garnet, playing a less important role in the 
' . "   .» 

Blashke Island complex and its accompanying aureole of contact me tamo r phi sm,

undergo analagous obmpositional variations to the variations in the major phases* 

Furthermore, new phases such as orthoolase and quartz are added to the complex 

in an order paralleling the enrichment of the major phases in their less re 

fractory components from the interior of the complex outward.

Olirine

Oilvine is almost ubiquitous in the ultrabasio rooks of the Blashke Island 

complex and plays an important role in all the major rook types* A substantial 

proportion of the olirine originally present in much of the rock is altered to 

serpentine. This alteration may be complete, leaving only serpentine pseudomorphs 

of olirine, or almost absent, but commonly alteration has taken place along 

fractures in the olirine* leaving angular to subangular shards of completely 

fresh olirine enclosed in a network of serpentine*
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Olivine lea simple orthosilicate la which magnesium and bivalent iron 

may substitute freely for each other* Other elements such as manganese, nickel, 

and titaniun may be present in minor amounts. The optical properties of olivine - 

vary with tho relative proportions of magnesium and iron, particularly the indices 

of refraction* Graphs correlating the optical properties with chemical composi 

tion have been published by Winehell (1935, p* 191) and Bowen and Schairer (1935, 

p. 197)« Later work by Wager and Deer (1939% pp. 18-25) has confirmed the accuracy

of these curves within most of the range of composition encountered in the Blashke
i 

Island complex* The composition is given in the above references and in this

paper in terms of relative molecular percentages of the pure magnesian end member, 

  forsterite, J^SiO^, abbreviated Po, and the pure iron end member fayalite* 

Fe£SiO^, abbreviated Fa, The effects of possible minor amounts of other elements 

is not considered, but these are normally not present in significant amounts in 

olivine from common peridotitea.

The composition of olivine was determined by refractive index measurements 

of olivine in 99 specimens of rook representing all observed facies of the olivine- 

boarirg rooks in the Blaahke Island complex* The intermediate refractive index, Ky, 

was- measured and the composition determined by reference to the curves published 

by Winehell* These data are given in column 2 of table 1, Twenty of these re- 

,fractive index measurements were made by the double variation method with an 

accuracy of about jt 0*0001* The remaining measurements were made with a care 

fully calibrated set of index oils with intervals of 0.002. The index measure 

ments made by double variation methods were repeated with these oils and repro 

duced to the third decimal place, so it is believed that the accuracy of the common 

immersion method employed is about j+ 0.001, where plenty of clean material could 

be obtained from the rook, but when only a small amount of partly aerpentinited 

olivine could be obtained as in some of the gabbro and olivine-poor augitite the 

accuracy of measurement may be no better than j* 0*002 to ̂  0*003.



The intermediate refractive indices measured for olivine from peridotitio 

rooks range from 1*672 in olivine from dunite near the center of the complex to * 

1.705 in olivine from a feldspathie olivine-augitite at the outer margin of the 

peri do tit* complex* These indices correspond to a range in composition of 90 per-, 

.' oent forsterite - 10 peroent fayalite (hereafter given, Fo90flalO) to Fo74Fa26. 

The intermediate refractive indices for olivine in the gabbro and gabbroic granu- 

lites range from 1*702 in gabbro in contact with olivine augitite to 1*755 in 

gabbroio granulite* This correspond! to a range of Fo75.6Fa24,6 to Fo51Fa49 in 

the composition of olivine* . '. * '

Table 3, page 6-1, accompanying the summary that preceded this section* shows 

that the composition of the olivine bears a systematic relationship to the rook 

type in which it appears, increasing percentages of augite being correlated with 

increasing iron content in the olivine, and the appearance of feldspar as a phase 

correlated with relatively iron-rich olivine* This relationship is brought'out 

further by figure 7, pageg^, which shows the percentage of olivine and serpentine 

derived from olivine plotted against the composition of the olivine for all rooks 

for which these data have been obtained* The presence and absence of other.phases 

in'association with olivine is also noted along the margin of the graph* '

Figure 7 shows that from a fayalite content of 10 peroent to a fayalite con- 

tent of 12 peroent, chromite is the only primary mineral besides olivine in the 

rook* The ohromite is in small, well-formed octahedrons and commonly enclosed in 

olivine as shown in the photomicrograph, plate 23B. Chromite is not present as 

idiomorphio crystals in rocks containing olivine more iron-rich than Fal4, At a 

fayalite content of 11*5 percent spongy secondary magnetite appears, commonly in 

thin sheets in the medial planes of serpentine veinlets. Although traces of augite 

are present in some specimens with a minimum fayalite content, it is commonly 

lacking up to a fayalite content of 12 percent* From Fa12 on augite is present 

in all specimens, and Pal2 may be said to be the olivine composition at which

this phase becomes an essential component of the rook. 'At FalS traces "of oriented L '. 

exsolution lamellae of an iron ore mineral are found in olivine* At FalS.S one



thin section contained a single coarse interstitial grain of enstatite partially 

replaced by augite* The peridot!te containing enstatite is in contact with an 

augite-plagioclase-enstatite horafels, and enstatite or hyperathene is charac 

teristic of the surrounding hornfelses, so that this occurrence nay be ascribed 

to reaction with adjacent country rooks* Fal4 narks the upper limit of iron 

 content in oilvine associated with idionorphic ohromite* At Fal4.5 traces of 

plagioolase appear very sporadically* At Fal6 olivine crystals are found enclos 

ing rounded grains of augite, and at Fal8 olivine ceases to be found as inclusions 

in augite* At Fa20 traces of sulfides are present in specimens within a few feet

of the outer contacts of the peridotite with gabbro and hornfelsed country rocks*
  v 

Olivine has a fayalite content of Fa22 or above in all rooks in which plagioclase

is a major phase and is commonly later than at least a part of the feldspar be 

cause rounded grains of feldspar are not scarce as inclusions in olivine as shown 

by plates 24A and 24B* Olivine in gabbroic granulite is strikingly poikilitio 

and later than plagioclase, augite, and hornblende as shown in plates 218 and 

2SA. :

While the composition of the olivine is related to the presence and abundance 

of other phases, it is also related in at least a crudely systematic way to the 

configuration of the complex* This is implicit in the previously described con 

centric arrangement of rook types which is the salient feature of the complex* 

Figure 8, page 6$, brings this relationship in the peridotitio part of the complex 

into sharper focus. In figure 8 the composition of the olivine is plotted as a 

function of position in the complex with respect to the major contact between the 

dunitio and the pyroxenitio rooks* This contact was chosen as the locus of refer 

ence because it is the major structural element of the complex ' that^ is most 

accurately known and rtncfe best expresses the concentric structure of the complex* 

So far as can be determined this contact is very steep except for minor irregular- 

itieso Distance inward from the contact is plotted as a percentage of the total



distance to a point chosen as near as possible to the geometrical center of the 

dunite core. Distance outward is plotted as a percentage of the total thickness 

of the outer ollvlne augitite ring at the point where the specimen was obtained* 

Normal peridot!tea are distinguished from peridotite dikes, from beerbaohlte dikes 

and feldspathic segregations, and from abnormal contact faoies by separate symbols* 

Distances from the dunite-augitite contact are expressed as percentages of the 

exposed radius of the dunite or the exposed width of .the augitite to eliminate to 

some extent the effects of irregularities in the exposed thicknesses of these units 

which may be the result of non-uniform dips in the contacts or of actual varia 

tions in thickness. In other words, the position of the oilvine in the complex 

is given a value relative to the total thickness of the unit in which it occurs, 

thus a specimen from the outermost borders of the augitite ring is given the same 

relative position, in this case 100 percent, whether the pyroxenite is 2,000 feet 

in exposed thickness as it is in the southeastern part of the complex, or 500 feet 

thick as it is in parts of the western edge of the complex* However, if the same 

data are plotted in terms of absolute distances from the dunite augitite contact, 

; essentially the same relationship* are revealed with about the same dispersion of

values*
  t ' . '

Figure 8 shows that the rate of change in the iron content of the olivine is
> * 

at a maximum near the dunite augitite contact, considering only the olivine in '..

the normal peridotite faoies. Inward and outward from the immediate vicinity of * 

the contact this rate of change is more constant except for a suggestion of an

  increasing rate near the outer margin of the augitite. The grouping of values . 

. is fairly good within the dunite and near the contact, but the dispersion of 

points becomes quite larf.e near the outer part of the au^itite ring. The curve

  that has been sketched by inspection to bring out this relationship indicates . 

the approximate upper limit in fayalite content reached by oilvino in normal . 

olivine augitite. ttost values falling far above or below this curve are for 

olivine in various dike rocks and contact faoies. The dispersion of the dota is
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too great to give this curve more than illustrative significance, but it does 

show that the contact between rooks consisting largely of olivine to rocks con 

sisting largely of augite is marked by an abrupt increase in the iron content 

of the olivine* Reference to the composition of olivine in gabbro and gabbroio 

granulite in tables 1 and 3 show that there is a further abrupt increase in iron 

content in passing from augitite to gabbro and from gabbro to gabbroic granulite* 

Although the change in composition of olivine la more abrupt at the contacts 

between major rook units, there is a distinct gradation in composition within 

each unit*

The data indicate that the olivine in equilibrium at the dunite-augitite 

contact has a composition of Fo87Fal3 to Fo86Fal4, and in fact there are no normal 

massive peridotites containing olivine more magnesian than Fo85Fal5 outward from 

this contact* On the other hand the data show that dike rooks of olivine-rioh 

peridotite tend to have an olivine with a composition near that of the average 

composition of olivine at the contact, and lower in iron than the olivine in the. 

augite-rich rocks in which they are emplaoed* In contrast the beerbaohite dikes - 

and feldspathie segregations tend to have a higher iron olivine than the enclosing 

rooks and near the maximum in iron content for olivine in the complex* This rela 

tionship suggests that the beerbaohites and feldspathie segregations are. truly 

late differentiates or products of country rook assimilation, while the augite- 

dunite and wehrlite dikes and outlying tabular bodies that are emplaoed in the 

olivine augitite are intrusions derived from the periphery of the inner dunite 

core*

Further references will be found to the mineralogical and petrologioal rela 

tionships of olivine In connection with the discussion of augite beginning on . .' 

page 78 , orthopyroxene beginning on page 87 f and plagioolase beginning on 

page 97   Olivine in some of the feldspar and hornblende-bearing rooks is rim 

med by coronas of pale green amphibole, pale green amphibole and magnetite, or 

hypersthene and pale green amphibole   Other corona-bearing minerals are also



present in some rocks, and coronas will be taken up in a separate section 

beginning on page 154.

Throughout the complex the olivine is clear and colorless in thin section 

with normal birefringence and dispersion. Average dispersion for 20 nagnesian 

olivines measured by the double variation method is Nyp-Ny- * 0*0132  The 

olivine is invariably fractured in the characteristic curving, disoriented net 

work pattern. Replacement by serpentine is commonly present along these fractures 

in olivine in the peridotitio rocks but much of the iron-rich olivine in the 

beerbachite, gabbro and gabbroio granulite is very little serpentinized* The 

boundary between serpentine and olivine is commonly smooth and sharp and the 

walls of the fractures are sensibly parallel even though the original fractures 

have been widened by replacing serpentine to such an extent that the volume of 

serpentine in the rook is commonly greater than the volume of unaltered olivine 

in the peri dot! tea. Replacement by serpentine may, however* etch the walls of 

the fractures in a sawtoothed or scalloped fashion*

In addition to the curving fractures, much of the olivine seen in thin sec-* 

tion has distinct but imperfect cleavage parallel to (010), and some sections show 

relatively rare, very straight, hair.-line cleavage traces parallel to (001). 

Serpentinieation does not follow these cleavages to a noticeable extent* *

Many sections of olivine alffo show strongly oriented inolusions or inter- < 

growths in the form of thin lamellas in the (100) plane* These inclusions are 

of two kinds) very thin, opaque graphic inter^rowths of ore, possibly magnetite 

or iInfinite, and even thinner rectangular plates of a deep brown, isotropie 

mineral, that may in fact be an ore mineral in such thin plates that it is trans 

lucent* The thickness of these lamellas is on the order of 0*01 mm or less« In
   

the (100) plane, that is to say, in plan, the opaque intergrowtha form intricate, , 

lobate figures reminiscent of Chinese or Hebrew written characters. This graphic 

character is caused by a tendency for the -opaque mineral to grow in narrow lobes



elongated parallel to the b-axis and to the trace of the (021) plane, while 

perpendicular to the plane of growth, that is, parallel to the a-axis there is 

virtually no growth, A band of graphic intergrowths of this type is shown cross 

ing an olivine grain in plate 25 A. The translucent brown lane lias are sharply 

rectangular in outline parallel to the b and o-axes and distinctly elongated 

parallel to b. They also show a faint streakiness in color parallel to b. Ho 

traces of these intergrowths were found in olivine with an iron content lower 

than Fal3. They are common in olivine richer in iron in the peridot!te, but not 

in the gabbro and gabbroio granulite. In some sections the olivine in a narrow 

zone surrounding these intergrowths exhibits lower birefringence. The olivine 

shows no evidence of open fractures or any sort of latent cleavage or weakness 

in the plane of the intergrowths. The intergrowths are clearly primary and not 

introduced* They antedate serpentinization, shown by the fact that delicate 

lamellae pass through veins of serpentine from one fresh fragment of an olivine 

crystal to another Trith uninterrupted pattern and continuity.

Lamellar inclusions of ore with similar orientation have been reported by 

Wager and Deer(1939, p. 21) in the Skaergaard complex in olivine ranging in faya- 

lite content from 5a69 to Fa97. They were not present in olivine of Pa36. Wagner
 

(1929, pp. 55*59) reports the same phenomena in an Fa48 hortonolite from the 

Bushveld Complex. In both instances they were described as inclusions, suggest 

ing that they had formed prior to or contemporaneously with the crystallization 

of the olivine* The delicate nature of these lamellae, their control by orystal- 

lographic directions in the olivine, and the lesser birefringence noted in some 

grains in a zone around the intergrowths indicate that they are the result of ex- 

solution of an iron ore mineral.

Two microscopic features of the olivine are of great structural significance 

in the peridotites. Although practically all grains of olivine are shattered into 

numerous shards and partially replaced along the fractures by serpentine, the



several fragments of each olivine prain commonly preserve a perfectly uniform 

optical orientation, proving that the fracturing and sorpentinication of the 

olivine was neither accompanied nor followed by very appreciable flowage or 

deformation in either a solid or semi-solid state* This conclusion is further 

strengthened by the fact that the very delicate graphic intergrowths described 

above nay be observed in many instances passing from one fragment of fresh olivine 

to another through a vein of serpentine with no evidence of displacement or dis 

tortion* «

Serpentinization appears to have been an entirely static process of volume 

for volume replacement entirely subsequent to emplacement * of the rook* The 

volume changes, if any, attendant upon serpentinieation must have been taken up 

by the utilisation of the space within, the rook occupied by interstitial fluids 

used up in the process of serpentinltation. In view of the granular character 

of the rook and the crackled habit of olivine this emirce of space may suffice

for "whatever volume change that took place* , . . *''*.' 

Augit* \
I  

Megasoopioally the augite varies from light, clear green to dark bottle 

green* It Is colorless and non-pleoohroio in thin section, in all of the perido- 

titic rocks» but has a faint blue-green tint in the beerbaohite, gabbro, and gab- 

broio granulites. An iron-rich augit* in granulite (specimen 968, item 164, 

section 22, table l) is pale lavender-pink in color and has distinct dispersion 

/C>V" of optic axes B with week dispersion of optic axis A« Dispersion is weak 

on optic axis B and not disoernable on axis A in the augite of the peridotite 

and gabbro, and birefringence is not extreme or anomalous* Diallage parting is

present locally and in some slides augite both with and without evidence of diallage
  f 

parting is present without any apparent difference in other properties* .

Hess has recently published charts correlating the optical properties of 

common clinopyroxenes with their chemical compositione(Hess, 1949, pp. 621-666)*
«

Professor Hess very kindly supplied the author with preliminary copies of hit
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o hart a lone; in advance of publication and they have been used to investigate 

the variations in composition of the augite throughout the complex* The compo 

sition of common augite varies principally by the substitution of magnesium, 

calcium, and bivalent iron for each other and is expressed by Hess in terns of 

the relative atomic percentages of these three elements* This is somewhat dif 

ferent than the oommon procedure of giving the composition of olinopyroxene in 

terms of calculated end membersi olinoenstatite, wollastonite y and ferrosilite, 

or diopside and hedenbergite  However, the basic information conveyed by the 

two methods of representation is the same. This procedure neglects the effect on 

optical properties of other elements usually present in pyroxene to a small extent, 

mainly sodium* manganese» nickel, aluminum, trivalent iron, chromium, and titanium*

Hess states that trivalent iron in appreciable quantities gives augite distinct
i 

greenish tints, while titanium produces purplish tints* The substitution of

aluminum for silicon reduces the birefringence* The augite of the Blashke Island 

peridotites is colorless and has normal birefringence, but the augite in the 

gabbro and gabbroio granulite is faintly colored and probably oontains appreciable 

trivalent iron and titanium* Sodium is conspicuously low in the plagioolase asso 

ciated with the complex* On the other hand, ohromite is a oommon accessory in the 

olivine-rioh portion of the complex, and chromium may be present in the augite of 

the peridotites. Hess states that chromium enters into the olinopyroxenes of

igneous rooks in the amount of 1*1 percent with 7*0 percent Fe, and falls to»
nearly zero at 13 percent ?e. This is the range of composition in which much of 

  the Blashke Island augite tends to fall* Special provision is made in his charts . 

for the effect of chromium in this range of composition* Therefore it seems valid
*

to assume t)mt the determination of the composition of augite from its optical 

properties by the use of Hess' curves will give close approximations of the'true

composition with the addition of up to about 1 percent chromium* The validity
t 

of this assumption is confirmed by the analyses of olivine augitite and wehrlita

which are in good agreement with the chemical compositions calculated .from, the



modes based on optical determinations of the composition of the augite*

The intermediate refractive index (Ny) -was determined for the augite in 

105 specimens of rook representing all the principal rook types within the 

complex* These determinations were made with calibrated oils at 0*002 inter* 

Tale and are believed accurate to about j* 0*001*

2V was measured with a universal stage an.67 specimens. Only sections of 

augite in which the acute bisectrix was nearly vertical and both optic axes could 

be brought into the axis of the microscope were used* The refractive indices of 

the pyroxene ranges from 1*679 to 1*697 with most values falling near 1,686   

Hemispheres of refractive index 1*649 were used on the universal stage * No 

measurements were made requiring inclinations of more than 38 degrees , so that 

corrections for refraction between hemispheres and mineral were not large y 

usually less than 1 degree. Values that departed appreciably from the normal 

values for other specimens with the same refractive indices were checked again 

and were generally found to coincide with the first determination within £ 1/2 

degree so that the dispersion of values found in 2V is believed to be* in part 

at least, due to variations in composition of the pyroxene*

The optical data and the composition of augite derived from the data are 

given in column 3 of table 1 for all specimens measured*

The composition as determined from Hess* curves by refractive index and
page 65, 

optic angle measurements is plotted in figure 9,,for all specimens for which both

properties were measured in the Blashke Island complex. Figure 9 corresponds

in arrangement to plate 1 on page 634 of Hess* paper referred to above* A
p.66 

second figure has been prepared on a much larger scale (fig* 1C showing only

the sedtion of the diagram in figure 9 in which most of the values fall* On the 

second diagram the points are denoted by symbols that indicate the rook type in 

 which the augite occurred. These points establish a fairly well-defined trend 

in the composition of augite throughout the complex. This trend has been indicated
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by curve A which has been drawn through the points by inspection* The trend 

as indicated by curve A shows very little variation in the calcium content except 

in the iron-rich augite of the gabbroio granulite* The principal trend is in the 

ratio of iron to magnesium and falls near the diopside-hedenbergite line* An 

unusual dike rock cutting olivine-augitlta, specimen 390, item 103, table 1 9 

previously described on page 40 , consists-of augite and secondary andradite 

garnet. This augite had the lowest refractive index of any measured. The composi 

tion of the augite in this rook is indicated by the symbol Aaz in figure 10. 

The symbol Da? indicates the composition of augite as determined in a specimen 

of augite-dunite containing only 4.6 percent of augite (specimen 179, item 26, 

table 1). The augite in this rook had the lowest refractive index of any measured 

in the normal peridotites of the complex, but unfortunately only one rather poorly 

oriented grain could be found in thin section from which to measure 2V so that 

this value is in doubt. Specimens Aax and DaT» both with low refractive indices, 

have relatively high values for 2V and suggest a trend toward the composition of 

pure diopside rather than a continuation of the trend indicated by curve A toward 

a calcic end! op side at the low iron end of the series* However the probable non- 

magnatio origin of specimen 390 has been pointed out on page 41 .

In addition to curve A indicating the course of variation in composition of 

the Blashke Island pyroxenes, a second curve (B) has been added to figure 9   

This curve is the curve given by Hess for the normal trend of crystallization of , 

olinopyroxenes from common mafic magmas* Curves A and B are nearly parallel, but 

curve A indicates that the augites from the Blashte Island peridotite systematically 

contain about 5 percent more calcium and 5 percent less magnesium than the augite s 

from normal mafic magmas,which, brings them nearer the diopside-hedenbergite line* 

An inspection of U analyses given by Hess shows that the augites which fall 

along the normal curve given by him, that is, the augites with 40 percent more or 

less of calcium, are mainly derived from gabbro, norite, diabase, and related rooks* 

On the other hand, the analyses of more calcic augites cited by Hess are from a



variety of rocks, including websterite, bronzitite, anorthosite, syenite, and 

skarn* This suggests that the normal trend in change of composition during 

crystallization of augite in basaltic magmas is distinctly different from the 

normal trends under a variety of other conditions* The displacement of the trend 

of crystallisation in the augite of the Blashke Island peridotite from the trend 

shown by basaltic magmas may be one indication that the petrogenetic processes or 

the magmas involved have fundamental differences even though some of the end 

products such as the gabbroio rooks are petrographioally similar*

The trend in composition of the augite in the Blashfc* Island complex is cor- 

* related both with the trend toward increasing iron content in the olivine from 

the core of the" complex outward and with relative abundance of augite in the rook* 

Figure 11 shows the percentage of iron in augite plotted against the fayalite con 

tent of olivine in all rocks in which both have been determined in the peridotite 

part of the complex* Where only the refractive index of augite was measured the 

composition has been determined by the intersection of the refractive index curves 

given by Hess with curve A of figure 9. The correlation is far from perfect but 

nevertheless distinct. The various rock types and modes of occurrence represented 

by the specimens are denoted by separate symbols. A tendency toward grouping of 

like rook types together is noticeable in the normal peridot!tee, while the feld- 

spathic peridotites, dike rooks and contact faoies of the peridotites are more 

wide-ranging. Inspection of the data in table 1 shows that the composition of the 

augite is correlated with distance inward and outward from the main dunite augitite 

contact to a lesser degree than olivine* It tends to fall within a certain range 

for each rock type without much relationship to the distance from the contact* 

except to the extent that the rook types themselves have a concentric arrangement* 

A curve has been drawn through the points representing the average values for 

the iron content of olivine and augite of the various rock types shown in figure 11 

Although the individual values platted on this chart show considerable dispersion, 

the average values fall close to a smooth curve. It is probable that observational
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errors somewhat accentuate the dispersion of the individual points and that the 

averages are more representative of the true trend than the relative degree of 

dispersion would suggest* Furthermore the dispersion of values is greater in the 

dike rocks and contact facies than in the normal peridotitea* This curve is inter 

esting in that it has a sharp change in slope in the region -where olivine has a :
  

fayalite content of about 13*5 percent* This is the average value for the fayalite

content of olivine at the contact between the oil vine-rich and the augite-rien 

rooks* It indicates that within the olivine-rioh rocks the composition of the 

augite changes steeply with respect to the composition of the olivine, while in the 

augite-rioh rooks it is the olivine that undergoes the greater composition change* 

There is also a suggestion in the data that as olivine approaches its maximum iron 

content in the outer contact faoies and gabbroio differentiates the composition of 

the augite undergoes a more rapid trend toward a higher iron content* These rela 

tionships point toward the idea that the contacts between the major rook types in 

the complex and the concentric arrangement of rook types result from shifting chem 

ical equilibria rather than that they result from entirely mechanical processes of 

intrusion or differentiation*

The correlation of iron content in olivine and pyroxene in the complex is 

continued in the gabbro and gabbroio granulite, data for which are not shown on 

figure 11 owing to the extreme values for iron content in olivine and augite in

  some of these rooks* Olivine in the gabbro ranges up to Fa29*5 associated with an 

augite containing 16*5 percent F», and in the granulite an olivine with 49 percent 

fayalite is associated with an augite containing 27*5 percent Fe* However the high*

' est iron augite found in the complex is in the olivine-free nodular inclusion in 

specimen 280, item 169 f table 1, with en iron content of 37 percent* The matrix in 

which this nodule is embedded contains a very high iron olivine (Fa47) f but the 

augite in the matrix carries only 18*5 percent Fe* Biotite is present in the matrix 

and not in the nodule* If the nodule went originally a calcareous fossil, concretion,

 ». j
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pebble, or anrygdule, this relationship may indicate that a high-iron olivine 

formed in the matrix because of a deficiency in calcium and that where calcium 

was in high concentration all available iron was used up In augite without the 

formation of a non-calcic phase, particularly if the matrix were originally 

argillaceous so that extra alumina was present to combine with available calcium

to form plagioolasee
 

Augite is not found or is present only in minute traces in the central dunite 

core of the complex. Within a few hundred feet of the main contact between the 

oilvine-rich rooks and the pyroxene-rich rooks, streaks and patches appear in the 

dunite containing a few percent of augite* From the point where pyroxene first 

appears near the margins of the dunite it tends to increase in abundance outward, 

but the increase is not everywhere uniform, giving the marginal areas of the dunite 

a streaky to mottled aspect* The contacts between the pyroxene-bearing marginal 

faoies of the dunite core and the pyroxene-rich rock is generally relatively sharp; 

in some places it may be an actual surface of discontinuity with olivine-augite on 

one side and augite-dunite or wehrlite on the other, it may be the locus of some 

shearing and minor displacement, or in other places it is sharply gradational with 

pyroxene increasing from a minor to a major percentage of the rook within a few 

inches or feet. An altogether smoothly gradational increase in pyroxene is not 

characteristic*

Some contacts between olivine-rich rook and pyroxene-rich rook give the im 

pression that there has been an intimate interdiking and admixture of the two rook* 

along the contact. Tongues of augite-dunite or wehrlite a few inches wide pass 

out into the olivine augitite and gradually become wispy and indistinct through 

an admixture of pyroxene until they disappear* Stringers of rook containing a 

relative abundance of pyroxene form apophyses into the augite-dunite or wehrlite 

and gradually fade into the enclosing rook by diminishing pyroxene content* Some 

; of these bodies seem to be merely streamers of loosely aggregated pyroxene crystals 

rather than discrete apophyses* Inclusions of coarse^to fine granular pyroxene
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are common in the contact facies of the dunite* These inclusions range in size 

from small, rounded clots of pyroxene crystals a few inches in section to large 

rounded masses 10 to 15 feet in section* In texture and composition they range 

from granular, fine-grained masses of pure augite to oilvine-rich pyroxenites with 

coarse-grained, almost euhedral augite and interstitial oliTine* Dike-like bodiee 

of coarse pyroxene are common in the contact faoies of the dunite and consist of 

disoriented augite crystals, commonly as large in cross section as the width of 

the dike. A pyroxene rich, granular wehrlite, richer in oliTine than the typical 

oliTine-augitite and poorer in oliTine than the typical wehrlite and augite-dunite 

of the contact faciea of the dunite, is locally present in indistinct masses along 

the contact, sending apophyses out into both major rook units so that the same 

body cuts across the contact to form an oliTine-rioh dike in the pyroxenitio rook 

and a pyroxene-rich dike in the oliTine rook* These bodies are small and their 

limits and forms are indistinct and gradational*

Where pyroxene first appears in the marginal areas of the dunite its relation 

ship to the oliTine is completely interstitial* This interstitial relationship is 

characteristic in all the rooks classed as augite dunite* In dunite the oliTine 

forms a mosaic of more or less equant grains which tend to show some faint sem 

blances of crystal form in spite of mutual interference* Where pyroxene is present.' 

the tendency of oliTine to display crystal forms is accentuated, and the pyroxene 

occupies interstices between somewhat blooky oliTine grains* Areas of pyroxene 

representing a single crystal may be extremely irregular in form with larger areas 

connected by narrow necks and outlying areas unconnected in the plane of section* 

This texture represents an early stage in the development of a coarse poikilitio 

aggregate consisting of pyroxene poikiloorysts enclosing oliTine as shown in 

plate. ISA, page 246 .

With a larger percentage of pyroxene, typified by the wehrlite group, coarse 

crystals of pyroxene enclosing oliTine are characteristic* Single crystals of 

pyroxene more than a centimeter in cross section are not uncommon, and these may
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enclose ten or twenty grains of olivine. The olivine grains enolosed in the

augite commonly exhibit distinct crystal forms, but with an increasing amount of ;

pyroxene the enolosed olivine grains tend to become rounded*

Tfaere augite is the predominant mineral, olivine shows no traces of crystal 

form but tends to be deeply embayed and irregular in form, occupying irregular 

spaces between augite grains that locally have a blooky habit with suggestions of 

crystal form against olivine* These textural relations suggest that augite is a 

late primary, interstitial phase against which olivine is stable in the rooks in 

which pyroxene is present in small amount, but that where pyroxene is the dominant 

phase it replaces early-formed olivina, leaving only irregular remnants of olivine  

As has been pointed out above, this differenoe in relationships with larger amounts 

of augite is accompanied by a change in the composition of olivine toward a more 

iron-rich phase*

Considerable evidence is seen in thin section to suggest that above a certain
»

range of iron content in olivine the order of crystallisation between olivine and 

pyroxene is reversed* Augite is observed enclosing grains of olivine up to Fal8 

in iron content, rarely higherj while olivine is commonly found enclosing augite

grains from an iron content of Pal6 and higher* Photomicrographs of augite and
i 

hornblende pseudomorphs after augite enolosed in olivine are shown in plates 17A

and 17B, page 247* Inclusions observed in thin section may be projections into the * 

apparently enclosing grain from above or below the plane of section, but augite in 

clusions in olivine'have been observed in seven thin sections of peridotitic rook 

and in a number of gabbro and beerbaohite slides* Therefore the ofltamonly observed 

interstitial relationship of olivine to pyroxene in the olivine augitites y described 

above * may be in part at least due to the later crystallization of olivine. How- . 

ever, there appears to be no doubt that much olivine is interstitial to pyroxene, 

due to having crystallised early and having been replaoed by augite* This is 

certainly true of all olivine with a fayalite content of less than 16 percent* " '



Alteration of augite to hornblende is common but not extensive* Alteration 

tends to be more advanced in the rooks in which augite is most abundant* Many 

slides of augite-dunite and wehrlite show little, if any, secondary hornblende* 

The augite is either quite fresh, or dusty with opaque inclusions* However, in 

most augite-rioh rooks the augite is shot through with little scrape and shreds 

of secondary hornblende in parallel orientation, with the augite up to 10 to 15

percent of the total augite originally present,, Serpent ini rat ion has had little
i

effect on the augite; in most specimens* none* A few slides show thin veins of 

serpentine cutting the augite* but scarcely enough to make an appreciable percent 

age of the rock. Here and there in a few slides a fracture or cleavage crack in 

augite is filled with a deep amber-brown alteration produot resembling bastite* 

but the amount of this mineral is negligible*

Orthopyroxene

Orthopyroxene is all but absent within the peridotitio portion of tho Blashke 

Island complex* In the.hornfelsed sediments surrounding the complex and in what 

appears to be a highly contaminated fades of the gabbro forming the outer, ring of 

the complex it is a characteristic phase* A few grains were found in a specimen 

of dTeldspathic wehrlite from a point on the southwestern border of the complex 

where peridotitio rooks are in sharp contact with hornfelses* Ho grains could be 

isolated for a determination of refractive index, but the mineral is optically 

positive with large axial angle and faint pinkish plooohroism, indicating that it 

it enstatite near the upper limit in iron content* A small cluster of strongly 

pinkish, optically negative hypersthene grains associated with secondary magnetite 

is present in a thin section of a plagioolase-auglte-hornblende granulite dike 

cutting olivine-augitite near its contact with the outer ring of gabbro* This

small cluster of hypersthene grains and magnetite appears foreign to the rest of
t

the rook and may represont an inclusion derived from without the complex* Aft -
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inclusions of hornfelsed sediments displaying relict bedding found -within coarse 

olirine augitite near its outer contact irith gabbro and sediments contain8 abun 

dant hypersthene with an intermediate refractive index of 1.687, indicating a 

composition of E&eiFs^g (Winohell, 1933, p, 218 and Kennedy, 1947, p. 564)* It 

seems clear that orthopyroxene is present in the perldotito rooks of the complex 

only where there has been contamination by contact with the enclosing sedimentso 

Orthopyroxene also plays a very minor role as one of the minerals found in 

some coronas around olirine. The subject of coronas and their constituent minerals 

will be taken up separately on pages 134-ft*

Traces to fractions of a percent of hype re the tie have been found in many speci 

mens of olivine gabbro as shown by the modes in section 16 of table 1. Much of 

this hypersthene is present only in coronas around olivine, but a few primary 

accessory grains are present in some specimens* However, hypersthene can scarcely 

be regarded as an essential component of the gabbro* The gabbroic rocks that do 

contain substantial percentages of hyperstheno are very dubiously assigned to the 

gabbro on the basis of a conventional interpretation of field relations* Modes 

and mineralogical data on two rocks of this kind are givent specimens 366 and 

230, items 140 and 141, section 21, table 1. Specimen 366 is from a narrow, it- 

regular dikelet with coarse texture that appears to be an apophysis into hornfelsed 

country rook from a small body of coarse gabbro with irregular texture near contact 

with peridotite on the west side of the complex. It contains 29*0 percent hyper 

sthene and 12*7 percent quartz. Although the texture is coarse, under the micro 

scope it has a distinct orystalloblaftio-granular aspect, and despite the seeming   

intrusive relations of this rook it seems far more likely that it represents a 

vein formed by reorystallination along a fracture in strongly heated country rook 

aided by fluids given off by the ultrabasic mass, than that it represents a peculiar 

magmatio differentiate* Specimen 230 is similarly suspect. It was collected at a 

contact between gabbro and country rook on tho northeast side of the complex where 

irregular masses of hornfelsed country rook seem to be.caught up in a network of
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streaky, Indistinct masses of coarse 9 uneven tortured gabbrolo rock* The contacts 

between blocks of hornfels that clearly show their origin by relict bedding and 

granulltlo texture and coarse 9 gabbrolo rook are vague and gradation*!. The horn 

fels seem to pass 1,. to coarse hypersthene gabbro by a gradual change In the propor 

tions and grain sise of the constituent minerals* The sane phases are present in 

both* Here again the presence of hypersthene seems to bo symptomatic of conversion 

of gabbrolo granullte into coarse gabbro by a process of progressive reorystallisa- 

tion, possibly brought on by partial fusion or solution along systems of fractures 

aided by fluids from the ultrabaslo mass**   ,   % . ,
, V

Hypersthene is common in the gabbroio granulites where it ranges in composi 

tion from En78Fs22 to En64Fs36. Apparently a distinction can be made between gab- 

,' broio granulites containing oil-vine and those containing hypersthene* The granu 

lites that oontaln oil vine generally contain only traces of hypersthene, and those 

that contain hypersthene generally do not contain olivine* Both oil vino and hyper 

sthene are generally associated with a deep reddish-brown biotite* The hypersthene- 

biotite association apparently represents a somewhat lower grade of metaiftorphism 

. than the olivine-biotite association* because the hypersthene-biotite rooks pass
*

.' more abruptly into less altered hornfelses. The presence of hypersthene without 

biotlte, however, does not seem to follow this rule because specimen 363, item 167, 

section 22, table 1, comes from direct contact with peridotite and consists essen 

tially of augite, hypersthene, and plagioolase, while specimen 368 in the same 

section of table 1 was collected about 30 feet from the same contact and contains 

olivine and biotlte* Original composition of tho hornfelsed rook certainly controls 

the appearance of both hypersthene and olivine to a considerable extent because 

simple augite-plagioolase granulites are of equal rank and intimately associated 

with rooks containing olivine and hypersthene* The presence of olivine in the 

matrix but not in the pebbles of a hornfelsed conglomerate suggests that hypersthene 

as well as olivine develop only in rocks that were originally somewhat argillaceous* 

The presence of additional alumina may have used up calcium to form calcic plagio*
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class, leaving an excess of iron and magnesium that would otherwise have combined 

with calcium in augite* Locally coarse gabbroio granulite with irregular texture 

and streaks approaching gabbro in appearance contains coarse nodules and streaks 

of raeflo minerals* Specimen 266, item 153, table 1, is representative of one of 

these mafic nodules* It contains 64*2 percent coarse hypersthen* with abundant 

augite, some hornblende and accessory plagioolase* From the standpoint of mineral 

assemblage it is a websterite, but it is found in a nodule in gabbroio granulite 

only a few inches in cross section.

The hypersthene in all the rooks in which it is found is generally somewhat 

more altered than either the augite or the olivine, if present, in the rock* How 

ever, all the minerals in the granulites are generally relatively fresh because 

the dense texture of the rock makes it relatively impervious to attack by fluids, 

Biotite as well as talc and bastite have been noted as alteration products*

Hornblende

Hornblende is present in the Blashke Island peridotites both as a late primary 

phase and as a secondary alteration product of pyroxene* It is present, but rarely, 

as a primary mineral in wehrlite and olivine augitite and abundantly in the beer- 

baohite dikes. A few specimens of wehrlite and olivine augitite contain scattered 

coarse grains of primary hornblende, entirely interstitial to olivine and inter 

stitial to and.partly replacing augite. In the beerbaohite dikes hornblende is . 

one of the major constituents* It tends to become more abundant as the feldspar
'  *

becomes less calcic, olivine disappears 9 and augite becomes richer in iron* Some
^ '  * 

of the beerbaohite dikes are so rioh in hornblende that they can be styled horn-
* , 

blendite.

Hornblende is one of the major constituents of the gabbro* Olivine gabbro 

and augite-rioh gabbro generally contain only coarse, ragged anhedra of hornblende 

enclosing all the other silicates poildlitioally* Toward the outer margins of the 

gabbro ring a part of the hornblende appears to have crystallized simultaneously



with the au^ite and part of the plarioclaoe, while some is pseudomorphous after 

auj?;ite and some is later than tho other principal silicates*

Hornblende is a principal constituent of inclusions of country rook caught 

up in the gabbro and olivine augitite* Some of the inclusions are virtually 

hornblendite in composition* la general the inclusions in gabbro have been meta 

morphosed to a more mafic rook than the host* They commonly contain a larger total 

percentage of augite and hornblende than the host gabbro, and a larger percentage 

of each of these minerals than the host, but some inclusions show a lesser degree 

of replacement of augite by hornblende than does the host gabbro and the inclusions 

thereby have a lower percentage of hornblende than the host, though exceeding the 

host in total mafites*

Contact metamorphosed country rock external to the complex does not contain 

hornblende in close proximity to contacts with the complex except along fractures 

and shear zones where some late secondary hornblende is locally present. The only 

hydrous mineral present in the higher ranks of gabbroic granulite is biotite, A 

. few hundred feet from contacts with the complex hornblende appears along with 

biotite in coarse porphyroblasts  In the country rocks unaffected by contact 

metamorphism a pale green, fibrous amphibole is very common and some of the rooks 

approach amphibolite in composition*  

Secondary hornblende is present wherever pyroxene is abundant. It is found

in irregular shreds and scraps within grains of augite in the same orystallographic
«

orientation as the pyroxene forming the familiar uralitic alteration of pyroxene* 

The extent of uralitic alteration tends to be greater toward the outer contacts of 

the peridotite complex* The augite in augite dunite commonly shows only the slight* 

est indication of uralitic hornblende* It is generally present only in traces in 

wehrlite and makes an appreciable percentage of the rook in only a few specimens 

of olivine augitite. Some gabbro has all but the slightest traces of its original 

augite replaced by hornblende. The properties of the secondary hornblende in thin

section are the same as the properties of late primary-hornblende found-in the same* >
rooks* {
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Table 5 
Optical data for hornblende

Item 
no, , 
Table 
1

45

58

62

63

70

99

99

101

104

105

106

107

109

110

111

112

113

114

116 -

120

143

144

  168

Spec- 2V Z 
inen. angle 
no . /

133B +82 19

0132 90 '19.6

202 -L

369 90 20

98 -84 20

335

335

233

333 -88 20

334 , .

367

137

283 -84 18.5

205

141 . -88 20

99 -84 18

207
.»

278 ' -M 16

220 -64 19.6

284

138

232 . ,

Ny

1.652

1.655

1.651

1.650

1.656

1.659

1.658

1.657

1.660

1.659

1.657

1.675

1.657

1,656

1.657

1.657

1.641

1.658

1.659

1.666

Pleoohroio in 
shades oft

pale pink to pale green

pale green

pale green

pale green

very pale yellow

pale green

greenish yellow to green

greenish yellow to green

greenish yellow to green

greenish yellow to green

brown

yol low-green

dark brownish green

yellow-green

yellow-green

yellow-green

yellow-green

very pale yellow

yellow to green*

yellow to green

green

Rook type in which found

wehrlite

wehrlite dike

olivine augitite inclusion 
in wehrlite

olivine augitite

olivine augitite

alteration of anorthite in 
gabbroic pegmatite

primary hornblende in 
gabbroic pegmatite

gabbroic pegmatite

olivine beerbachite
5

olivine beerbachite

olivine beerbachite

olivine beerbachite

beerbaohite

beerbachite '   . .

beerbaohite \ \

beerbaohite

beerbachite

beerbaohite

outlying dike of augitite
*
gabbro ',

inclusion in olivine augiti

inclusion in olivine ctugiti

country rook over 400. feet
from complex

L s large t H s moderate*



The optical properties of hornblende that have been measured are given in 

table 5. Refractive indices were measured by ordinary immersion methods* 2V and 

Z angle / were measured on the universal stage* The intermediate refractive indices 

range from 1.651 to 1.657 in the peridotitic rooks, 2V ranges from 82*(+) to 84°(-) f 

Z angle / from 19* to 21.5°. Winohe 11 (1945, pp. 27-51) and Sundius (1946) have
*

sought to correlate the optical properties with the chemical compositions of the 

amphiboles* The complexity of the arophibole group makes it difficult to do this 

with any great precision* However, it appears from the data given by Winchell that 

the hornblende in the Blashke Island rooks cannot be referred to the tremolite- 

actinolite series* The data of both Sundius and Winohell Indicate that these 

hornblendes are decidedly aluminous with small to moderate amounts of ferrous and 

ferric iron. The optically positive hornblende is probably close to pargasite, 

and the hornblende with 2V near 90° or negative is probably somewhat richer in iron*

In the beerbachite dikes and in inclusions in peridotite the intermediate 

refractive index ranges from 1.656 to 1.660, 2V from 88*(-) to 84°(-), and Z angle 

/ from 18* to 20*. These hornblendes therefore are probably Just a little richer 

in iron than those in the peridotites* The hornblende in gabbro corresponds in 

range of properties to that in the beerhaoKite dikes and the inclusions, except 

that some hornblende in gabbro is pleochroio in strong brownish-green to brown.

A few small dikes cutting olivine augitlte have a coarse, pegmatitio texture 

with elongated crystals of hornblende up to several inches in length growing In 

ward from the walls toward the center forming the so-called comb structure* Speci- 

, men 205, item 110, table 1, is representative of these dikes and contains a horn 

blende with Ny   1.676 and pleoohroio in shades of very dark brownish green* This 

hornblende is probably much richer in iron than that common in the complex.

Several rooks contain an amphibole belonging to the tremolite-aotinolite 

. series. In some of the basic pegmatite segregations and dikes calcic pl^gioolase 

is partially replaced by a very pale green actinolite. An outlying dike of    

enitic composition, specimen 278, item 116, table 1, contains a ferriferous
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tremolite tdth Hy s 1.641, Z angle / a 15*, and a moderate negative optio angle. , 

X is colorless and T and Z are very pale yellow.

An unusual variety of hornblende is present in several specimens of wehrlite 

and olivine augitite as a late primary phase partially replacing augite (photo 

micrograph, plate 19A and specimens 133 B, 361, and 562 j items 45, 89, and 86; 

table 2). This hornblende is in large, clear grains, some of which are distinctly 

pleoohroio in pink ~>r reddish-brown and others in pale, clear green. A few grains 

shade from pink pleoohroio colors to green with complete optical and orystallo- 

graphio continuity* The pinkish pleochroism is exactly like that observed in 

hypersthene and where the hornblende cleavage angle is not apparent the mineral 

may easily be taken for hypersthene* The optical properties are Hy * 1*651, 2V   

82 *('* ), Z angle /   19 *  It is probably near pargasite in composition.

, The appearance of an aluminous hornblende as a primary phase late in the 

crystallisation of the ultrabasio rooks of the complex and as a secondary altera 

tion product parallels the appearance of plagioolase feldspar and indicates that 

a very small amount of alumina present in the original magma or derived by contam 

ination from aluminous country rooks was concentrated in the late-crystallieing 

fraction and mainly in the outer margins of the peridotite* The trend of the 

probable tenor of iron in the hornblende also parallels the trend in iron content 

in the olivine and augite toward the outer part of the complex and in the late-

orystallizing dikes and segregations. * "- »
t « » -

Biotite ; ') -

Biotite is of negligible importance in the peridot!tio rocks of the complex. - 

Some of the gabbroio pegmatite bodies in the olivine augitite contain a little 

biotite, and some of the beerbaohite dikes cutting olivine augitite have traces 

of biotite. Biotite is present only in traces also in the gabbro, the largest 

modal percentage found being 1.4 percent in specimen 14, item 135, table 1, from 

an extreme marginal facies of the gabbro* Biotite in the gabbro tends to be
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altered to a bleached, pale, yellowish-brown mineral,

Biotite is one of the principal phases of moderately high rank to medium 

rank p;abbroio granulites. In the higher ranking granulites it is commonly asso 

ciated with an iron-rich olivine or with hypersthene, and In these rooks it is 

the only hydrous phase present* Biotite is abundant in granulites of moderate 

rank either as the principal dark mineral or associated with a green hornblende.

The biotite in the rocks of the complex is pleoohroio in reddish-brown and 

is somewhat stronger colored in the gabbroio granulites than in the gabbrot or 

gabbroic pegmatites* Biotite from a gabbroio pegmatite in the olivine augitite

ring of the complex, specimen 233, item 101, table 1, had an intermediate re-
»

fraotive index of 1.612* Biotite from two specimens of granulite, one of moder 

ately high rank containing olivine, specimen 280, item 159, table 1, from the 

near vicinity of a contact with peridotite, and the other, specimen 232, item 

169, table 1* from a quartz-hornblende-adularia granulite about 400 feet from 

contact with gabbro, had intermediate refractive indices of about 1.635. Accord 

ing to the optical data published by ̂ inohe11 (1933, p, 274) these biotite* would 

lie toward the magnesian side of the series from potassium-a&gnesium to potassium- 

iron biotite with the biotite in the granulite 16 to 20 percent higher in iron 

than the biotite in the gabbroio pegmatite* ' f
*  

i * ' * 
Garnet

Garnet was found in the ultrabasio part of the complex in one unusual dike 

rocky specimen 390, item 103, table 2, previously described on page 40, The 

dike rook consists essentially of moderately coarse diopsidio augite and small- 

grained granular garnet in rounded grains without crystal form0 The garnet is 

disposed through the rook in clusters around the margins of augite grains and 

enclosed in augite (photomicrograph, plate 20B). It appears to have formed 

partly as a replacement of augite* % >



Both the garnet and the augite are almost colorless in thin section and hand 

specitnen and the rock is almost white with a faint greenish tint in hand specimen*

Exoept for the heft it might be taken in the field for an apllte. The refractive
   

index of the garnet is considerably above 1.84, the highest immersion medium avail 

able to the author* An X-ray powder pattern gave all the characteristio lines of 

garnet* The unit cell dimension, a   12.00 - 0.01, According to Stockwell 

(1927, pp. 327-344) this corresponds to an almost pure andradite, CftgFe2Si-0 , 

containing about 5 to 8 percent of other garnet components. An analysis of the 

rook is given under column 1C of table 2. The rook has the highest calcium oon- 

tent of any analyzed rook in the complexj and the iron content compares with the 

other peridotites.

The olivine augitite in contact with the dike c ontains no garnet and shows 

no sign of alteration exoept for mioroscopio sheeted fractures paralleling the 

dike contact. The dike itself has a very fine-grained granular texture in a zone 

along the contact and here contains a little plagioolase feldspar. It also contains 

some inclusions of serpentine that appear to be pseudomorpblc after augite. Toward 

.the center, the dike becomes coarser grained. The origin of the garnet appears to 

be related to the crystallizing of the dike and not to externally induced alteration*

Another occurrence of garnet was noted in a felsitic rook, probably originally 

an ancle si tie lava flow, specimen 500, item 164, table 1, that has undergone mild - 

contact metamorphism at a distance of about 600 feet from an outlying mass of 

gabbro and about 1,700 feet from the main mass of the complex on the west side of . 

the complex. The rock contains numerous nodular light greenish-gray masses with 

coarser texture from a fraction of an inch to an inch and one half in cross section* - 

These masses are probably relicts of amygdulee filled with zeolites or carbonates, 

although they may be of some other origin. They contain a colorless garnet with a 

refractive, index of 1.77 along with augite, zoisite, and plagioolase. It is probably 

a garnet in the grossularite-andradite series relatively near grossularite in 

composition* .   . .
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A narrow irregular dike with coarse gabbroio texture cutting a hornfels in 

clusion in gabbro consists of calcic plagioolase* augite and large grains of a 

dark cinnamon brown garnet that is deep golden ye 1 loir in thin section* The re 

fractive index of the garnet is veil above 1,83   This dike is a couple of inches 

vide and ha* the relations of an apophysis from the gabbro enclosing the hornfels, 

but the garnet suggests that the dike la at least in part derived from reactions 

between country rook and fluids from the enclosing gabbro*  

KLagloolase feldspar

» 
Plagioclaee is present in the peridotitio rooks of the Blashke Island complex

only as a sparsely and irregularly distributed minor phase, but is, of course, a 

major constituent of all the other rooks of the complex* At only one place in the 

complex does a rook approaching dunite in composition contain any plagioolase. 

This area at the northern end of the large elongate island within the central 

lagoon of the Blashke Islands contains a few square yards of exposures of wehrlite, 

approaching augite-dunite in composition, in which a little interstitial plagio 

olase is sparsely disseminated* .Specimen 247, item 45, table 1, is from this . 

locality* *3*&r the outer parts of the olivine augitite ring small patches of rock 

containing streaks or isolated interstitial grains of plagioolase are not uncommon* 

Specimens 216 t 216* 122, and 364, items 81, 83, 92, and 93, table 1, are repre 

sentative of this facies of the olivine augitite* At one place -on the western 

border of the complex an unusual faoies of the complex consisting of a feldspathio 

wehrlite containing 12*6 percent of an unidentified alteration product derived 

from plagioclase is in contact with country rooks (specimen 362, item 88, table l)« 

In all of these peridotitio rooks the plagioolase is extremely calcic* Determina 

tions of composition by refractive index measurements, extinction angles, and the 

universal stage range from Ab4Angg to AbyAngg* The plagioolase in these rooks is 

not coned* . ' 

The olivine augitite member of*the complex also contains sporadically dis-
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tributed, small, irregular masses and dike-like bodies of coarse foldspathic 

rook with a pegmatitio texture as described on page-41 and pictured in plates 

7, 8, and 9* These pegmatitio rocks contain coarse, unzoned anorthite grains up 

to an inch in or OB section and thoir range of composition is the same as that 

of the disseminated anorthite in the peridotite* Specimens 356, 244, and 233, 

items 99, 100, and 101, table 1, are from ultrabasie pegmatites* Plate 24B is 

a photomicrograph of coarse oil-vine, Fo77.5Fa22»5, enclosing anorthite, Ab4An96, 

and plate 26B shows olivine of the same composition enclosed in anorthite of the 

same composition in the same specimen (no* 244, item 99). There is no trace of 

reaction between the two minerals.

Plagioolase is one of the essential minerals of the beerbachite dikes that 

are found cutting the olivine augitite and in these rooks it ranges in composition 

from Ab6An94 to Ab25An73. In olivine gabbro very near the contact with the perido- 

titio core of the complex the composition of the plagioolaee is approximately the 

same as that found within the peridotite, but away from the contact with peridotite 

the albite content of the plagioclase tends to increase systematically with dis 

tanoe from the peridotite both by an increase in the minimum albite content of the 

inner tones of plagioclase and by a greater tendency toward zoning with more sodio 

outer shells. Finally near the outer margins of the thicker parts of the gabbro 

ring a little pure albite appears in outermost zones as shown by specimen 101, 

item 134, table 1, from the gabbroio portion of an intrusion breccia at the outer 

gabbrocontact. The same fairly systematic shift toward a higher albite content 

with distance away from the complex is shown by the plagioolaee in the gabbroio 

granulites. Albite is common in the country rooks unaffected by contact with the 

complex*

Data on the composition of plagioclase is given for all rock specimens in 

which it was measured in table 1» Figure 12 is a schematic graphical representa 

tion of the relationship of the composition of plagioolaee to the configuration 

of the complex, and shows the trend toward higher sodium content with 'distance



from tho poridotito. Within the peridotite the composition of the plagioolase 

is virtually constant except for the beerbaohite dikes of gabbroio oomposition. 

A line has been drawn on the chart by inspection to show the approximate trend 

in composition of plagioclase in the major rook units of the complex, beerbachite 

dikes and inclusions excluded*

Plagioolase is later than augite in all rooks in which augite is the most 

abundant phase, but earlier than augite where augite is subordinate* Poikilitic 

plagioolase enclosing augite may be observed in augite-rioh rooks and poikilitio 

augite enclosing plagioolase in augite-poor rocks* An example of coarse poikilitio 

plagioclase is seen in plate 27A. Plagioolase is later than olivine where the 

oilrine contains less than about 20 percent fayalite, but highly calcic plagio 

olase in contact with more iron-rich olivine has the same ambiguous relations 

observed between iron-rich olivine and augite* Both olivine and plagioolase are 

observed enclosing each'other in the same specimens as shown in plates 24B and 

26B* Coronas between olivine and plagioolase are found in some beerbachitea and - , 

olivine-gabbros, but not in others, and the discussion of coronas will be reserved

* for a later section, pages 134*-8. .

Ifegasoopioally all of the plagioolase is chalk-white in color* tinder the 

miorosoope it is colorless and commonly perfectly clear* Twinning is varied*

  llanebaoh, pericline, parallel and complex twinning have been identified with the ; 

universal stage* Albite twinning is the most common, but all the other kinds of 

twinning combined are probably as frequent as albite twinning* Twin lamellae 

tend to be very coarse. The highly calcic plagioolase is virtually unsoned but
*

zoning is pronounced in the intermediate calcic plagioolase in gabbro* Zoning is
* *-

absent in the plagioclase in gabbroic granulite.

In some rooks plagioolase has undergone alteration to a completely isotropio 

mineral without distinctive structure, form, or cleavage. In oil immersions the 

graihi of this material are ragged and weakly translucent as though it were an
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amorphous aggregate* Its refraotire index appears to range from about 1*58 to
  

1*66. It has not been identified, but it may be colloidal alumina hydrate.

Another common alteration product is leucoxene in an opaque to brownish orypto- 

crystalline aggregate that is white in reflected light and in hand specimen*
'   "  ' 1- * * - 1 » > T  ;-.* .»  *   . -^-   ^ ^

~ '- >*E

Leucoxene is commonly associated with the unidentified isotropio substance* In 

the gabbroio rooks plagioolase is commonly fresh, but locally saussuritized, 

Alteration to prehnite and heulandite has also been noted. Plagioolase.is common 

ly unaltered in the granulites* *" A ; '  '*..-  ' ' "' " ,, v '
* ' ' - i *..""'...' .  i   . *  
, Orthoolase feldspar .

Orthoclase is extremely soaroe in the Blashke Island complex* In one specie

men of the outermost.facies of the gabbro* 3*8 percent interstitial sanidine was
*

  found* This rook (specimen 4, item 135,.table 1) was oolleoted at the outer margin *

of the gabbro ring at its widest point in the northeast sector of the complex* < ' !» ,

The rooky as shown by the mode and mineralogioal data given in table 1, is actually 

a hornblende diorite with aooessory quartz and sanidine, but it grades through

continuous exposures into typioal gabbro as represented by specimen 15, item 128, *
   ' j     . 

.table 1, collected about 500 feet inward toward the center of the gabbro in'the , *

' same general sector of the gabbro as specimen 14* The rock has typioal coarse 

gabbroio texture and the sanidine along with quartz occupies angular interstices 

between the other primary minerals* The sanidine is clear and colorless, small * '

,2V (-), and optic plane parallel with OlO. ' ' i .»
In the gabbroio granulite an orthoclase feldspar is generally not found near  

  . '   '. 
the contacts with the ultrabasio complex, but in specimen 280, item 159, table 1,

4*3 percent of granular orthoolase was found along with a moderately calcic plagio . 1
»

olas* t Ab60An50, olivine." Fo53fla47f biotite, and augite. A fault separates this *
* * 

rook from the nearest outcrops of peridotite, but it was probably within a hundred

feet of contact with peridotite during its metamorphism* Specimen 232, item 169,
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table 1, collected 400 feet from the nearest gabbro or peridotite contact con 

tains granular orthoolase as its most abundant feldspar* Orthoolase feldspar is 

a common mineral in the low-grade greenstones unaffected by oontaot with the 

ultrabasio complex..* .

Quarti

Quarts is a most uncommon mineral in the Blashke Island complex* Within 

the peridotite only one quartr-bearing rook was found* specimen 261 (vein), item 

117, table 1. This rook is found in a few thin -vein or dike-like bodies occupy 

ing a set of almost horizontal joints cutting oil vine augitite very close to its 

contact with gabbroio granulite at the northern edge of the complex* The rook is
»

coarse grained and pure white in color and consists of andesine with some inter 

stitial quartz and a very minor percentage of accessories* An analysis is given 

in column Q of table 2* . '

A little interstitial quartz is present in specimen 14, item 135, table 2, 

previously described on page 100* This rook is a fades of the gabbro found at 

the outermost edge of the widest part of the gabbro ring* Another faoies of the 

gabbro, specimen 356, item 140, table 1, contains 12*7 percent interstitial quartz 

associated with augite, hypersthene, and labradorite-bytownite plagioclase* The 

rook is found in a narrow vein cutting gabbroic granulite* As has been suggested 

previously on page 50, the magmatic origin of this rook is dubious*

Quartz is not present in the higher rank oontaot metamorphosed gabbroio

granulite8. Where the intensity of metamorphism drops off within a hundred or a
I .

few hundred feet of the complex, quartz is present in the rooks, and quartz is
i  I I

common in many faoies of the country rooks unaffected by contact with the ultra 

basio complex*

, Sphene

Sphene is a noticeable aooessory mineral only in.the gabbro where it commonly
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occurs in small to comparatively coarse allotriomorphio grains* Sphene probably

accounts for an appreciable share of the TiOg shown in the gabbro analysis*

column U, table 2, but in the other rooks of the complex the TiOg must be largely

present in ilmenite, titaniferous magnetite, or leuooxene*
« -   ,

Apatite

Apatite is -virtually absent in the peridotitio rocks of the Blashke Island 

complex* The analyses given in table 2 show only traces of 2*gOg in dunite and 

augite dunite and 0*01 percent in the other peridotites* The gabbroic pegmatite 

found irithln the olivine augitite contains moderately abundant accessory apatite 

(P20g s o»16 percent), the gabbro contains apatite as a relatively abundant ac 

cessory, locally tfver 2 percent of the rook* The analysis of a,composite speci 

men of gabbroie granulite given in column Y, table 2, gives 0*31 percent PgOg. 

In the gabbro and gabbroio pegmatite* apatite is in typically minute prisms, but 

in the gabbroio granulite it is 'in the form of scattered irregular grains  gener 

ally elongated parallel to /, and as coarse as the other constituents of the rock. 

The apatite in the granulite is distinctly biaxial with an estimated 2V of 10* to 

15*, negative*

Chromite

Chromite is a sparse but ubiquitous accessory throughout the dunite and augite 

dunite in very small, well-formed octahedral crystals* It is much less abundant 

in recognisable crystals in wehrlite and present in olivine augitite only as very 

minute inclusions in olivine* The chemical analysis of the olivine augitite and 

wehrlite give approximately the same content of Crg^s as do the analyses of dunito 

and augite dunite* The CrgC^ in these rooks is either combined in pyroxene or in 

ohrpmite with the same allotriomorphio habit as magnetite and thus not identified* 

Chromite is completely opaque in sections of normal thickness, but very small frag-



ments, are clear reddish-brown* In reflected light the crystals are jet black, 

with an iridescent tarnish (photomicrograph, plate 2SB)« The ohromite is non- 

ferromagnetic to the extent of giving no response to contact with a powerful ' 

alnioo permanent magnet* An X-ray powder pattern made from a crystal isolated 

from the dunite (specimen 516, item 6, table 1) gave the unit cell dimensions t ' 

aQ B 8*33 1 0.01. Clark and Ally (1932, pp. 66-74) have given data correlating 

the lattice dimensions of ehromite with its alumina content* According to their ' 

curves the ohromite from the Blashto Islands corresponds closely 'to the composi 

tion of pure ohromite, F»Cr2o4 , and contains less than 6 percent A1203 . It is 

probably loir in ferric iron as indicated by its lack of ferromagnetism and by the 

fact that the X-ray powder pattern made with copper radiation and a nickel filter

showed very little fogging from scattered radiation* The ehromite may be high in
t+ '" ' . -' '' : "   

Kg substituting for Fe * * '

Chromite is apparently the earliest mineral to form in dunite and augite 

dunite* The crystals are idiomorphio against all other phases* Some crystals . 

 are crackled in a manner similar to the oil-vine but to a much lesser degree, and 

the cracks are filled by serpentine* One or two examples of coning in ohromite 

were observed with grains containing transluecent red-brown cores passing into 

opaque rims* A few crystals have been observed with sharp crystal outlines but 

with a few small, vein-like apophyses projecting out from the grain, apparently 

representing secondary magnetite growing outward from the grain during serpentiniEa- 

tion* A few ohromite grains were observed with distinct rims of oriented serpen 

tine surrounding them,, as shown in plate 23B. The serpentine in the rims differs 

slightly in oolox%, pleochroiam, and apparent birefringence from the mass of §ur- 

pounding serpentine and is orystallographioally oriented with X normal to the 

ohromite crystal faces* However the ehromite grains show little indication of 

replacement by serpentine or of other alteration*

Ohromite forms practically all of the opaque material in dunite, but with 

the appearance of the augite phase in appreciable amount,veinlets of secondary
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magnetite accompanying serpentinization become abundante Chromite appears to be 

scattered at random through the dunite* Ho concentrations of ohromite of the 

slightest economic interest were noted* The average modal content of ohromite 

in dunite is 1*3 percent, in augite-dunlte 0.7 percent, and in the other fcooko 

it is present only in traces as recognizable crystals* The CrgO, content of the 

non-peridotitio rocks is much less than the peridotites or nil*

Magnetite and ilmenite

Magnetite is one of. the minor late primary constituents, but it is present 

in the rocks of the complex principally as a by-product of serpentinization. Its 

occurrence in this way has been described under serpentine, page 113   It is also 

probably the opaque mineral in the graphic exsolution lame lias described under 

olivine. Some magnetite is present in the beerbachite dikes, gabbro, and gabbroio

granulites where it appears in formless grains partially replacing silicates and
i   -

later than the silicates* ' . . .

The average magnetite content of the peridotites ranges from practically nil 

in dunite to 3»8 percent in wehrlite dikes and 3.7 percent in wehrlitic rooks at
V*.

the outer contacts of the complex* However locally in a few places magnetite is 

a major constituent of the rook, forming a me so stasis for olivine and augite in 

rooks .of wehrlitio character* This texture has been described by Duparo (Duparo 

and Groeeet,1916, pp« 69-62) who styled it, "sideronitique," and gave the name 

"koswite* to peridotitio rooks exhibiting this texture and composed of diallage, 

olivine, and a little hornblende* Specimen 410, item 95, table 1, is representa 

tive of koswite (photomicrograph, plate 26A). It contains 25*9 volume percent
*

of magnetite which is massive, not spongy, and interstitial to the silicates* A

little pyrite is present with the magnetite. Koswite is very sporadically dis-
* 

tributed and does not make up an important percentage of the exposed rooks of the

complex* Koswite is mainly found locally near the contact between dunite and 

olivine augitite and appears to be gradational with wehrlite and olivine augitite
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containing nonaal amounts of magnetite. Apparently there were local concentra 

tions at a late stage of an iron-rich residue f because serpentinication could 

not have produced such an abundance of magnetite* Except for proximity to the

dunite-oilvine augitite contact, no special structural control of the occurrence
.' i ' 

. of these rooks could be observed in the Held*  
.:' *. ',''  '" '"V"' -      '''' .' ' '-..''     -  ' -

 .,:       - The chemical analyses in table 2 and the variation diagram for minor con 

stituents of the complex, figure 16, page 152 , show that titanium is several times 

more abundant in the gabbroio rooks than in the peridotites, and it is possible 

; that ilmenite is an accessory in these rooks, though none has been isolated for 

positive identification*

  t /'Pseudobrookite {?)" '"*

.A thin section of gabbroie granulite, specimen 285, item 160, table 1, con 

tains 0.3 percent of very small well-formed crystals of a mineral tentatively 
  . i

identified from the thin section as pseudobrookite* The crystals are strongly

' *  colored and pleoohroie, 2   deep reddish-brown, I s greenish-brown* Relief is 

very high and birefringence is high* The mineral is optically positive* Some 

 crystals are simple twins f apparently twinned on a prism face* The mineral is an 

accessory in a contact metamorphosed rook in which idle major constituents aret 

plagioolase* hyperstnene, auglte, biotite, apatite> and eulfides, Pseudobrookite 

( ; . is reported from a number of localities as a minor constituent of contact meta-
 % *

    morphosed basalts and in xeAoliths in volcanic rocks, in some localities associated

' mineralogically with hypersthene (palache, Herman and Frondel, 1944^ pp. 736-738)«
1    .'- " *'*,::;'"" . ' '.'   ':"  ''-"' -   -  '  -  ' '     -.

,...'..' '   - Sulfides   ' ;

. , Sulfides play a subordinate role in the Blashke Island complex. Sulfides

/   ' are present locally in sparsely disseminated interstitial grains in outor marginal 

^£~ ." faoies of the olivine augitite* Some of the gabbroio pegmatite within the olivine

  augitite contains interstitial masses of coarsely crystalline pyrite* The gabbro
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ring of the complex contains scattered masses of rock -where disseminated sulfides 

make up several percent of the rook* Disseminated sulfides in scattered granules 

are common in the gabbroio granulites. Ho veins containing concentrations of sul- 

fide minerals are associated with the complex, although joints in the gabbro and 

gabbroio granulite locally contain tissue-thin blebs of sul fide minerals*

Pyrite is the dominant sulfide in the complex, but traces of pyrrhotite, 

pentlandite, chalcopyrite, and bornite.have been noted. Two assays of Blashke
.   i

Island gabbro containing several percent of aulfides have been reported by 

Kennedy and Vteltoh (1946, p. 78), and two assays and speotrographio examinations 

of sul fide-bearing gabbroic granulite were made for this report by the United

States Bureau of Mines, Stephen M. Shelton, assayer* The results of these analyses %
', *** *, 

are tabulated below. ' , ".: , i .

Table 6 

Results of assays on sulfide-bearing rooks of the Blashke Island complex*

  '

s
NR

HE

1.6

2*5

*

As
 -MR-

KR

HD
\

KD

Percent
Cu

0.0086

0*016

0*001 
to 0.01

0.001 
to 0.01

Co

NR  '-

HR

0.01 
to 0.1 ,

0.01 
to 0.1

Hi

0.05.

0.05

0.01 
to 0.1

0.01 
to 0.1

DC, per '. 
ton

Pt group

0.1

,.   0.1

  i

\ ND-FA 
» *

. Gabbro, 43AK29S 

. Gabbro, 45AK306 

Oabbroio granulite, 464WtP 1,6

Gabbroio granulite, 464WtF 2*5

KR - not reported, KD c not detected, ND-FA a not detected by fire assay*  

'Another assay of a specimen of gabbro reported by Kennedy and Walton in the report
' i '   * 

cited above showed 0*004 ox. of gold, 0.04 oz. of palladium, and a trace of plati- v

num per ton. It is clear from the above assay reports that pyrite is.the principal , 

sulfide in the Blashke Island rooks, and that the mineral association of|pyrrhotite t 

pentlandite, and ohaloopyrite so commonly found throughout the world associated

with rooks derived from gabbroio magmas is of minor importance in the Blashke Island 
complex. . ...-.-, ........ ,. ,.., ..   ,
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Serpentine

All of the rocks in the Blashke Island complex that contain olivine also 

contain serpentine that formed by the replacement of olivine* Commonly the per* 

. .   oentage of serpentine present is greater than the percentage of unaltered olivine

-;, .' % '" remaining* The percentage of olivine serpentinited varies from about 90 percent

 '*. '\ to about 36 percent in dunite, augite dunite, and wehrlite. In olivine augitite 

v ': .' and in some of the contact faoies of wehrlite the percentage of olivine serpen- 

'..' < tinised has a wider range and the olivine is almost completely fresh in some speoi-

- mens* In the beerbaohite dikes, the gabbro, and the gabbroio granulite, the
*'' :

""  '  olivine is commonly almost completely fresh, but locally altered to strongly

colored serpentine with much secondary magnetite* 

. '  .. . A number of names have been applied to different species and varieties of

* ' serpentine* The usage is far from uniform in the literature* Host authorities

(Winohell (1933) pp* 260*261 and 280-281, Rogers and Eerr (1942) pp* 360-365, 

: todaehnikov (1936) pp. 4*5) recognise two principal species f chrysotile and* an* 

tigorite, distinguished on the basis of optical properties and habit, Varietal 

. * names suoh as serpophite, asbestos and bastite are based on habit or mode of 

. .' origin* Selfridge (1956, £p» 489*490), Oruner (1939} p* 186), and Aruja (18&0,

** :, ,. pp. 66-74) have shown that there are probably two distinct dimorphous structures 

, .' /..with the formula (OJO^Mg^Si^O^Q corresponding to the minerals chrysotile and

* \ ; antigorite* However, Selfridge concluded that both minerals can occur in massive, 

,.; .~> lamellar, and fibrous forms, and that there is no reliable optical method of

  cj   ^.distinguishing between the two dimorphs, ,; .-.   , '  '-. 

^'.' Caillere (1936, pp*" 163-326) concluded from a very detailed physical," optical*
"'_.   *"""

: v chemical, thermal, and X-ray study or numerous varieties of serpentine (many of
t. **" ..'.!    '  ...-.. . ' ' - 
V*     f .<

^ .' them type specimens of suoh varieties as antigorite, metaxite, piorolite, sohweit* 

1 «eriie, dermatine, piorosmine, bowenite, williamsite, dewylite, and ohrysotile)

  that there were no valid physical, optical, or chemical differences between these 

, ' substances* Diifferenoes that are observed, suoh as optic signf were shown to be
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due to differences in mode of aggregation of the same minutely fibrous mineral* 

Caillere did, however , show that these minerals eould be divided into tiro groups 

on thi basis of thermal behavior which she oalled alpha a&d beta antigorite* Her 

X-ray studies by means of powder patterns revealed only slight, and to her negligible , 

differences between these tiro groups* Caillere proposed that all serpentine mill* 

erals be oalled antigorite with the alpha and beta varieties distinguished on the . ". 

basis of thermal properties , and serpentine be used as a rook name for rooks com 

posed of any variety of antigorite   ,

The distinguishing thermal behavior of alpha and beta antigorite as defined 

by Caillere is that alpha antigorite undergoes an endothermio decomposition at 

about 650 *C., followed by a sharp exothermic "reaction between 750*0* and 825 *C. 

due to re crystal litation. Beta antigorite undergoes an endothermio reaction at 

about 660 °C. but gives no immediately following exothermic reaction, and this Is 

explained by Caillere by reorystallication concord. tantly -with the breakdown of 

antigorite masking the exothermic effect by the endothermio effect* Caillere .    

noted that alpha antigorite was characteristic of surfioially altered or hydro* - 

thermally altered serpentine that generally showed a defioienoy of combined water 

and an excess of adsorbed water y while the beta variety was generally confined to 

fresh serpentine that had not been affected by weathering or hydrothermal attack*  

Although Caillere described no significant differences in the' X-ray powder 

patterns of the numerous varieties of serpentine she investigated, Selfridge, 

Oruner, and Aruja concluded that there are two serpentine dimorphs* Aruja's 

study, which is the more recent and is based on oscillation and Laue photographs

as well as powder photographs, yielded the tentative conclusion that both forme
,*

have a structure consisting of a polar arrangement of kaolin-like sheets of atomic , 

layers of the following sequences 06-Si4-04 (OE) 2-Mg6-(OH)6 , but that a limited 

degree of imperfection is present in the antigorite lattice* These studies indicate 

that all of the so-called minerals of the serpentine group are variants due to 

mode of aggregation and crystal habit of either the same mineral or two olosely



related dimorphs wJ-Hh the aame composition* The many names that have been in : 

rogue for types of serpentine may perhaps be* retained as varietal names for *
 *

descriptive purposes, but are not valid mineralogioally* Selfridge found that 

specimens of serpentine that had been identified as belonging to the same "species" 

gave different powder patterns, while many different "species" gave the same powder * 

pattern* Caillere found a similar condition of utter confusion in the thermal 

behavior of "species* as baaed on physical and optical properties* Since a de 

tailed X-ray study of the serpentine in the Blashke Islands has not been attempted, 

no attempt will be made to distinguish between antigorite and chryeotile or to 

apply the usual varietal nomenclature* All of the material will be referred to as 

serpentine following the practice recommended by Gruner (1937, p. 102). However v 

practically all of the serpentine in the Blashke Island rocks would be classified
A '   '

as antigorite and serpophite if the ordinary optical criteria were applied* A 

little late serpentine occupying partings in veinlets of early serpentine would

be called ehrysotile on the same basis, and some strongly colored material occur-* .t   »

ring as pseudomorphs of oil vine fragments is probably a low-alumina ohlorite* 

The first stage in the process of serpentinieation in the. Blashke Island 

rooks is the development of pale, almost structureless serpentine along grain . *

boundaries and* in a dense network of fractures in the oil vine. Bach veinlet shows

' ' ? traces of a medial fracture or parting bisecting the veinlet longitudinally and

may show one or two sets of parallel partings on either side of the medial parting*
*,   ' . "

The orystallographio orientation of the serpentine in this initial stage of' devel 

opment is remarkably uniform with respect to the veinlets that it occupies* J, is 

normal to the length of the vein and T and Z parallel the vein, thus simple veins 

always have positive optical elongation* In some sections the veins may exhibit 

a faint ribbon structure due to a slight difference in color and pleoohroiam in 

a band along the .center of the vein on either side of the medial fracture* It WAS   

shown in the discussion of olivine (p* 78) that the serpentine veinlets formed 

after movement had ceased in the complex and that the veins were formed by .replace*
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ment of olivine. The medial parting in the serpentine reins almost certainly 

represents the locus of the original fracture in olivine with serpentine replao- '.  

ing the olivine inward from the fracture on both sides*

In cross polarized light these veins nay show a1 faint transverse structure
* , 

which is best seen when the mineral is near the extinction position* A very :
\   .  '  ' " 
slight difference in extinction in very narrow bands transverse to the vein gives

the appearance of a fine oross~fiber structure parallel to A* In most veins this 

structure is perpendicular to the vein walls and parallel to the extinction di 

rection X, but in some sections the structure is diagonal to the trend of the 

vein by as much as 50*. However in these sections the extinction direction, X, 

remains sensibly normal to the vein, giving the structure the appearance of in 

clined extinction* This seeming cross-fiber structure is not the result of a
.. ''" ' ' *

fibrous orystallographid habit parallel to Xf but is probably oaused by shearing 

along the vein inducing a strain effect in the mineral* Belfridge (1936, pp. 

489-490) has described analogous structures which he also attributes to the warp 

ing of the fibre-lamellar structure of the mineral*

The serpentine forming in the initial stage does not appear to be uniform 

in composition. It ranges in color from pale yellowish white or yellowish green '; 

to strong yellow, greenish yellow, or gray green, and the pleoohroism increases 

with the intensity of the color 0 In general the stronger colored serpentine is ; 

associated with olivine having higher fayalite content* Serpentine associated with 

olivine containing more than 12 percent fayalite commonly appears oloudy or dusty in 

thin section due to minute, thinly disseminated opaque grains*' This opaque material 

is evidently magnetite* Quantities of magnetite may be extracted by a small perman 

ent magnet from the powdered serpentine and small grains of serpentine containing a 

heavy concentration of this opaque dust are attracted by the magnet. The indices < 

of refraction of the serpentine from any given specimen show a certain range of
  . » 

value*| but the range tends to extend to higher values in serpentine associated
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with iron-rich oil vine* All of the serpentine that displays any degree of 

optical uniformity is optically negative with 2V small - approaching unixiality* 

Ny is approximately equal to Nz and ranges from a minimum of 1*560 in colorless, 

almost iBOtropic grains to 1.568 in pale green varieties f 1.578 in strongly green 

varieties| and to between 1*59 and 1.60 in grains showing amber disooloration 

related to weathering* An immersion of fragments of serpentine from a single 

rook specimen will show a variety of grains giving distinct, well-centered, acute 

bisectrix interference figures with a range in indices depending on the color and 

also on the relative opacity or cloudiness of the serpentine caused by disseminated 

dusty inclusions* However, serpentine from dunite with olivine not exceeding about 

11*5 percent fayalite generally does not exceed 1*570 in refractive index except 

where discolored by weathering, while serpentine from augite dunite and wehrlite 

with olivine ranging up to Fal6 may have strongly .colored serpentine ranging up 

to 1*580 in index, and higher if discolored by weathering*

Differential thermal analyses were made of two specimens of partially ser- 

pentinized peridotite* One specimen, number 315, item 6, table 1, is dunite 

containing 72*1 percent serpentine by volume* The serpentine is very pale green 

in color and non-pleochroio in thin section and is derived from olivine with a 

.fayalite content of 10.5 percent* The other, specimen 177 f item 22, table 1,

is augite dunite containing 48*8 percent of serpentine that is distinctly pleo-
 

ehroic in thin section from yellow to green and derived from olivine with a faya 

lite content of 12.5 percent* The differential thermal curves are given in 

figure 13, page 112, along with several curves from the literature for comparison* 

The curves for the Blashke Island specimens are closely comparable* The differ 

ence in amplitude is doubtless due to the different percentages of serpentine in

the two rocks* There is a shift of about twenty degrees downward in the tempera-
 «. « '

ture of the exothermal peak for the p&eochroic variety, suggesting that the pleo*
-» *

ohroistt is due to combined iron* ' ' * , '

s *
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Figure 13,. Differential thermal curves for serpentinized peridotite 
and for antigorite. *



The alpha curve by Caillere (1936^ p. 215) and the curve for antigorit* "by 

Orcel (1927, p. 287) were made on specimens of the famous antigorite from Tilly

Foster, Hew York, with cubic cleavage* The beta curve by Caillere (1936, p. 225) /
" .,' , ' '-*   
is on a specimen identified as chrysotil* from Montville, Hew Jersey. The differ*   

enoe.in the antigorite curves on the same specimens a* given by Caillere and 

Orcel nay reflect differences in apparatus. The pattern and temperatures of re-
* " f '''" * V t '

action are approximately the same as the patterns for serpentinised rook from the
  .!"..

Blashke Islands* .Little support however is seen in the Blashke Islands for ,
.; '-. f .f '    

Caillere 1 s contention that the alpha curve typifies serpentine derived from sur- *
' < * ' * 

floially or hydrothennally altered serpentine. All the oli vine-rich rooks in the

. Blashks Islands are rather .uniformly serpentinized throughout with no signs of 

control by weathered surfaces, shear sones, or other avenues of hydrbthermal attack.

Talc and carbonates are present in only minute amounts* and the ratio of adsorbed
' ~ ,- >. '   -

to combined water; is very small as shown in the chemical analyses* ' ,.
..--r   , ..,. ,- / '*~- -     . ._..'" :;

'The initial stage of serpentinization does not appear related in any way to 

the extent of weathering exhibited by the rook or to features suoh as joints and 

shear zones that control the advance of weathering and other types of external 

alteration, exoept for a reddish-brown discoloration of the serpentine concentrated
.  '.'.- ' " :;
along joints and shears* This discoloration appears to be produoed by disseminated
n     ' * "
colloidal ferric oxide in the serpentine, and it causes a definite increase, in T 

refractive indices without any increase in pleoohroism*

' " The second stage in the process of serpentinliation is the development of
* .. -. ' .   r 

very low birefringent to almost isotroplo serpentine, with lower refringenoe than *

th*. original .serpentine* along the medial partings of the previously formed vein-  ", \
v * S

lets* It i* commonly necessary to use the sensitive violet accessory plate to   _' ]
   * *
deteot the birefringence of this material, and its elongation with respect to the ;    '  ... 
A^tigth of the vein is always negative, or opposite to the elongation of the first* ,

formed serpentine* In rooks containing olivine with a fayalite content of 11*5 ; ' 

percent or more, tke formation of serpentine of this second stage is accompanied
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by the formation of spongy magnetite, usually in the form of narrow ribbons along 

the medial partings within the secondary serpentine, but also in irregular masses 

in rocks with iron-rich oil vino. This secondary serpentine appears to form at the 

expense of the primary serpentine and releases iron in the form of magnetite*

Concurrently with the development of low-birefringent serpentine in the centers 

of the veins is the sporadic local replacement of entire olivine shards by very 

low birefringent to isotropio serpentine* These pseudomorphs of serpentine after 

olivine consist of a felted mass of very thin, disoriented folia* The low bire- . 

fringenoe may be due to the interference of diversely oriented folia* Where the 

material shows some degree of crystallographic uniformity the birefringence ranges 

up to a somewhat anomalous bluish-gray* Spongy secondary magnetite in irregular :
v C 1

masses also accompanies the formation of this material*

Some serpentine replacing entire shards of olivine with relatively high faya- 

lite content is strongly colored and pleoohroic in shades of yellowish-green*

Birefringence ranges up to first order yellow with an anomalous greenish tint. *
'   ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . *
The properties are those of an alumina-poor chlorite near negative penninlte*.

i   -
Ihe mineral occurs in radiating clusters of thin folia, and its abundance seems to   

be related partly to the relative richness in iron of olivine and partly to the
* * ,

extent of weathering, Prasohe (1941, pp* 280-305) has shown that in the "develop-

. ment of lateritic 'iron ores from peridotite, the fresh peridot!te consists of
. .. i

olivine and pyroxene veined by serpentine with abundant fresh olivine in shards 

surrounded by a network of serpentine* As this rock passes upward in a matter of 

tens of feet into lateritio iron ore, the fresh olivine shards become replaced in 

the Initial stages by dark, greenish-black serpentine, and this stage of serpentin- ",
» i ' '

iration is definitely related to the weathered profile of the rook. !

The inhomogeneity in color, pleoohroism, and ro fringe nee in the serpentine .

suggests that the mineral is not a simple homogeneous phase with a fixed oomposi*
. ? 

tion* Fart of the Inhomogeneity may be explained by the effects of varying amounts .

of disseminated inclusions, but part of It must be due to variations in the I "  



composition of the serpentine itself. Winchell (1936, pp. 642-651) has published 

a correlation of the optical properties and chemical composition of the ohlorite. 

series in which he shows that there is a gradation in composition and properties .

between antigorite and the ohlorites. Be considers antigorite to be an end member
»

of the chlorite group which varies in composition by the substitution of ferrous 

iron for magnesium and aluminum for silicon. The most abundant serpentine in dunite 

in the Blashke Island complex has the following properties! . , :

Color and pleoohroism   X   pale yellow, T-.» Z » pale gray-green ", * *
Optic sign and angle   Negative, 2V nearly zero .

Intermediate refractive index   1*568

Birefringence   0.007 : 

This would correspond to antigorite with about 16 molecular percent of ferroantig- 

orite ( (OH)gFe6Si40, o) according to Winchell's correlation. The commonest ser 

pentine in the augite dunite and wehrlite at the dunite-augitite contact has approx-
  \ - - !  . 

imately the following properties: ^ " J *
    . ' »' f ' * "

..Color and pleochroism   X « pale greenish-yellow, Y « Z « gray-graen * t '

Optic sign and angle   Negative, 2V nearly *ero < '.-. .?-"  * *''

Intermediate refractive index   1.678 , /
- ' »' i " ' -  i « ' *

Birefringence   0.008, ' -  '--** 

This corresponds to antigorite with about 23 percent ferroantigorite according to *

Winohell. Other serpentine found in the same rocks would range from almost pure.
*    > 

antigorite to a chlorite with appreciable amounts of aluminum aff well as iron*

However f it should be noted that the iron entering serpentine according to TTinohell^ 

scheme is considered to be in the ferrous state. Winohell points out that iron in ;
*:

'the ferric state has a stronger effect on color and refringence. Smaller quantities 

could thus produce comparable effects* , . * - 

An examination of published analyses of serpentine and serpentinised "peridotites, 

reveals what seems to be a curious discrepancy in the ratio of ferrous to ferric 

iron between analyses of serpentine minerals and analyses of rooks composed In
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whole or in part of serpentine* Host analyses in the literature that purport to 

be analyses of serpentine minerals, such as antigorite or ohrysotile, show Fe203 

as very low or nil', if it is listed at all* On the other hand these analyses 

commonly show several percent of FeO and the amount of FeO ranges up to about 15 

percent* For example , out of 46 analyses of serpentine minerals in the 6th- edition 

of Dana (1892), in which both oxides are listed, only 8 show Fe° in exoese °?

while 31 give Fe 0_ as nil* It is perhaps significant, however , that 8 of the 14 
2 o

analyses that give 'any value for Fe^Og show it in excess of PeO* A survey of all 

the analyses given in Hineralogioal Abstracts, from 1920 to date, reveals essen 

tially the same situation in more modern analyses*

In the case of rook analyses the situation is quite the reverse* Ferric iron 

is far in excess of ferrous iron in typical serpentinite analyses* The percentage 

of combined water in analyses of peridotite is a fairly good index of the extent of 

serpentinization. Pure antigorite has 12*9 percent combined water and therefore 

as the combined water in peridotite approaches about 13 percent the rock approaches 

complete serpentinization* The degree of serpentinization can be indicated by 

expressing combined water as a percentage of the total combined water necessary for 

complete serpentinization t If the percentage of total « iron that is in the ferric 

state as shown in analyses of peridotites in varying degrees of serpentinization) 

is plotted against the percentage of serpentinization, as is done in figure 14,   

page 117, it is seen that the proportion of iron in the ferric state steadily in* 

'creases with increasing serpentinization* Figure 14 gives these data for 57 .' 

analyses of peridotites of which the unnumbered points are calculated from the
1 ' -     ...   ;

superior analyses of dunite and closely related rocks given in Washington's ! 

tables (Washington (1917))* Points numbered 1 to 14 are from other published ,' ' 

descriptions of dunite and related rooks* Points 15a and b and 16a and b are oal- ' 

oulated from Hosiwal analyses of Blashke Island rocks, as described on page I ','  . 

124, and points 17 to 21, inclusive, are from the chemical analyses of dunito, 

augite dunite, and wehrlite given in table 2* The trend indicated by .the plotted
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Unnumbered points

Points 

1, 2, 4 3

Figure 14, References for analyses plotted

Washington, E. S., Chemical analyses of igneous rooks,
U. S. Geol* Survey Prof. Paper 99, pp. 756*740 and 923-932, 1917,

10

11, 12

13

14

15a

15b

16a

16b

Duparo, L. and Cresset* A.) Recherchee geologique sur le
district Minier de Vioolai Pawda, p. 56, Kundig, Genera, 1916.

 . ' »
Wells, R. C., Analyses of rocks and minerals from the laboratory 

. of the U, S. Geol* Survey 1914-1936, TJ. S. Gaol* Surrey Bull* 878,
pp. 11 and 112, 1957.

t 
' Caillere, S., Contribution a R'Etude de Kineraux de Serpentines,

Soo. franc* mineralogie Bull., vol. 59, p. 207, April 23, 1936*

Clarice, F. W», Data of Geochemistry, U. S. Geol'. Survey Bull. 
695, p. 461, 1920.

Johannsen, A,, A descriptive petrography of the igneous rocks, 
vol. IV, p. 406, Univ. Chicago Frees, 1938.

Daly, E* A*» Igneous rocks and the depths of the earth, p. 20, 
IfoGratr Hill, 1933.

Barnes, V* E., Davrson, R. F., and Par kin son, G. A., Building 
stones of central Texas, The University of Texas Pub* 4246,

- Dec. 8| 1942, Austin, Texas, pp. 110-111 

Sobolev, N* D*, Ferric iron as an index of the degree of ser- 
pentinization of ultrabasio rocks, Comptes rendus (Doklady) Aoad* 
sci. U.R*S.S., TO!« 42, no. 7, pp* 301-303, 1944.

Cairoes, C. E., Coquihalla area, British Columbia, Canada Geol* 
Survey Mem* 139, p. 35, 1924.

Cairnes, C, E,, Geology and mineral deposits of Bridge River 
' Mining Camp, B. C., Canada Geol. Survey Mem* 213, p» 29, 1937*

/
Calculated from mode of Blashke Island dunite assuming all iron 
originally present in olivine and not released as secondary 
magnetite is present as combined ferric iron in serpentine.

Caloulated from mode of Blashke Island dunite assuming all iron 
originally present in olivine and not released as secondary 
magnetite Is present as combined ferrous iron in serpentine*

. Caloulated from mode of Blashke Island wehrlite assuming all iron 

. originally present in olivine and not released as secondary 
magnetite is present in serpentine as combined ferric iron*

Caloulated from mode of Blashke Island wehrlite assuming all iron 
originally present in olivine and not released as secondary 
magnetite is present in serpentine as combined ferrous iron*

Chemical analyses of Blashke Island peridotites given in columns 
. A, B, 0, D, and E of table 2.
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points in figure 14 is unassailable, as rooks approach complete serpentinization 

most of the iron in the rock is oxidized to the ferric state. It is"apparent, 

therefore, that the cerpentinization of peridotitio rooks generally involves 

oxidation of most of the ferrous iron present in the primary silicates to ferric 

iron* This fact has been reported by Sobolev (1944, pp. 301-303), who states that 

52 analyses of ultrabasio rooks from the Cauoasus ranging from fresh dunite to 

completely hydrated serpentinite confirm this rule. Four analyses are given by

Sobolevi one of fresh peridotite, one of serpentinite without primary silicates,.."''«.'" "

and two of partly serpentinized peridotite* The .analyses of the fresh peridotite 

and the serpentinite are plotted as points 11 and 12 on figure 14* The other, 

analyses are rejected because one described as slightly serpentinized shows com 

bined water amounting to 92 percent of complete serpentinization and the other 

described as intensely serpentinized (but not completely) gives combined water 10 

percent in excess of that required for complete serpentinization. Sobolev states
m.-

that the sum of ferric and ferrous iron oxides in peridotitea generally ranges 

from 6 to 12 percent, and that in fresh peridotites FegOg generally amounts to 

about 1 percent of the total rook, while in serpentinized peridotites the situation

is reversed and PeO is generally about 1 percent of the rook* Sobolev's observa-
\

tions are in agreement with the analyses studied by the author.

The question naturally arises as to where this ferric iron is in the serpen 

tinized peridotites, and why analyses of serpentine minerals commonly show iron in 

the ferrous state* The anomalous character of the situation is further emphasized 

when it is recalled that analyses of serpentine minerals very commonly show a tenor 

of iron of the same or$er as the tenor of iron in most peridotites* It is not al 

together facetious to ask if petrologists are oxidizing and mineralogists reducing 

agents1

Sobolev (1944) has advanced the explanation that the serpentine is a pure
*

magnasian silicate containing no combined iron, and that the opaque dust commonly 

observed in serpentine and generally said to be magnetite is in fact hematite formed



from iron released during serpentinization of olirine and pyroxene. This explana 

tion finds little support in the literature or in the examination of serpentine in

the Blashke Island peridotites. Hematite in thin flakes and dust-like particles is
)

translucent and blood-red in color. Finely divided hematite is a strong red color 

ing agent. Red coloration usually appears in serpentine only after weathering* 

Fresh serpentine is commonly eolorless or light to dark greenish-yellow or greenish- 

gray. The opaque material in serpentine nay easily be separated with a magnet if 

it is coarse enough to be freed by grinding. It seems more likely that the. opaque 

dust that forms in serpentine is magnetite *

Two calculated curves are drawn on figure 14. The upper one shows the relation 

ship of ferric iron to peroent of serpentinization in an ideal case where all the iron 

in the rock is assumed to be originally in the ferrous state and is oxidised complete 

ly to the ferric state during serpentinization. The lower curve shows the relation 

ship if all the iron assumed to be present in the ferrous state is oxidised to mag-

  netite during serpent ideation. Host of the points fall between these tiro ideal 

trends. However, allowance should be made for the fact that ferrio iron was no doubt *
* -?

present originally in most rooks. This would cause some of the points at the lower   

end of the curves to fall above the curves, which were calculated with the assumption 

that there is no primary ferric iron. When this allowance is made it becomes 

apparent that the only important deviations from a position intermediate between 

complete oxidization and oxidization to magnetite fall'below*the lower curve, in 

dicating an even lesser degree of oxidization. If serpentinization is accompanied 

by the formation of magnetite or some other anhydrous phase in appreciable amounts f . 

" then the peroent serpentinization calculated on the basis of complete conversion 

' to pure serpentine becomes progressively less than the actual extent of eerpentin- - 

ization, and all the points, especially in the upper range .of serpent irrigation,

  should be shifted to the right by an amount equivalent to the percentage of canhy- * ; 

drone phase formed, but if the analyses give an excess of combined water over that 

required for serpentine, as many analyses do, the affected points should be shifted
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to the left. The off act of these correotions probably would bring all the points 

into closer agreement with the average trend that lies someplace betvreen the

curve for complete oxidization of ferrous iron to hematite and the curve for
« » *

conversion of ferrous iron to magnetite*

Therefore it is concluded that most of the ferrous iron originally present 

in oliTine and pyroxene is released during serpentinization and partially oxidized 

to magnetite* Sobolev's contention that the iron is completely oxidized to hema 

tite falls down because most of the points should fall above rather than below 

the curve indicating complete oxidization in figure 14 if this were true* However, 

it is probably true that after correction most of the points in figure 14 would* 

still lie somewhat above the magnetite trend, particularly the points representing 

practically completely serpentinized rocks. This indicates either the presence of 

some hematite or that some iron is combined in serpentine in the ferric state* In 

the Blashke Island complex the presence of free ferric iron is related to weather 

ing, and some slight degree of weathering in most analyzed specimens may explain

some of this deviation* However, Barnes (Barnos, Dawson, and Par kin a on, 1942,i
pp. 110-111) has published a modern analysis of a serpentinite consisting of 

greenish-white to deep greenish-black serpentine with a little accessory magnetite 

and an unidentified fibrous mineral. The ferric oxide percentage of this analysis 

is plotted as number 10 in figure 14. The rook contains 6,71 percent FegO^ and 

0*70 percent FeO and the composition of the serpentine is calculated by Barnes in 

terms of the following hypothetical molecules:

85.29 percent (antigorit«)

(OH) fiMg4Fe4Si20. n 12*98 percent (magnosio-cronstedite)
1U (Winohell, 1933, p. 286)

(OH)gUg4Al4Si2Oao 1*19 percent (amesite)

0 0,54 percent (nepouite)
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In other words, Barnes considers tho ferric iron other than that required for 

magnetite to be combined in, the serpentine,. Since the serpentinite analysis by 

Barnes falls close to the trend indicated by other analyses plotted in figure 14, 

it is not unlikely that iron entering into the composition of serpentine in serpen- 

tinUed pcridotites does so in the ferric state, substituting for silica as well 

as magnesia* '

Several other modern analyses of serpentine report the iron as. virtually all 

in the ferric state* Two analyses made by the U* 8« Geological Survey laboratories 

Orells, 1937, pp. 11 & 112) give nearly 6 percent FtegOg and oaty traces of FeO* One 

of these analyses is listed under analyses of igneous and crystalline rooks, the 

other is listed as a mineral analysis* The analyses are very nearly identical and 

both are from material submitted by C, S. Boss and described as serpentine of the 

picrolite type; the rock sample from Austria, and the mineral specimen from Bellows 

Falls, Vermont. Presumably the mineral sample, at least, was free of other phases 

such as magnetite and hematite, at any rate no notation regarding impurities ac 

companies the analysis. These analyses are plotted as points 4 and 5 in figure 14e

Caillere (1936,pp. 205-210) gives 45 analyses of common varieties of serpentine, 

of which 21 were made by herself and the rest taken from the literature. Caillere 

gives her analytical procedure which includes determination of ferrous iron by 

titration with potassium permanganate, and determination of ferric iron by sub 

traction of ferrous iron from total iron* She describes also in detail the method 

of selection of material for analysis including microscopic examination for the 

presence of impurities. All but two of her analyses show significant percentages 

of iron and all but four show ferric iron in excess of ferrous iron* The average 

content of FegOs is 3*05 percent and of FeO, 1*36 percent, excluding a serpentine 

from Thetford with a very high Fe^Oj content described as associated with abundant 

ore. In particular she selected serpentine from Ambindavato, Madagascar, as being 

representative of common serpentine rock. The serpentine rock from Ambindavato 

consists of two kinds of serpentinej one dark green, with a mesh structure, and
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containing a little ore; the other light green and crumbly. The light green 

variety free of ore has a higher iron content than the dark preen variety with 

some ore, so that the percentage of ore present cannot be large* The light-green 

variety is believed by Caillore to be due to secondary alteration of the darker 

variety by surface processes and gives the alpha thermal curve, while the dark 

variety gives the beta curve that according to Caillere is characteristic of ser 

pentine that has not been affected by surface processes. Both contain a large 

excess of ferrio over ferrous iron* The ferrio iron percentage of the unaltered 

serpentine is plotted in figure 14 as point 6 and falls -well within the range of 

the other analyses of serpentinized rook. Of the analyses of serpentine cited by 

Caillere from the literature most of the older ones give ferric oxide as nil and
*

show all iron as ferrous iron, while most of the more modern ones, and particularly 

those by such well-known analysts as Hi lie brand and F, W* Clarke, give most of the 

iron as FegO., .   . . . k

Although the study of serpentine by C&illere is one of the most detailed and 

complete in the literature, another curious discrepancy is revealed in her dis 

cussion of tho composition of the serpentine minerals* She describes all of the 

serpentines covered by the analyses discussed above as "mineraux pureraent raagnesiens 

de la serpentine" (Caillere, 1936, p. 178) although her own analyses give iron up 

to more than ten percent* In stuaming up her results she states that from the point 

of view of chemical composition one can divide all the serpentines into tiro f^roups, 

pure magnesian serpentines and nickeliferous serpentines* She notes that analyses 

of the so-called pure magnesian group contain small amounts of alumina and suggests 

that it enters into serpentine by the substitution! Al2 \ Sil^g, and also states 

that evidently aluminum can be partly replaced in this substitution by ferrio iron, 

but fails entirely to comment on the fact that in most of her own analyses alumina 

is less than one percent and ferrio iron is present in greater amounts* Eloowher* 

Caillere (1936, p, 203) remarks that variations observed in optical properties 

of serpentine can be explained by differences in tonor -of iron* Though Caillere
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has for some reason, neglected to recognize or fully discuss the role t)f iron

in the serpentines that she has called pure magnesian, her own data consistently

shovrs the presence of iron oxides up to ten or more percent, with ferrie iron

generally preponderant*

The evidence that has been given points to the conclusion that the serpen- 

tiniaation of peridotites results in the oxidation of ferrous iron originally 

present in olivino, some of which is released.in the form of magnetite* However, 

  it appears almost obtain thai an appreciable amount of the iron is retained in

the serpentine, but in the ferric state, contrary to the common assumption that
' - . 'i ' ,

iron in serpentine is ferrous iron substituting for magnesium*

Additional support for this view can be deduced from Rosiwal analyses made

on partially serpentinised dunite and augite duinite in the Blashke Island complex. 

Two Rosiwal analyses were calculated frota modal determinations* In the calcula 

tions it was assumed that the serpentine contains combined iron equivalent to the 

combined iron in the divine it replaced, less the*iron required for the secondary 

magnetite present in the rook in particles of sufficient siee to *be detected 

microscopically in making the modal analysis*

Two sets of calculations were madei one assuming that all iron combined
^   * 

in serpentine is in the ferrous state, the other assuming the iron is in the

ferric state* In making .the calculations allowance was made for all the iron 

in secondary magnetite derived from serpentinitation* The results are plotted . 

on figure 14 as points 15a and b and 16a and b. Points 15a and 16a assume the 

iron combined in serpentine to be in the ferric state, while 15b and 16b assume 

the iron to be in the ferrous state   It is apparent that if the iron in serpen 

tine is assumed to be in the ferric* state the points fall perfectly -within the 

trend shtnrn by superior analyses of peridotite from all over the world and also 

are in good agreement with the chemical analyses of Blashke Island peridotite, 

but if the iron is calculated in the ferrous state the points fall far out of the 

range shown by any superior analysis of peridotite and do not compare at'all with
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the actual chemical analyses* If the iron in serpentine is at least in part 

combined, as many investigators have assumed, rather than contained as a separate 

phase in minute inclusions, then it oust be in the ferric state* Therefore 

determination of the composition of serpentine from optical correlations based 

on analyses giving iron in the ferrous state nay apply to certain kinds of ser 

pentine, but probably does not apply to the common serpentine characteristic of 

serpentinized peridotite*

However,'figure 14 does show a few large deviations from the trend toward-   .«*.

oxidization of ferrous iron during serpentinization that fall below the trend 

toward complete oxidization or oxidization to magnetite, and may not be explain 

able by an excess of combined water. A certain amount of combined iron in the 

ferrous state in serpentine, under some other set of equilibrium conditions, may 

explain this* The dispersion of values for the ferric oxide ratio both above 

and below the magnetite trend in the region of extreme serpentinization may in 

dicate that there are two distinct sets of conditions that can result in an ad 

vanced degree of serpentinization in peridotites* Perhaps one set of conditions 

results in the advanced serpentinization observed in connection with weathering, 

and the other may be extreme hydro thermal or epi-nagmatie* However, within the 

range of serpentinization in the Blashk* Islands it seems clear that oxidation 

of most of the ferrous iron in oil vine and pyroxene and its release in the form 

of magnetite or retention in serpentine as a ferric ion is to be expected*

One final question remains unanswered, and that is why so many analyses of 

serpentine as a mineral rather than a rook show relatively large percentages of 

ferrous iron and little or no ferric iron* If serpentine of this composition 

were characteristic of peridotites, the percentage of iron in the ferric state 

should show little or no increase during serpentinization* The trend shown by

a graph such as figure 14 should thus fall far below that found for the superior
»

rook analyses* There are a sufficient number of mineral analyses, particularly 

recent ones, of serpentine minerals giving ferric iron in excess of ferrous iron
, a 

... . ..,_.,  ....  - , .. . . * . t
" ' ' J

! *
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to question whether many mineral analysts have merely assumed that the iron 

found during analysis was combined in the ferrous state and computed their 

analyses accordingly. On the other hand rook analysts are generally looking
t

for both ferrous and ferric iron and determine both  values in making a superior 

analysis* A complete answer to the questions raised here can be obtained only 

by a critical review of a number of analyses and by a structural study to deter 

mine if it is reasonable to plaoe ferrie iron in the serpentine structure*

The question as to the state of iron in serpentine may be the key to the 

conditions under which serpentinisation takes place* 'The field relations and 

petrography of the Blashke Island peridot! tea seem much more in keeping with

the Tiew that the primary stages of sqrpentinization are the result of reaction 
i ...

of early-formed silicates with residual magmatio water, rather than water from 

external hydro thermal or atmospheric sources* One objection to the auto-hydra - 

tion process is that silica must be added along with water or magnesium extracted 

to effect the serpentinication of ollvine* However, if the olivine contains 

iron, as it always does in peridotites t then release of iron in the form of mag 

netite or substitution of ferric iron for part of the silica in serpentine yields 

additional silica for serpentinization* If olivin* contains 20 percent fayalite t 

for example y no silica at all need be added to balance the following hypothetical

equationi   . \.- -' '-  f

(olivine, Fo80Fa20) (antigorite) (magnesioeronstedite) ? 

If olivine contains 26 percent fayalite the following hypothetical equation may 

be balanced without additional silica: . . '

(olivine, Fo75Pa25) (antigorite) (magnetite)

Furthermore petrographie evidence strongly indicates that serpentinication is a -*
volume for volume process ̂ of replacement , and therefore some part of the original

.
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heavy phase, olivine, must be removed to aaks nay for an equal volume of the 

lighter phase, serpentine* It is reasonable to assume that it is magnesium * 

that is carried away, and this further reduces the necessity for introducing

silica*
» 

The source of oxygen needed to oxidize iron during serpentinization presents
*.

no problem and does not require the introduction of oxygen from any external 

source. Kennedy (1948, pp« 529-549) has recently published data on the equilib 

rium between iron oxides and oxygen» Kennedy gives experimentally determined 

values for the dissociation constant in the reaction SPegOj 4^, 4FeO<K>2 a* "tem 

peratures from 1200*C. ot 1400*C. He shows that theoretical values agree with 

an extrapolation of experimental values down to 800 °C. Perhaps a further extrapo 

lation of Kennedy's values to lower temperatures introduces considerable error, 

but if his values are extrapolated into the stability range of serpentine (below

- about 500*C.) given by Bowen and Tuttle (i960. pp. 439-460) and compared with the 

. partial pressure of oxygen resulting from the dissociation of water (Dwyer and 

Oldenberg, 1944, pp. 331-361) in the same temperature range, it is seen that the

equilibrium concentration of Fe^O- ranges from several times to hundreds of times
o _

the concentration of FeO at pressures ranging from one to a thousand atmospheres*
»'  * 

Even if these data merely crudely approximate the true equilibrium conditions,

  it means that the oxygen concentration resulting from the dissociation of water

  alone is adequate to oxidize most of the iron to the ferric state during serpen-

tinization. The utilisation of the oxygen resulting from the dissociation of water 

. should consequently result in an excess of free, hydrogen, and it is interesting 

« to note that Zavaritsky (Zavaritsky and Betekhtin, 1937, p. 72) reports a'large

concentration of Hg in the gases emerging from a hole drilled to a depth of 600
i 

' meters in dunite. Further investigation of the equilibrium relations of the iron

oxides and oxygen in the stability range of serpentine may make it possible to 

calculate the temperature and pressure range of water vapor within which serpen* 

tinization takes place* ' '-  '.' I
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In summary, in the process of serpentinieation as observed in the Blashke

Island rocks and in the light of the foregoing discussion, there appears to be
.   * 

more/than one stage in the development of serpentine and several distinct phases *

may be present .simultaneously in the serpentine* Initially serpentine appears in 

a network of veinlets along fractures in the olivine throughout the complex* It /; 

, has been shown that these veins are formed by the replacement of olivine along , ; 

pre-existing fractures and that the formation of these veins post-dates all move* / 

:ments involved in the emplacement of the complex*' This aerpentine shows an in*- > ? 

crease in refringence, birefringence, and pleoohroism with increasing iron oontent < 

in the olivine it replaces, and when the iron oontent of the olivine reaches a .

minimum value .near 12 to 13 percent fayalite its formation is accompanied by the
    . * 

release of iron oxide in the form of dusty magnetite* The variation in optical

properties is probably caused by variation in the tenor of combined iron, which 

is probably in the ferric state e This stage of serpentinization is present 

throughout the complex and bears no relationahip to the'extent of weathering, so' 

far as can be judged by the relative freshness of the rock and its relationship 

to joints, shear zones, and other features that control weathering* .

In the second stage very low-birefringent aerpentine forms along the medial . 

partings in the initial veinlets, accompanied by spongy secondary magnetite*where 

the olivine contains 11*5 percent or more fayalite* This serpentine has low in 

dices and probably represents an iron-poor or iron-free phase formed from the 

initial iron-bearing serpentine with the release of iron in the form of spongy 

magnetite* This stage is present in most rooks of the complex containing abundant

olivine and bears no observable relationship to weathering* . \,
*   -*» 

Alteration that may be in part related to weathering results in the more or

less complete replacement of olivine shards by a felted mass of disoriented ser- > 

pentine ranging from almost isotroplo material to material with anomalous first 

order interference colors and from almost colorless to green in thin section* The

properties of this material are those of low alumina ohlorite* This stage of*. '
aerpentiniiation is sporadically developed throughout the complex and seems cor-
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related to some extent with more iron-rich olivine and with surfioial alteration*

A type of alteration definitely related to weathering is the development 

of amber discoloration in previously formed serpentine f accompanied by an in* 

crease in refractive indices* This is interpreted as being caused by the re 

lease of colloidal ferric oxide in a further breaking down of ferriferous ser 

pentine* However, previously formed magnetite is not necessarily oxidized to 

hematite or limonite at the same time*

Serpentinization, it appears, is not a simple, one-stage process* but in 

volves the formation of a primary serpentine that may contain iron proportional 

to the iron in the olivine from which it formed, foil owed ̂ by the breakdown of 

this material into two or more phases that may include pure antigorite or chryso- 

tile, magnetite, hematite, colloidal ferric oxide, and iron-rich chlorite*

Chlorite

Many thin sections of serpentinlzed dunite, augite-dunite. and wehrlite con 

tain traces of colorless chlorite as a distinct, but quantitatively negligible.

phase in the serpentine* The mineral is colorless in thin section but is pale
^   t

bluish-green in visible crystals and large fragments under the microscope* rlt 

.has perfedt micaceous cleavage and cleavage flakes are flexible but not elastic* 

Optical propertiesi . "   ' ; ' t

. ' Acute bisectrix Z approximately normal to c(OOl),   f*» 't --.

« 2V variable within a single crystal'-from nearly zero to about 20**

Distinct dispersion of optic axes with r less than v*   (
'  - - " *   | 

Birefringence, 0.003 to 0*004 with anomalous brownish to bluish ;r,  . '  .    -'*-.;('*
interference colors* . ', I

  * * i

. " Ny approximately equal to Hx « 1.587 1 0*002* . ; 

According to Winehell's (1933, p. 280) optical classification of the ohlorites 

this mineral falls in the positive penninite range* Except for lower birefringence
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it agrees closely in properties with clinoohlore that is common in serpentine 

in the Quebec "serpentine belt* (Poitovin and Graham, 1918, pp. 64-65) e

White chlorite is present in the serpentine in small, irregular shred-like 

grains without crystal form* The grains appear to make no sharp boundary with 

serpentine, but pass through an isotropio border zone and merge into the sur 

rounding serpentine with continuity of cleavage traces as though gradational with 

the serpentine. The ohlorite appears to be later than the early serpentine but 

to belong to the end of the initial period of serpentine, formation* This rela 

tionship tends to substantiate Winohell's (1933) contention that there is an 

isomorphous relationship between chlorite and serpentine*

The presence of this aluminous phase at this stage is significant in that 

it indicates that a small amount of alumina was a component of late aqueous solu 

tions in the dunite. The presence of an aluminous hornblende and a little plagio- 

clase feldspar.in the olivine augitite indicates that the concentration of alumina 

attained a higher value at an earlier stage in the pyroxene-rich rooks*

White chlorite is also present in coarse well-formed crystals in a few thin 

veinlets that were observed in several localities near the dunite augitite con 

tact* These veinlets are no more than 6 millimeters wide and a few meters long* 

The white ohlorite is in crystals as wide as tho veins and in some veins the 

crystals are crumpled so that the trace of the cleavage in thin section has a 

zig-zag pattern* Commonly lenticular blebs of oaloite and magnetite occur within 

the crystals along the cleavage. In these veins the white ohlorite is associated 

with felted, disoriented serpentine and with oalcite* The presence of white 

ohlorite in veinlets formed at a very late stage suggests that the alumina

necessary to form this phase was introduced into the peridotite from outside*
i - , 

Common green chlorite ranging from penninite to clinoohlore is a donation
' '! * ' 

alteration product in the gabbroic rooks. Some occupies angular Interstices
;; . i ' .- 

between primary silicates and may be late primary in* crystallization* Host of

the ohlorite has deep blue to purple anomalous interference colors* ) I



Chlorlte is a major constituent of the country rooks surrounding the , | 

complex where they are not affected by contact metamorphisiu ^ ,   \ ...

Talc

Talc is present only in late veinlets a fraction of a millimeter wide and 

a few centimeters long cutting the other serpentine minerals and in a few irreg 

ular areas where it replaces serpentine* The veinlets are very small and widely 

scattered, forming an insignificant percentage of the rock* The veinlets oc 

cupied by talc have the appearance of small gash fractures. Displacement of 

microscopic magnitude may be observed along some of them* Others are very ir 

regular and follow crooked paths through the rock skirting the margins of olivine 

and augite grains without replacing the primary silicates* The formation of 

talc took place after the initial stages of serpentinization at least had been 

completed* It is so sporadic in occurrence and present in such small amounts 

that its formation either came in the dying stages of the sequence of processes 

involved in the formation of the complex or is the result of subsequent unrelated 

hydrothermal activity of a very weak order* ?

Talc has also been observed as an alteration product of hype rsthene* lit
    ' -  **» -(, 
gabbroic.granulite and contaminated gabbro* . . ;

Leucoxene (
*.*.' 

Calcic plagioolase in the Dlashke Island rocks is locally altered to a

dead white, cryptocrystalline, powdery substance that is opaque to dark brown
. * 

with extreme refringenoe in transmitted light* This kind of alteration Is "

commonest where plagioolase is present in minor amounts as a disseminated late 

phase in marginal faoies of the olivine augitite, but it is not uncommon in much 

of the gabbro that contains a highly calcic plagiocl&se* This mineral is iden 

tified as leucoxene* Its occurrence parallels the presence of appreciable ti 

tanium in the rooks as shown by the chemical analyses in table 2 and the. variation
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- , . ' 
diagram, figure 16 , page 152 * It is noteworthy that titanium is most j .

abundant in aluminous rooks that are high in calcium, because alteration to 

leuooxene is probably brought about by deuterio attack on oaloio plagioolase 

by titanium-bearing residual fluids oonoentrated along with the oaioio aluminous 
phase, plagioolase*   . """~'""".'" ( '""I";',,--* ,'  '  / / -.'-",":   '!*''',; * I

Locally a little hornblende Is altered to leuooxene along with plagioolase*

Zoisite, olinotoisite, and,epidote

These minerals are present in the complex only as secondary products of 

deuterio alteration or later hydrotherml attack* They* are confined in occur 

rence to the feldspathio rooks and are largely derived from the alteration 

of plagioolase* Members of this group of minerals are a principal constituent 

of sausswrite, and saussurite is one of the common alteration products of the 

more oaloio plagioolase in the gabbro. Much of the alteration of plagioolase 

.to zoisite, elinozoisite, or epidote can be traced to small shear zones and 

fractures that out the rock*    

Zoisite, olinozoisite, and epidote are not uncommon in the lower ranks of
.H " ' '  .{ -

contact metamorphosed country rook around the complex*     «  *

. - ' , Prehnite - . ' 5 ,

Some slides of gabbro contain measurable percentages of prehnite. The 

prehnite is oolorless to faintly yellowish-green in thin section and is found 

as ooarse grains oooupying angular interstices between developed crystal faces 

of the principal primary minerals* It is probably of very late primary crystal 

lization. In a few slides such as specimen 104, item 151 , table 1, prohnite 

makes up several percent of the rook, both as a late interstitial mineral and 

as an alteration product of plagioolase* Prehnite formed by the alteration of 

plagioolase is found disseminated through the rook and also in sheared areas and 

along hydrothermally altered fracture walls« -'.''-'' I
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One thin section of gabbro, specimen 120, item 127, table \ contains \ 

areas of altered plagioolase consisting of epidote and an optically positive   

mineral with small optic angle and negative relief* The optic orientation 

with respect to traces of cleavage corresponds to heulandite, and it is tenta- ! 

tively identified as heulandite although none was isolated for positive identi 

fication. It is present only in traces in very small grains and appears to be 

a deuterio alteration product of plagioolase feldspar* ' : ' '

Caloite and other carbonates

Caloite is present as a gangue in a few veins cutting peridotitic rocks 

and not more than 3 millimeters wide, containing serpentine and the coarsely 

crystalline white ohldrite described above* In view of the magnesian character 

of the rook and of the other minerals in the veins it might be anticipated that 

any carbonate present would be magnesite or dolomite* Howtver, the mineral 

effervesces vigorously in dilute hydrochloric acid and the index Ho a 1*658, 

leaving little doubt as to its identity* These oalcite-bearing TOinlets may 

also be the result of weak hydrothermal activity post-dating the complex* However, 

waters containing carbonate ion attacking the rook would be expected to produce. * 

a magnesian carbonate and might not be expected to produce the white ohlorite 

.and serpentine associated with the oaloite* On the other hand the sequence of ,

minerals forming in the complex points to a steady enrichment of the late fluids
<

in calcium, aluminum and iron so that magnesium may have been quantitatively
  *

removed from the fluid phase at the close of activity* The veinlets are found 

cutting augite-dunite and wehrlite in close proximity to the dunite-augitite 

contact* They are not found deep within the dunite core or in the center or 

the outer margins of the olivine augitite ring* They are not found associated 

with any of the observable xones of shearing and faulting affecting the complex,
  ',. '       . f   ; . '
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Carbonate is common in the country rocks surrounding the complex* It is 

very abundant in the altered voloanios where it appears disseminated through

the rock and as pseudomorphs after augite. Some of the oongloaerates consist«

of linestone and marble boulders in an impure limey matrix and some beds up to

50 feet thick of coarse white to .buff marble are present* . - -
- 1 '   

Coronas and ooronites

Coronas have been defined by Shand (1945, pp» 247-266) as reaction rims 

between two different minerals in which a sheath or shell of new minerals or a 

new mineral generated by the reaction forms between and about the reacting grains* 

Coronas of several different kinds are developed looally in some Blashke Island 

rooks*

The most common coronas in the Blashke Island rooks are found in olivine 

gabbro and consist of pale, clear green amphibole shells around olivine in con 

tact with plagioolase. In most of the pale amphibole coronas some hypersthene 

is present, but the hypersthene is sporadic in distribution and some olivine 

grains in the rook have complete shells of pale amphibole alone, while others 

have partial shells of pale amphibole with a discontinuous inner shell of hyper 

sthene. Other grains of olivine in the same thin section have no coronas at all 

and are in sharp contact with plagioclase* The hypersthene in these* coronas is

very commonly, but not without exception, intergrown with abundant magnetite in' *«
a graphic pattern* Rocks containing coronas of olivine - pale amphibole - , 

plagioclase, olivine - hypersthene - pale amphibole - plagioolase, or olivine -
*

hypersthena - magnetite - pale amphibole - plagioolase include specimens 142 9
*

219, 308, and 220, items 118, 119, 122, and 120, table 1. Photomicrographs 

showing examples of these coronas are plates 26B, 27A, 27B, and 28A. .

. A second kind of corona is found in the same rooks as the olivine -
>  

'- plagioolase coronas described in the preceding paragraph, and consists

amphibole 

of pale



amphibole shells between augite and plagioolase* The amphibole is identical 

in properties with that surrounding the olivine* and in fact contiguous grains >   

of olivine and augite are commonly surrounded together by a rim of crystallo- 

graphically continuous amphibole. Good examples are seen in the photomicro 

graphs cited in the preceding paragraph* The pale amphibole that forms these 

coronas is different in properties from the hornblende commonly present in coarse, 

poildlitlc grains and replacing augite in these rooks* The latter variety of 

hornblende is strongly pieoohroio In yellowish to brownish green*

A third kind of corona is found in several hornblende-rich beerbachites 

containing a few coarse phenocrysts of olivine. These coronas consist of a 

jumbled, granular aggregate o'f small hypersthene grains forming a shell around 

the olivine separating it from hornblende* Specimens 207 and 214, items 114, and 

113, table 1, contain coronas of this kind,,

A fourth kind of corona consists of shells of augite surrounding hypersthene 

where the hypersthene forms inclusions in coarse poikilitic hornblende. Speci 

men 347, item 123, table 1, contains coronas of this kind, pictured in plate 

28B. ;

A distinction can be made between the rocks that contain coronas between 

olivine and plagioolase and the rocks that contain olivine and plagioclase without 

coronas* The coronas are found only in the olivine'gabbro* No coronas are found 

between olivine and plagioolase where the plagioolase is disseminated intersti- 

tially in certain facies of the peridotite, or in the gabbroio pegmatite bodies 

in the olivine augitite, or in olivine beerbaohite dikes* No coronas are found 

around the iron-rich olivine in the gabbroio granulite and gabbroio granulite is 

excluded in the following discussion* .

In general the olivine in the gabbro is richer in iron and the plagioclase

is slightly less oaloio than the olivine and plagioolase in the peridotite,
i 

gabbroio pegmatite, and olivine beerbaohite* However, the difference in com- *

position between.the olivine and the plagioolase in the ooronites and the olivine



and plagioelase in the non-ooronites is actually very slight with some over 

lapping as shown by the following table, ' " ' *.-,;*
» '      ' » . |sf'?   "* -.

table 7* . . I

Composition of olivine and plagioolaee in eoronites and non-ooronites of the
Blaehke Island Complex . i

Specimen Item Ho» Olivine Plagioolase 
Ho. table 1 Fo Fa lb An Remark*

Coronitest .......   ':/   .-./" " '.>,;/  

142
-

219

308

220

118 75,5 24,6 5
" . .   ' ,'.'. ;   .*- 

119 74 26 7
 

v '  ' 

122 , SD 77

120 HD 20

1;.' ;: 95 "^ '

* .

93

* 93

80 ^

Olivine later than some of the
plagioolase

Olivine later than some of the
plagioolase

Late poikilitic plagioolase.

late poildlitio plagioolase

Hon-eoronitast

247 43

.167 98

335 104

244 100
'  «    , '. **.

. 215 ... * - 81
i t .

334 *, ' 105

* 367.   106

* 216 83

K>

HD

85,5

81,6

78

77,6

77,5

77

76^

74

14,6

18,5

22

21.6

21,5

23

23,5

26

T'T.'

20

6-

6

6

4

93

80

94

94

94

96

anorthite

6

9

94

91

anorthite

Feldspathie ivehrlite 

Feldspathie ivehrlite dibs 

Olivine beerbaehite

Gabbroio pegmatite in olivine 
augitite

  * '
Olivine augitite with aooessory 
plagioolase .

, *'j. / 
Olivine beerbaohite .* ?'''!
Olivine beerbaohite

Feldspathio olivine augitite grad 
ing into gabbrof specimen 219 
above* - ,  

(HD   Coxnposition not determined because grains could not be isolated*)

Shand (1945, pp, 258-262) has described an enstatite ooronite from Quebeo 

from a complex containing olivine-rich rooks approaching peridotite in the oore* 

The composition of the olivine reported by Shand is Fa24 and the plagioolase is 

An47. Shand notes that only one specimen out of a number from the complex
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contained coronas, but he gives no data on the composition.of the olivine and 

' plagioolase in the corona-free rooks* However he notes that coronas are asso 

ciated with rooks rich in iron* Shand attributes the formation of coronas to 

thermal metamorphism acting on rocks of suitable composition* The field rela 

tions in the Blashke Islands give little evidence for thermal metamorphism sub- 

sequent to the thermal processes associated with the formation of the complex 

itself* and no evidence that the rooks that contain coronas have been subjected 

to more post-magma tic heat than the rocks with similar mineral content that do 

not contain coronas.

Two conditions appear on the basis of the limited data available to control 

the development of coronas between olivine and plagioolase in the Blashke Island 

complex* One is the composition of the olivine, which in association with a 

highly calcic plagioolase apparently must contain 24 percent or more fayalite* 

The other is the geologic mode of occurrence, in that only olivine gabbros within 

the gabbro ring of the complex have coronas* It is suspected that this latter 

condition is related to the concentration of late magmatic fluids in the rock* 

Examples have been seen in thin section where an olivine grain contains an in 

clusion of plagioolase about which there is no corona, while tho external con- 

tacts of the olivine with plagioclase are rimmed by a corona* The gabbroio 

granulite is notably free of hydrous phases and is also free of coronas 9 al- "' 

though the composition of both olivine and plagioolase should be conducive to * 

their formation:, if the foregoing discussion is correct* '

No generalizations oan be made about tho other kinds of coronas described
* * 

above y except that the enstatite coronas between olivine and hornblende ore

found in a couple of hornblendite-beerbaohite dikes of a kind that does not

. normally contain olivine* The olivine is present in a very few unusually large
  

phenoorysts that may have been incorporated from the peridotites that the dikes

traversed* Therefore the phenoorysts, or xenocrysts, as they might be styled* 

may not have been in equilibrium with the crystallizing ground mass* .The augite 

. coronas around enstatite inclusions in poildlitle hornblende are unique in one
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specimen of a coarse, uneven textured rook forming a dike-like body in horn- 

felsed country rock on the west side of the complex, and the actual magmati* 

origin of this rook is subject to some question* ' ' ;

Dike rooks older than the complex

Throughout the Blashke Islands the stratified country rooks are out by 

numerous dikes. These dikes are oosnonly steeply dippingt though a few have 

gentle dips, and they out sharply aoross the bedding in the stratified country 

rooks* HI a crude way they follow two main trends, northeast-southwest and north 

west-southeast. Detailed mapping of lithologio units in the country rooks exposed 

along the shores of the islands has proved in several localities that some of 

these dikes occupy faults along which displacements on the order of hundreds of 

feet have taken place before emplacement of the dike* Other dikes in the same 

localities oooupy fractures along which there .has been little or no displacement*

The dikes range in thickness from a few inches to tens of feet* Some of the *
dikes are exposed continuously for several hundred feet without exposing their

entire length* Others are lenticular in outcrop and pinch out gradually at both *
t *

ends in tens or hundreds of feet* Linear flow structure shown by preferred orien-* ,

tation of phenoorysts and inclusions is not unoomnon* ' ' 

The dikes exhibit some petrologic variety but for the most part fall within . 

the range of basaltic andesite and basalt* In hand specimen they are aphanitio 

to Bdorophaneritio and commonly porphyritio* A few are medium-grained phanerites, » 

They are mostly dark gray and greenish gray in oolor but medium greenish-gray 

varieties are not uncommon*. Generally the minerals in the groundmass cannot be 

identified in hand specimen, but where porphyritio, phenoorysts of pyroxene, horn- ?

blende, and plagioolase, ean be recognised. Sparoely disseminated sulfides are not
* 

unooomotu ... ';''.!

In thin section, the dikes range in texture from ophitie and sub-ophitio to 

diabasie and sub-diabasie* The plagioolase crystals are generally lath-shaped in
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the groundmass and are imbedded in a mesostasis of one or more ferromagnesian 

minerals. The following typical mineral associations have been founds (l) 

plagioolase and green hornblende, (2) plagioelase, green hornblende, and augite 

or augite and hypersthene, (S) plagioolase, green hornblende, and biotite, (4)

plagioolase, green hornblende, pyroxene, and biotite, (5) plagioolase and biotite* .
> 

Biotite is not coamon except in dikes of this group found within 1,000 feet of

the ultrabasie complex where it is generally accompanied by the development of 

noticeable granulitio texture indicating that it is a product of thermal meta- 

morphism by the complex* However one narrow, fine-grained dike located over 2,000 

feet from the complex contained a few relatively coarse hornblende phenocrysts in 

a diabasio groundmass of plagioolase in which abundant biotite appears to proxy 

for the more common ferromagnesian minerals, and this is presumed to be a primary 

feature* In general the mineralogy of the dikes is very simple with disseminated 

ore the only important accessory.

The most common porphyries contain relatively large, well-formed phenoorysts 

of either augite or hornblende, not both together* Smaller phenoorysts of sharply 

toned plagioclase may also be present* A few plagioelase porphyries with subor 

dinate ferromagnesian phenoorysts have "been noted* imygdules containing oaloite, ; 

quarts, and prehnite have been found. One or two dikes studied in thin section

have a few rounded patches of antigorite that may be pseudomorphs after oil vine.
* 

The plagioolase ranges in composition from sodio bytownite to calcic andesine

with sodio labradorite the most common. The augite has a distinct yellowish tint 

but is not strongly pleochroio nor does it have noticeable dispersion* Its optic ' 

angle is moderately large* Byperethene is not common, but where present has a . 

moderate negative optic angle* * *

These rocks generally show distinct to strong alteration* Beyond the cone 

noticeably affected by intrusion of the ultrabasio complex this alteration generally

consists of ohloritiration and replacement by carbonates and secondary quarts and  *
albite* Some degree of amphibolitication may also be due to regional metamorphism,



but amphibolitization becomes much stronger as the complex is approached and it 

is difficult to say how far beyond the complex this effect can be attributed to 

contact metamorphlsm*

As the complex is approached amphibolitization becomes very noticeable in 

the dikes, and in many of them the groundaass is converted into a ragged aggregate 

of green hornblende with only remnants of the original plagioelase laths* Within 

a few hundred feet of the complex graneblastie aggregates ef biotite replace some 

of the hornblende* Several specimens examined in thin section collected from 

dikes within a few yards of the outer margin of the gabbro ring of the complex 

along the eastern side show strong to complete granulitization* The contact meta- 

morphic effects produced on this group of dikes by the complex proves that they 

antedate the complex, and if genetically related to the complex oust be forerunners 

of the ultrabasie intrusion* The youngest rooks out by them in the Blashke Islands 

are Silurian* Their correlation with other intrusions is not known*

A chemical analysis is given for a dike rook of this group* The specimen 

selected for analysis came from a hornblende porphyry dike about 4 feet wide out* 

ting a coarse conglomerate* The dike has a distinct  linear flow structure shown 

by a noticeable preferred alignment of hornblende phenocrysts* The dike also 

contains abundant inclusions of country rock* The groundmass of the dike originally 

consisted of a eub-ophitio aggregate of plagioolase and a ferromagnesian mineral* 

Amphibolitization has given the groundmass a very ragged texture, and it consists 

of plagioolase and alteration products with abundant fine-grained pale amphibole* 

The feldspar is partially altered* A few small phenoorysts of feldspar are present* 

They are strongly zoned and the inner zones range up into bytownite* A little -
J . <

* #,

penninite is present in thin veinlets, a few amygdaloidal grains of quartz were _ - 

noted, and among the alteration products present in small percentages ares I 

aotinolite, penninite, zoisite, albite, musoovite, serioite, and leuooxene* The 

analysis appears under column B of table 2 with the norm and mode* In chemical .' 

composition it falls within the range of many common saturated dolerites. J .



Dikes younger than the complex

Near the entranoe to Spud Bay on the southwestern side of the complex the 

dunite is out by several dikes up to 5 feet wide* The dikes are aphanitio and 

weather almost the sane oolor as the dunite 9 but the jointing and surface texture 

is distinctive* Dikes of the sane rook outcrop near the lower end of Trap Bay 

where they out thin bedded to conglomeratic low-grade metamorphosed argillites* 

These dikes are the. only consolidated rooks found in the' area younger than the

The rook is very dark brownish-black in hand specimen, .weathering to a smooth
'i . 

reddish-brown. 7h texture is aphanitio* Amygdules of oalolte and zeolites are

abundant* In thin section the rook has an intersertal hypoorystalline texture ' 

made up of abundant laths of plagioclase, small, well-formed crystals of titan- 

augite, and abundant, small, sub-rectangular grains of ore - probably llnenite - 

in a base of yellowish-brown glass* The cores of zoned plagioolase are sodic 

labradorite* The titanaugite has a moderately small optic angle, strong disper 

sion, and a distinct lavender tint* A chemical analysis , norm, and mode for this 

rook are given under column 2B of table 2*

This rook compares oloaely with the petrographio descriptions given by 

Buddington (Buddington and Chap in 1929, p. 273) for several dikes of Tertiary 

age from nearby islands* The rook is chilled against the dunite of the Blashke 

Island complex, and so there is little doubt that it belongs to the Tertiary 

basalts and ande sites recognised by Buddington* The chemical analysis shows it 

to be a somewhat allcalio, distinctly oversaturated andesite-basalt melaphyre*

It is believed to have no genetic connection with the complex.  t
i 

Structure and deformation of the complex and surrounding rooks  

The lower Paleosoie rooks invaded by the Blashke Island complex underwent 

strong folding and sens netanorphisa in at least two different periods prior to
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the intrusion of he complex. Subsequent to the folding, high angle faulting * 

and some minor thrust faulting took place and many of the faults and fractures * , 

steaming from this early period were invaded by doleritio dikes. The area falls 

within the province of a major structure that Buddington (Buddington and Chapin,
' ....   '   i

-i 1929, pp. 310-311) has called the Eashevarof anticlinorium described by him as
- * -. .       . * . ,,   ;' ' "   ' . .

a northward-plunging major structure in which the sequanoe of formations is re 

peated many times by elose folding* .

Ho evidence is seen in the Blaahbt Islands for an unconformity between the

-,. Ordovioian rocks and the lower of the two Silurian sequences that overlie the 

Ordorioian. These two units are lithologioally gradational in a broad sense sjnd 

appear to have been folded and metamorphosed together. Throughout the islands 

they stand at high dips and their attitude ohanges abruptly from plaoe to plaoe 

indicating close foldinge '

The overlying Silurian unit appears only in tiro limited areas at the northern 

end of the Islands. The attitude of this sequence of rooks and the faot that it 

appears in contact with both the Ordovioian rooks and the older Silurian rooks 

indicates that a pronounced unconformity intervenes between the two Silurian units* 

Strong supporting evidence is seen in the lithology* The lower of the Silurian 

units is somewhat metamorphosed and contains at least one bed perhaps 30 or 40 

feet thick of moderately coarse, completely reorystallized white marble  Outcrops 

of this marble were found far beyond' the range of contact metamorphism effected 

by the complex* The upper of the two Silurian formations on the other hand con 

sists in part of laminated to thin-bedded, dove-gray to white limestone having a 

fracture cleavage where somewhat shaley but showing no evidence of reorystallisa- 

tion* However, this formation has also been strongly folded. All of the Paleo 

zoic rooks are out by faults and dikes belonging to a sequence older than the 

ultrabasie complex*

The intrusion of the complex appears to have caused further deformation* 

Buddington (Buddington and Chapin, 1929, p. 510) statest . * .
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"On the Blashke Islands the beds are domed up by an intrusion of dunite and 
associated dioritio (i.e. gabbroio) rocks, and Ordovioian graywaoke is exposed 
on the borders of the igneous stock within a belt of the Silurian greenstone,*

The dome-like relationship is true in a broad, general sense, the intrusion of 

the complex apparently having either caused an upheaval of the sequence into 

which it was emplaeed or having followed some structure previously produced by 

a strong transgressive mass* The abundance of pyroclastio material in the lower 

of the Silurian units suggests that if a preexisting structure was used it might 

well have been an old volcanic vent* In detail the structure is a good deal more 

complicated than a simple dome* Deformation becomes strong in the vicinity of 

the complex. In general the attitude of the bedding swings into crude conformity 

with the outlines of the complex but there is much crumpling, disturbance, and 

obliteration of bedding* The bedding does not form a simple dome-like sheath ' 

around and over the complex* Locally beds seem to strike into the complex and 

be out off, but metamorphism near the complex makes this hard to prove* The evi 

dence indicates that the complex is strongly transgressive, but at the same time 

has had a powerful up*ard*dragging effect on the rooks it traversed.

The internal structure* of the complex have been described in connection 

with the description of the rook units and their relationships to one another, 

pages 16 to 58 . The orientation of banded or thinly layered structures in the 

gabbro is shown on the geologic map by a symbol and by the alignment of the dashes 

used to designate this rook* Weathering locally brings out a crude platy or slabby 

structure in the olivine augitite, wehrllte, and augite dunite* Where this struc 

ture is pronounced it is indicated by a symbol on the map* The relationship of 

this structure to the configuration of the complex is not understood, but in a 

very crude and locally self-contradictory way it has a rude dome-like pattern* 

Very similar ultrabasio complexes described by Duparo (Duparo and Grosset, 1916,  , 

p* 227) and Camsell (1913, p. 68) show definite evidence that a dome-Ilk* shell 

of pyroxenite originally completely surrounded the dunite* Camsell aptly liken*   

the structure to a hard-boiled egg with a yolk of dunite enclosed in pyroxenite*
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In the outcrops of pyroxenlte along the western side of the inner Blashke Lagoon 

some snail bosses of dunlte a few yards across appear beneath what is at least 

locally a gently dipping undulating contact between dunite and pyroxenite.. The 

narrow exposures of oil vine augitite in contact with granulitited country rook 

on the main, island at the northwestern edge of the complex seem to show the augi 

tite dipping at a moderate angle beneath the altered country rock* The exposures 

are not good enough to be completely sure* The sum total of the evidence points 

toward the complex being a steep-walled cylindrical mass with many local pro 

tuberances and reentrants both horizontally and vertically. This cylindrical

structure probably passed into a steep domal structure not far above, and locally
t

at, the present level of exposure*.

Exoept for faulting, the Blashke Island complex has escaped significant defor 

mation subsequent to its formation* A strong series of northwest to north-trending 

faults has caused horizontal displacements of as much as 1,000 feet in some of the 

contacts between rook units in the complex* There is no way of estimating the 

amount of vertical movement* It may have been very large, or the faults may be 

largely tear faults* Tfhore these faults pass into the ultrabasio rooks broad
!

shear zones of closely spaced sheeted/fractures are formed and some strong faults 

apparently die out in this kind of structure. Locally very striking breccia cones

and fault breccia conglomerates have been developed* Strong faulting and shearing
« 

has out out and obscured some of the contact between the complex and the enclosing *

rooks on the southwest border of the complex* A remarkable fault breccia conglom 

erate consisting of augite dunite and dunite fragments in a pulverised and eer- 

pentiniced dunite matrix is shown in plate 14* This breccia outcrops on the 

western edge of the most southerly island included in the complex* This and other' 

shear cones are indicated by a symbol on the map.

The faulting is believed by the author to be Tertiary in age and later than 

the Tertiary dikes that out the complex* These dikes appear to have been displaced * 

by the faulting. This system of faults has had a atrong control on the erosion
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of the Blashke Islands evidenced by the numerous inlets and bays that follow 

its trend.   "*f*!^

The system of Tertiary faults proved to exist on the Blashke Islands nay ' 

throw considerable light on a problem of southeastern Alaska geology that has 

excited some interestt namely the structural control for sueh major features as 

Clarence Strait* The islands lie in the middle of Clarence Strait and the fault 

system parallels the trend of the strait. The strait may have been controlled by 

a prolongation of this closely spaced system of Tertiary faults.

The last structural event, or geological event for that matter, recorded on 

the Blashke Islands is something on the order of 10 to 20 feet of post-glacial 

uplift. At several points on the islands, notably on the north end of Bivouac Bay, 

there are unoonsolidated banks of lignitio mud containing abundant shell fragments 

of recent aspect lying 10 to 20 feet above present tide level. These shell beds 

.must have been formed and uplifted,since glacial times because they could not have 

: withstood destruction during glaolation. Buddington (1927, pp. 46*52) has described 

numerous sea-cut platforms uplifted since glacial times by about the same amount 

throughout southeastern Alaska* ... .

Summary of the petrology and mineralogy of the Blashke Island complex

The most obvious feature of the Blashks Island complex is the arrangement of 

major rook units in concentric rings with the most mafic rooks in the core and   

successively less mafic rings outward. Each succeeding ring is marked by the 

appearance in essential proportions of new mineral phases. The core of dunite 

contains ollvine as its only essential primary phase. Augite is the dominant 

phase in the olivine augitite ring. Flagioolase, and to some extent hornblende, 

play the leading roles in the gabbro ring. Bypersthene and biotite appear in the 

gabbroic granulite, and the granulites grade outward into greenstone volcanic* and 

 ediseAts of lew metamorphie rank. I
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However, within this large scale concentric zonal arrangement of rook types 

there is a hidden toning that expresses itself in a shift, not only in the kinds 

and relative proportions of mineral constituents, but in the compositions within 

. eaoh solid solution series that comprises a mineral phase. Thus the olirine becomes 

poorer in magnesium and richer in iron* Augite becomes poorer in magnesium and 

rioher in iron also, and the same trend is apparent in orthopyroxane, hornblende, ,
  s».

and biotite* Calcium comes in as a major chemical component in augite and then in 

plagioolase, but the augite becomes poorer in oaloium toward the iron-rich end of
«

its variation, and the plagioclase becomes poorer in oalcium and rioher in sodium* 

So each major rook unit of the complex is not uniform within itself, but undergoes 

a shift in the composition of its constituent phases* This feature of the complex 

was first noted by George C. Kennedy in the preliminary investigation of the com 

plex (Kennedy and Walt on, 1946. p* 77).

This kind of shift in the composition of the minerals paralleling the develop-
 X '

ment of a layered arrangement of rook types was noted by Wager and Beer (I939b) in 

the Skaergaard complex and dubbed "cryptic layering". It would seem appropriate 

to adapt this term to a concentric zonal arrangement of rook types and call the 

shifting mineral composition within the rook units of the Blashke Island complex, 

"cryptic toning** Since the word zone does not have any special structural impli 

cations, the term cryptic zoning can be applied to any systematic variation in the . 

composition of a mineral phase or phases related to a non-etratiform, genetically 

related, systematic arrangement of rook units*  

Because of the cryptic zoning, eaoh major rook unit in the complex is not 

strictly discreet and sharply defined, as would appear from the simple petrology
' " *

of the complex* There is a hidden gradation in the composition of the component , 

phases within eaoh zone that is oontinuous with respeot to eaoh phase throughout

the complex* Thus there is a unity to the complex as a whole that transcends* the
' ' . » . . - i'.' - 

boundaries between rook types. : '  ~ * *  »  »
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Tho effect nf the cryptic zoning in the Blashke Island complex is to oause 

the minerals of each solid solution series to became enriched in its less refrao- 

' tory conponents the further it is found from the center of the complex, so that 

the range of temperature in which eaeh phase is stable becomes progressively lower 

from the center of the complex outward* This progression from high-temperature 

rook component! toward lower-temperature rook components is further expressed by 

the appearance of additional phases dharacteristic of lower temperatures such as 

orthoelase feldspar 9 quarts, and sulfldes in the outer margins of the complex. 

However, even the outermost rooks of the complex have produced strong contact meta- 

morphio effeets on the enclosing rooks and are scarcely to be thought of as low- 

temperature rooks in the ordinary sense of the word*

On the other hand the eonoentrie coning of the eomplex is not perfect either 

'in regard to the distribution and homogeniety of rook types or in regard to the 

cryptic coning. An overall asymmetry of the eomplex has been described, and in 

detail within each zone of the complex there are many imperfections and anomalies

in the concentric arrangement of rooks* These imperfections and anomalies fall
    ~ ?

into the following categoriest   -

1. Imperfectly gradations! to sharply discontinuous oontaots between the dun!to
  ; , ;  

core and the olivine augitite ring, « j *

2. Inolusions of augite-rich rook in oil vine-rich rook along the oontaots betireen  
  ""!'"'

dunite and olivine augitite* ' » !« ! 

5* Dikes of wehrllte and augite dunite outting both the dunite of the core and ;
»»

the olivine augitite rlngo   ' ' : i

4, Dikes of augitite in augite dunite and wehrlite* '"',-'

5* Sporadically distributed dikes and irregular masses of gabbroie pegmatite in
* - » *

augite dunite* - - 

6* Gabbroie to hornblendltie dikes of the beerbaohite group in olivine augitite . 

and gabbro. . - ' . »* ; f' ' . 

7. Inolusions of country rook in olivine augitite* ]
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8. A sharp discontinuity and zone of weakness along most of the contact between 

gabbro and olivine augitite*

9. The local absence of the gabbro ring, and the presence of a slightly f eld spathic

wehrlite at some crntacts between peridotite and country rook*

10* Strong textural and mineralogies! variations in the gabbro in various parts

of the complex.

11* A strong contrast between the well-defined intrusion breccias and other features

characteristic of sharp intrusive contacts along parts of the contact between gabbro

and country rock, and the vague, almost gradational contacts in other places*

12* Variations in composition in the gabbroio granulite produced by contact meta-

morphism of country rooks*

IS* Outlying dikes of gabbro and pyroxenite*

Furthermore the cryptic coning within the major rook units is far from perfect* 

The change in composition of olivine is abrupt near the contact between dunite and 

olivine augitite, and gradual within each of these units* A glance at the disper 

sion of values for the composition of olivine as correlated with relative position 

in the complex shown in figure 8, on page 63, shows that there is a tendency toward 

cryptic zoning in olivine rather than a perfectly developed gradation outward in 

olivine composition,. The same is true of the other phases* Some of this dispersion 

of values may be due to observational errors, but some is surely real* The augite 

dunite and wehrllte dikes in dunite and olivine augitite are anomalies in the 

cryptic zoning* The composition of the mineral phases in these dikes corresponds 

not to the rock in which they are emplaoed, but to the marginal faoies of the dunite 

oore* The beerbaohites and gabbroic pegmatites in the olivine augitite are also 

anomalous with respect to the cryptic zoning in that they consistently contain 

olivine and augite richer in iron than the host rook*

A strong concentric coning of major rook types is obvious from a glance at the 

geologic map of the Blashke Island complex* A corresponding tendency toward cryptic 

zoning in mineral composition has been shown to exist* .A tenable theory of origin
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of the Blashks Island complex must explain both the oonoentrio arrangement of rook

typee and the eryptie coning, but it must explain equally well the anomalies and
  ' -,""'   * r 

imperfections in the configuration of the complex, .'...'-   f
it » f

Chemical relationships  * ;

The toning of the complex is reflected in the trends in chemical oonposition 

of the rooks* Chemical analyses of 12 rocks belonging to the complex, an outlying 

gabbroie dike rook doubtfully related to the complex, and an andesite-basalt mela- 

phyre- belonging to a group or tertiary dikes unrelated to the complex are given in 

table 2* Variation diagrams of the major and minor components are given in figures

16 end 16.
these
In variation diagrams the molecular ratios of the constituent oxides are 
A

plotted against the molecular ratio of silioa plus alumina* The reason for plot 

ting the oxides against silioa plus alumina rather than against silioa alone is 

because the sequence of rooks inoludes peridotites that are virtually non-aluminous, 

and feldspathio rocks with substantial percentages of alumina* Some alumina is 

present in minor amounts in augite and perhaps other minerals* but most of it is 

present in plagioclase where half of the aluminum atoms substitute for silicon in 

the structure* If the molecular proportions of silica alone are considered, a 

sharp break occurs in the variation diagram between the feldepathie and non-feld- 

spathio rocks and the feldspathio rooks are telescoped into the non-feldspathio 

rooks» overlapping them in silioa content and obscuring any consistent trend that 

may exist in other components*

Actually there is a continuous increase in the number of atoms playing what 

might be called the silioa role in the rooks as we pas* from the peridotitie into 

the gabbroie rooks of the complex* if the dual role of aluminum is taken into 

account. By adding the molecular number of AlgOg to that of SiOg half of the total 

number of aluminum atoms are assigned to the silioa position* while by plotting the 

molecular ratio of AlgOs against SiC>2 plus 11203. the variation of alumina playing
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the so-called "basic" role in accounted for* This, is true because the total number 

of molecules of AlgOj is just half of the total number of atoms of aluminum.

Figure 15, page 151, the variation diagram for the major components of the 

rocks, shows all 14 analyses plotted in the manner described. The major rock units 

forming the successive rings of the complex are dunite 9 augite dunite, wehrlite, 

olivine augitite, gabbro, and granulite* These rooks are designated in large capi 

tals at the top of the diagram, and the points showing the values for these rooks 

are connected by heavy vertical lines* Analyses for minor rook types and variants 

of the complex include an augite dunite <dike about four inches wide sharply cross* 

cutting olivine augitite, a wehrlite dike about two inches wide sharply cross-cut 

ting dunite, the remarkable diopslde-garnet dike rock given as specimen 390, item 

103, table 1, page 29, a hornblendite dike considered to be an extreme variant of 

the beerbachite group given as specimen 99, item 112, table 1, page 29, a composite 

sample from several oomrse dikes and masses of gabbroio pegmatite in olivine augi 

tite, a hornblende gabbro porphyry from a dike several thousand feet from the 

complex cutting the oountry rooks and doubtfully included with the rooks of the 

complex, and the most alkalic and siliceous rook collected within the complex and - 

apparently belonging to the sequence of rooks in the complex consisting of a vein 

or thin dike about an inch wide following a major joint set in olivine augitite 

near the outer part of the ring given as specimen 261, item 117, table 1, page 29* 

These minor variants of the complex are designated in lower case at the top of the 

diagram and the points showing values for these rocks are connected by thin ver 

tical lines* The analysis for the andesite-basalt melaphyre is also given and 

designated by lower case. The points for this analysis are connected by a thin - 

dashed line*

The major trend of chemical variation in the complex is established by the 

major rook units, therefore the solid lines showing the trend of variation for 

each of the major components are connected only to the points representing values 

for the major rooks* Thus it will be seen that the trend of variation in HgO
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steadily falls from dunite to granulite, and that the Talues for augite dunite and 

wehrlite dikes fall very close to this trend, but that the Talues for the diopside- 

garnet dike rook or the hornblendite dike do not fall at all close to the trend 

established by the major rooks* The trend of variation is continued by dashed lines 

from granulite to the hornblende-gabbro porphyry and the feldspathio vein rooky as 

they perhaps represent differentiates of the complex* On the other hand the Talues 

for the Tertiary andesite-basalt melaphyre obviously have no relation to the trends 

shown by the rocks of the complex, the value for lime falling quite by chance on
» oe.

the trend line for magnesia and that for alkalies on the trend for iron, while 

iron falls on the trend for alumina and only alumina shows any relation to the 

trends of the rooks belonging to the complex*

The strongest trend of variation shown by any of the major components is the 

trend shown by magnesia which drops steadily and very nearly on a smooth curve 

from dunite to the most siliceous and alkalic rook in the complex* Important devia 

tions from the trend are shown only by the di op side -garnet dike rook in which cal 

cium is abnormally high and magnesium abnormally low, virtually exchanging plaoes 

with each other, and the hornblendite variant of the beerbaohite group in which 

the reverse relationship is found with a drop in calcium content correlated with

higher magnesium content*

Calcium increases linearly in the peridotites as magnesium falls owing to the

substitution of augite for olivine as the major phase, powever calcium reaches a 

maximum in olivine augitite and falls steadily thereafter* The deolina in calcium 

is, of course, correlated with an increase in alkalies, mainly soda, owing to the 

increasing proportions of albite in plagioolase, which becomes the major phase* 

The behavior of iron is particularly instructive. Unlike the other major 

components it remains relatively stable throughout most of the course of varia 

tion. The strong effect of the cryptic toning in composition of olivine and 

augite is the main factor in stabilizing the role of iron. Olivine and augite 

are the principal iron-bearing minerals of the complex and both minerals become
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progressively richer in iron toward the periphery of the complex, but at the same 

time the minerals themselves become relatively less abundant so that the two trends 

compensate to some extent for each other. Other iron-bearing minerals such as 

hornblende, biotite, and ores play a part, but augite and olivine have the prin 

cipal role. A more or less constant tenor of iron is thereby effective in pro 

gressively reducing the temperatures of crystallization of the major mafic phases 
/

from the center of the complex outward* Among the major rooks of the complex iron 

is at its lowest in the oil vine augitite* A variation diagram of the major rook 

components based on Rosiwal analyses of the major rook units computed from the 

compositions of the mineral phases determined from optical data shows essentially 

the same relationships as the diagram based on chemical analyses* This calcula 

tion shows that the relatively low iron content of the olivine augitite is mainly 

due to the somewhat lower tenor of iron in the augite forming the bulk of the 

augitite ring as against the iron content of the olivine in the dunite. As long 

as augite is a major phase there may be some tendency for iron to vary recipro 

cally against calcium*

Alumina is an insignificant component of the peridotitio rooks* With the 

appearance of feldspar as a major phase it becomes a major component and shows 

little variation in the feldspathio rocks*

Three of the major components, magnesium, iron, and the alkalies show a 

more or less consistent trend across the diagram* The other two, aluminum and 

oaloium show a sharp break in trend between the feldspathio and non-feldspathio 

rooks y calcium abruptly changing from a steep upward to a moderate downward trend* 

and aluminum changing from very low but slightly increasing values to relatively 

high and slightly increasing values. Chemically speaking, therefore, the major 

break in the complex lies between the peridotites* or truly ultrabasio rooks, and 

the gabbro* It is perhaps significant that the major physical discontinuity 

between rooks of the complex ooours between these two units* The existence of a
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zone of weakness along the contact between gabbro and olivine augitite and the 

lack of adequate exposures of this contact has been noted*

A 'variation diagram of the minor components of the Blashke Island rooks is 

given as figure 16, page 152* This diagram corresponds in arrangement to the 

diagram for the major components except that the scale of the ordinate showing 

molecular ratios of the minor components has been multiplied fifty times*

Chromium and nickel are mainly confined to the peri do title rooks, with nickel 

closely correlated frith magnesium doubtless due to its presence in small amounts 

in olivine, while chromium is relatively high in all the peridotites and is present 

chiefly in ohromitd '.n the olivine rooks and probably as a minor component of the . 

relatively low-iron augite in olivine augitite* The role of chromium in augite 

has been discussed on page 79*

The close correspondence between the trend of manganese and that of iron 

obviously indicates that manganese occurs largeV-as a substitute for iron in a 

definite equilibrium ratio*

Phosphorus shows a distinct correlation with aluminum* It is a very low, 

almost constant, component of the peridotites, and is several times as abundant 

and, with an important exception, almost constant in the aluminous rooks* The 

exception is the granulite in which, as has been previously noted, the mineral 

apatite in coarse, anhedral grains is exceptionally abundant* This is true to a 

somewhat lesser extent in the gabbroio pegmatite*

The most remarkable variation is shown by titanium* In the peridotites it 

shows a strong correlation with calcium* With the appearance of aluminum In signif 

icant amounts, titanium increases markedly and is again more or less crudely cor 

related with calcium in the aluminous rooks, but at a much higher level* In other 

words, titanium shows a chemical affinity for calcium, but in much higher ratios 

in calcic rocks that are high in alumina* In view of the world wide association . 

of ilmenite ores with anorthositio rooks this relationship may have broad signifi 

cance* . ' i
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Once a variation diagram has been constructed from a group of chemical analyses 

the question arises as to whether it means anything. Constructing a diagram in 

volves taking a group of rook analyses and arranging them in a sequence based on 

the relative proportions .of some important constituent* One should not be too sur 

prised then to find the other components falling into some kind of logical order, 

even in a group of totally unrelated analyses chosen at random, because the other 

components are all to* some extent functions of the component, such as silica, 

chosen as the basis for the diagram, and all rocks have to obey the same laws of 

physical chemistry*

Only when the sequence in which the analyses fall bears a very close relation 

ship to actual sequences of rooks that are related to each other in the field can 

we assume that the variation diagram depicts a genuinely connected sequence of 

chemical variations* The variation diagram for the major rook units of the Blashke 

Island complex seems to meet this test* The major rocks fall in the variation 

diagram in the same sequence that they are met with in the field., both in regard to 

spatial relationships and sequence of formation* Among the minor variants there 

is less uniformity* The augite dunite and wehrlite dikes lie so close to the major 

rook types to which they bear the relationship of apophyses in the field that there 

can be little doubt that they are either derived directly from the major rook units 

or have formed by the same process as the major units* On the other hand, radical 

to significant departures from the trend of variation are shown by the diopside* 

garnet dike rook, the hornblendite dike, and the gabbroio pegmatite* Some special 

.conditions must be invoked to explain their connection to the principal rook units* 

Nevertheless the minor rocks fall in proper sequence along the abscissa of the 

diagram*

It is obvious that the andeBite-baealt melapbyre that has been correlated with 

an extensive group of Tertiary basaltic vcIconics and dikes belongs to an ̂ entirely
4

different sort of variation trend and probably is completely unrelated either di 

rectly or indirectly to the gabbroio rooks of the complex* This conclusion is, of
*

course, supported by the field and petrographio evidence* ' ': ' -
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The chemical analyses have also been computed to Ton Wolff :paraneters and

»  
plotted on a Ton Wolff diagram in figure 17, page 158  The Ton Wolff diagram

also brings out the sharp discontinuity between the peridotitio and the feld- 

spathio parts of the sequence owing to the fact that one is essentially a non- 

aluminous sequenoe and the other aluminous* Where <l«"»im» appears as a major 

component, a corresponding percentage of calcium is subtracted from the chemical 

components used in computing the M, or melanooratio, value in the Ton Wolff system 

and added to the component a making up the L, or leuoooratic, value. Where alu 

mina comes into the sequenoe abruptly, as it does in the Blashke Island complex, 

a sharp offset in the trend oust appear in the Ton Wolff diagram, but an essen 

tial parallelism of trend is maintained* This is not to say that a suite of 

rooks cannot be collected in the Blashke Islands ranging gradationally from 

olivine-augitite with accessory plagioclase through melanooratie gabbros to the 

typical gabbro of the complex, but such a sequence would lie along the dashed 

line between augite-dunite and gabbro and constitute a sharp break in the di 

rection of trend for both parts of the major sequence* An essential discontinuity 

in the complex between the peridotite and the gabbroio rooks is therefore not 

bridged by the existence locally of mineralogioally transitional rooks between

gabbro and olivine augitite* .
.' i , 

The Ton Wolff diagram also brings out the oonsanguinuity of the augite dunite

and wehrlite dikes with the major units of the complex, and the divergence from 

the major trend shown by the minor dike rooks*

The problem of origin of concentrically coned ultrabasio complexes

The origin of ultrabasio rooks has been a lively source of controversy and 

invention down to the present and no attempt will be made in this paper to surrey 

the voluminous literature or treat the subject in a general way. It is obvious 

at once that there are many kinds of ultrabasio rook masses not necessarily related 

in mode of origin* There are the great stratiform complexes with ultrabasio layers,



Figure 17, von Wolff diogrom of onolyttd Bloshkt Ulond rock a.
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Figure 17, Analyses plotted

Points joined by solid or dashed lines represent major rook units of the

complex,
  

!  Dunite 9 composite specimen, column A, table 2*

2« Augite dundt«, composite specimen, column B, table 2«

3* Augite dunite dikes outting oliTine augitite, composite specimen, column C,

table 2.

4, Wehrlite, composite specimen, column D, table 2. 

5* Wehrlite dikes outting dunite, composite specimen, column B, table 2.

6. Augite dunite, composite specimen, column I, table 2»
»

7. Diopside-garnet dike rook outting oliTine augitite, specimen 390, column V, 

table 2.

8. Hornblendite dike of beerbachite group outting oliTine augitite, specimen 99,
* , * ~   * 

column P, tat&e 2. . .;"i
9. Gabbro, composite specimen, column II, table 2*   

10. Gabbroio pegmatite dikes and irregular bodies in oliTine augitite, composite

specimen, column L, table 2. ' 

11* Gabbroio granulite, composite specimen, column T, table 2.

12. Hornblende porphyry dike outting lower Silurian conglomerate and belonging to 

doleritio dikes older than the complex, specimen 453, column 2, table 2«

13. Ande site-basalt melophyre of Tertiary dike group, specimen 474, column Ef, 

table 2,

14.. Feldspathio vein rock occupying early formed.flat lying joint in 

. 'augitite, specimen 261, column Q, table 2* <
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the serpentine intrusions 9 the isolated bodies of one kind of ultrabasio rook 

or another with or without strong contact effects on enclosing rooks, the con 

centrically coned complexes, and various irregular and transitional types. In

mode of emplacement, ultrabasio bodies range from sharply transgressive to fully
W the

concordant* They occur in regions where tectonic setting ranges from intense

 v deformation and metamorphism to relatively undeformed and unmetamorphosed* In
» V

explaining the origin of the Blashke Island complex we are concerned only with 

, a concentrically soned complex, but there may develop implications in regard to 

other ultrabasio and basic rooks*   . 

Theories of origin have shown at least as great a diversity as the rooks 

.themselves, and this is perhaps as it should be, except that there has been a 

tendency on the part of the theorists to extend their theories beyond the rooks 

to which they were applicable, thus encountering friction coming from other di 

rections. At the present time several main lines of approach to the problem can.».
be discerned. They fall into the following main groups s . .   

' *, -   
1* Crystal fractionation of an ordinary basic magma with subsequent modification

of the accumulated ultrabasio crystal fraction to fit the circumstances in which
» ' '

it ia found*. * t ,
. 2. Other kinds of differentiation of an ordinary basic magma with subsequent 

1 modifications to the ultrabasio fraction.
-» *

3. Cold or luke-warm intrusions of serpentine, olivine lubricated by serpentine, 

or olivine undergoing plastic deformation*

4. Various kinds of original ultrabasio magma, especially one approaching ser 

pentine in composition* ' . -
. ;

5. Metasomatism.

  * * . '
In the author's view none of these general approaches have been applied to

^
.concentrically coned ultrabasio oomplexes with notable success. However, much of

  the extensive Russian literature has been inaccessible, and it is in the Urals 

that many of the finest examples of,this type of complex are found*
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An intoresting light on the problem of concentrically zoned ultrabasios it 

thrown by Duparc (Duparo and Grosset, 1916, pp. 226-227) whose conclusions regard 

ing the origin of the Uralian complexes was stated as follows in 1916t

M A 'II parait incontestable que la differencial on s'est faite en donnant tout d'abord 
naissance auz gabbrox9 aux norites, et aux roohes eubordonn6es, oe qui a eu pour 
rlsultat la fixation de la presque totalite* de 1'alumine, des aloalis et d'une grand 
partie de la chaux. Le magma est ainsi devenu riohe en fer et en magn6*sie et pauvre 
en alumine et en aloalie, condition favorable pour donner naissance aux pyroxenites 
par une nouvelle differentiation qui aura, o crane oontre-coup imm6diat, la separation 
de la koswite et des tilaitesj la premiere, par addition au pyroxene et a I'olivine 
de la scorie f errif ere rested libre et qui entraine aveo elle une partie de I 1 aluminej 
la seoonde, par fixation de restant de 1'alumine et des traces d'aloalis, oomme 
plagioclases basiques* Des lors le magma epuise en sesquioxydes, est devenu essen* 
tiellement magne'sien, la 'totalite de la chaux ayant en effet .etc* fixe'e dans les 
pyroxdnes et dans les feldspaths. II se trouve ainsi dans des conditions favorablea 
pour donner naissance a la separation massive d'un sillicate ferro-magne*sient o'est-e- 
dire a de 1*divine oompaotej c'est done la dunite qui va dans oes conditions reprrf- 
senter le prodult ultimo de la diffeVeneiation magmatique* II parait hors de doute 
par 1'examen fait sur le terrain, que oes differenciations suooesaives sont con- 
centriques, les gabbros a la peripherie et la dunite au centre. Lf existence de 
ohapeaux de pyroxenites sans racine, isoles a l f interieur des massifs dunitiques a 
proximlt^ immediate de la oeinture pyroxenitique qui ciroonsorit oes derniers, en 
est une preuve ^vidente."

To modern readers this statement will appear naive in the extreme, reversing 

as it does the complete sequence of stability relations that has been established 

for rook-forming silicate assemblages* In fact it must have seemed so to many pet* 

.rologists at the .time it was written* But with it the present writer strikes one 

note of complete accord. The concentrically coned ultrabasio complexes certainly 

look as if they had formed in the order suggested by Duparc* Therein lies the rub*

Camsell (1913, pp* 67-68), writing at about the same time as Duparo about a 

zoned complex in British Columbia, recognised the problem and foreshadowed certain 

aspects of a solution that will be developed in detail in later sections of this 

paper when he wrote t

"The process does not appear to be simply a case of fractional crystallization 
and gravitative adjustment, because the stock should then show a separation along 
horizontal lines instead of, as it actually does, an acid shell around a basic core) 
but it appears rather to the author as if thermal convection currents had been set 
up in the magma chamber, and that, in the migration-of the material around the 
chamber, certain minerals of the magma froze and separated out along the cooler 
walls* Such a process of separation is frequently made use of in chemistry and has 
been suggested by Beoker as applicable also to igneous rooks* This process would
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involve fractional crystallization to son© ertent, but the final effect would 
be that which now obtains in this stock, namely, a core of peridotite surrounded 
on the top and on all sides by a shell of pyroxenite* In the broader parts of 
the stock the top part of the shell has beon eroded away, exposing the peridotite 
core, while in the narrow parts the pyroxenite cover still protects the perido- 
tit© oore of the interior* To use a simple illustration the stock resembles a 
hard boiled egg, the peridotite being equivalent to the yolk, and the pyroxenite 
to the white of the egg*

The composition of the original magma was probably intermediate befereen that 
of the two principal types of rooks, and the small dykes which cut these rooks, 
and bars such a composition, may represent portions of the undifferentiated magma 
injected into the eooling cracks of these rooks."  

Modern readers familiar with the writings of Bowen (1915; Bowen and Sohairer, 

1935 , pp. 391-396) will quail at the readiness with which Camaell assumes a 

highly fluid peridotite magma and at the mechanism that he proposes, but the rook 

relationships that he describes put the problem squarely up to us.

Hypotheses of origin of the Blashke Island complex
r - "

«

A conscious effort has been made thus far to confine this report to faota and 

relationships observed in the field and determined in the laboratory* Such infer- 

. enoes as have been made have been of a limited and tentative nature and, at least 

in the author's mind, strongly supported by observed facts* The objective has 

been-to build up as complete a picture as possible of the Blashke Island complex, 

colored as little as possible by pre-oonoeived ideas of how it ought to be*

Ho doubt a number of superficially applicable ideas for explaining the origin 

of the complex have already been effectively eliminated from serious consideration 

by the obvious implications of the observed facts* For example, the hypothesis 

of a oold intrusion is refuted at once by the strong thermal metamorphism around 

the contacts, but for the sake of completeness there are set forth below all of 

the general kinds of hypotheses that have oocured to the author as possibly ex 

plaining the origin of the complex, though some are admittedly far fetched on the 

faoe of it. This listing of general kinds of possible explanations begins with 

purely mechanical and structural schemes, followed by ideas involving both struc 

tural and chemical processes, and concluding with hypotheses that are largely 

chemical* Haturally most of these hypotheses are derived from ideas current in
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geologic literature. An attempt -will then be made to eliminate those that can 

be sh<mn to be untenable and develop in detail an hypothesis that the present 

author frankly favors*

1. The complex was enplaoed as a solid mass of serpentine or plastically de 

formed oilvine.

2* The complex represents a sequence of separate intrusions having a ring dike 

pattern. The successive intrusions may be entirely unrelated or related only 

in a broad, general way to a regional cycle of petrogenesls*

3. The complex is a sequence of ring dikes and a core. The successive rook 

units were derived by differentiation at a lower level of a single or complex 

source-magma and injected in the sequence in which they were derived*

4. The complex formed by differentiation of a magma in an entirely different 

pattern, say as a stratiform sheet, and was subsequently deformed by acute doming

into its apparently concentric configuration at the level at which it is exposed*
»

5. The complex is a cross-section of a lower level of a vertically extended

magma column, perhaps terminating in a vulcanic rock* Differentiation of one 

kind or another resulted in the rising of salio fractions of the magma and the 

sinking of mafic fractions which by virtue of the convection pattern set up, 

collected in a concentric configuration near the base of the column* Other 

cross-sections at other levels in the column would reveal different rook types 

and perhaps different patterns*

6* The complex formed entirely by re crystallization and metasomatism of country 

rooks acted on by some energetic agency diffusing outward from a central source 

or inward toward a center* < , 

7. The complex formed from a mass of magma that was intruded into its present 

position and formed concentric shells through some method of differentiation

that may have included sequential crystallization, vigorous reaction with en*
i

closing rook* and extensive differential diffusion of various oomponents along 

strong temperature and concentration gradients. The magma was very hot but was
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not necessarily entirely liquid. It nay have been a polyphase magma con 

sisting of a mixture of crystals and one or more fluids*

1. Solid intrusion

This hypothesis may have some acceptance because it seems to explain certain 

serpentine masses, but it breaks down completely in the Blashke Islands* Strong 

reasons for rejecting any deformation after serpentiniration have been given 

(p* 77), and even if we admit that an olivine mass may be peculiarly adaptable 

to plastie deformation before serpentinization* we must still account for the 

massive, coarse-grained, pyroxenite ring with its oompletely unsheared and un- 

granulated allotriomorphio fabric. The many minor irregularities, the gradational 

contacts between dunite and pyroxenite, and the gabbro ring are stumbling blocks 

to this idea.

2. Separate unrelated magmatic intrusions

This hypothesis may be rejected almost summarily* From the regional point 

of view it fails to explain the close association in a few well-defined isolated 

complexes with a systematic concentric structure of the dunite-pyroxenite-gabbro 

sequence without the random development elsewhere in the region of independent 

dunite and pyroxenite masses with different associations* It involves the 

creation of tiro highly specialized magmas, one pyroxenitic and the other dunitio, 

capable of independent intrusions. It can be made to fit the pattern of cryptic 

zoning and systematic chemical and mineralogioal variation shown by the complex 

only by assuming a complicated sequence of interaction and mutual contamination 

between the successive intrusions. The overall petrologio, mineralogioal, chem 

ical, and structural unity of the complex belies such an adventitious origin*

3. Ring dike sequence differentiated at depth

The original magma in the Blashke Island complex can have been no loss mafio 

than « strongly undersaturated gabbro, for from it substantial .ultrabasio frac 

tions must be derived leaving a normal saturated gabbro as the most acid frac 

tion of any quantitative importance. Before injection.took place a substantial 

part of the differentiation must have taken place in the magma chamber because .
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the gabbro ring is largely composed of saturated-or only slightly undersaturated 

gabbro* Cauldron subsidence as a ring fracture of a block of country rook must

then have ensued -with the uprelling of the gabbroic fraction* The mechanism seems
i 

feasible up to this point, but here it meets fatal difficulties* From this point

on, the subsiding block must displace first pyroxenite and then dunite, for pre 

sumably these later fractions of the magma differentiated by fractional crystal 

lization and existed in the magma chamber as dense mushes of solid crystals* Other 

wise a method of differentiation must be devised that can produce liquid fractions 

of relatively pure dunitie and pyroxenitio composition* It would be beating a 

dead horse to push the ring dike hypothesis any further*

The ring dik» mechanism is independent of active intrusive pressure and de 

pends on upward displacement of magma by subsidence of a cruital block into the 

magma chamber (Riohey, Thomas, and others, 1950* pp. 58, 59), A somewhat more 

convincing hypothesis along the lines of a ring intrusion differentiated at depth 

can be made out if the passive mechanism is abandoned and it is assumed that the 

gabbro was intruded as a plug into the enclosing rocks* that this plug partially 

solidified around the margins, and that the still plastic core of the plug served 

as the avenue of least resistance for the forcible intrusion of pyroxenite follow 

ed by a dunite intrusion into tne core of the pyroxenite  This is essentially 

the hypothesis offered by Adams (1903, pp. 281-282) to explain the concentric 

arrangement of rook type in the Mount Johnson intrusive of the Monteregian Hills*

The major difficulty with this modification of the ring dike hypothesis as 

applied to an ultrabasio complex lies in the nature of the supposed pyroxenitio 

and dunitio differentiates* It was pointed out above that both ultrabasie frac 

tions had to be either.largely solid crystals or else liquid differentiates, for 

which no possible mode of origin can be imagined, at least the writer can imagine 

none. No evidence is seen in the fabric of either the massive dunite or the 

pyroxenite in the Blashke Island complex for intrusion after being fully differ 

entiated and almost completely solid* There may be ways of getting around this
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difficulty in the case of dunite as has been suggested by Bowen and Tuttle (1949, 

p. 455), but the coarse, allotrlomorphio-granular, unstrained and unsheared 

fabric typical of the olivine augitite in the Blashke Island complex appears to 

eliminate solid intrusion or even caml-solid intrusion as a method of emplace 

ment for the pyroxenitio rooks* The successive intrusion of a differentiated 

sequence falls down on this score alone 9 but numerous difficulties involving 

cryptic zoning, partially gradational to gradational contacts, and interdiking 

of rock units are also present* The assumption that cryptic zoning and grada 

tional contacts could be explained by reaction and assimilation between the suc 

cessive intrusions is untenable if they are differentiates of an original magma 

because as such they are presumably already close to equilibrium with each other 

and no longer strongly reactive,

4* Doming of a stratiform sheet 

This hypothesis can be summarily dismissed on the grounds that the complex

shows no evidence at all of intense deformation subsequent to its formation* The
."   t 

thickness of the rook units involved as compared with the dimensions of the

complex would require very strong deformation to achieve the present oonfigura-
i

tion from originally flat-lying strata*

6* Differentiating magma column

Masses of dunite, wehrlite, and interbanded dunite and augitite are present 

as inclusions in lava and ejeotamenta from basaltic volcanoes (Uaodonald, 1949, 

pp 1553) indicating that such rooks do form in voleanlc conduits, although there 

is no evidence that they'form in large bodies or concentric complexes. If a 

magma is undergoing differentiation by fractional crystallization in a volcanic 

conduit along the lines described by Bowen (1928, pp. 159-168) we may expect the 

early formation of olivine crystals in the liquid and their sinking to form

accumulations of olivine in the lower part of the conduit. The examples given
i

by Uaodonald in the reference cited above show that these accumulations can 

aggregate and form masses with the allotrioraorphio'granular texture characteristic
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near the oore and exhibits strong flow structures owing to the oonveotive cir 

culation it underwent*

Some of the concentrically coned peridotite eomplexes in the Urals (Duparo 

and Grosset, 1916, plate I) are isolated bodies enclosed here and there in 

masses of gabbro of batholithio proportions. It might be imagined that these 

bodies represent heaps of olivine crystals superoeded by augite or an ortho- 

pyroxene that collected beneath places where the gabbro mass extended upward for 

a considerable distance or reached the surface in volcanic vents. Olivine would 

crystallize in the higher parts of the column and pile up below. Eventually the 

supply of olivine would be exhausted and pyroxene would settle out and mantle 

the pile of olivine, which by a process of partial melting and giving up of a 

little fayalite may be supposed to have sintered into a steep-walled 9 solid 

mass rather than slumping out over the floor of the chamber* Finally the entire 

gabbro mass would crystallize around it, but it is difficult to see why the 

great mass of gabbro should be cryptically zoned and purged of normative olivine 

beyond the immediate vicinity of the peridotite without a process of oonveotive 

circulation and return of oil vine-free magma to the chamber below.

The hypothesis outlined above has the typioally unconvincing air of most 

geological schemes that extend far beyond observable facts and seem to require 

an excessive amount of what might be styled "subterranean plumbing, * but it may 

be some consolation to those who see crystal settling as the only feasible 

method of quantitative magmatic differentiation and basaltic magma as the only 

raw material* Among the problems that it does not solve is that locally the 

peridotite in the Blashke Islands is in direct contact with country rooks and 

here the country rooks have undergone a higher degree of thermal metamorphism 

than where they are In contact with gabbro. Furthermore the process has to 

operate near the bottom of a long magma column, where presumably all the rooks 

for considerable distances around were raised to high temperatures, not just a. 

tone a few hundred feat wide. The intrusive relations of the marginal faoies 

of the dunite oore toward both the dunite and the pyroxenite are not accounted
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for. The many large and small irregularities in the dunite-olivine augitite 

contact are not accounted for* It is difficult to believe that such a process

could result in such a high degree of monomineralio segregation* The amount of>

gabbro in the Blashke Island complex is disproportionately small* For the mechan 

ism as outlined to be effective a eonveetive cell of adequate dimensions must 

exist, so that right down to the completion of the process the central core of 

aooretionary dunite and pyroxenite should be surrounded by a substantial ring of 

circulating gabbroio magma* Gabbro is very irregularly distributed and locally 

present in a very thin zone or missing around the northern and western margins 

of the Blashke Island complex* We should expect these complexes only in the 

deeper cones of gabbroic magma chambers and not in narrow necks cutting sharply 

through low-grade metamorphio rooks* "Where a mechanism of crystal settling and 

convection has been  well established as the effective process of differentiation 

in a basaltic magma, of which the Skaergaard intrusion (Wager and Deer, 1939b) 

is perhaps the finest example that has been worked out in detail, the result is 

a stratiform complex, as would logically be expected*

Wahl (1946, pp. 417-441) has recently advocated a mechanism of thermal dif 

fusion and convection as a means of differentiating magmas under thermal gradients 

based on new experimental evidence of the effectiveness of the process* The pro 

cess as outlined by Wahl is most effective in tall columns of liquids or gases 

with restricted cross-sections* Wahl cites numerous experiments on solutions 

and mixtures of gases that have resulted in the development of opposite ends of 

the elongated chamber containing the solution or gaseous mixture of separate 

fractions with strongly contrasting eonoentrations of various ions, atoms, or 

molecules* This differentiation of the liquid or gas is caused by a strong torn- , 

perature gradient from the core of a long, narrow tube outward or from one wall 

of narrow elongated chamber to the other* The temperature gradient causes dif 

ferential diffusion of components and this results in density differences that 

start connective circulation within the system* Wahl has suggested applications
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of the mechanism to a number of differentiated rook complexes, including several 

that have a concentric conal arrangement of rooks analogous to the Blashke 

Island complex*

The rook complexes cited by Wahl that have certain points of similarity 

with the Blashke Island complex aret Mount Johnson, Ifonteregian Hills, Canada) 

Almunge, central Sweden) Norra KKrr, southern part of central Sweden) and Magnet 

Cove, Arkansas (TTahl, 1946, pp. 430-440)* All of these bodies are relatively 

steep-sided and more or less cylindrical in form and have a conal arrangement 

of rooks with basic cores and alkalio outer cones* Chemically there is consider 

able difference between these complexes and the Blashke Island complex in that 

they mainly show an enrichment in alumina and soda outward and lime and magnesia 

inward* Soda plays a subordinate role in the Blashke Island complex, alumina is 

virtually absent from the two major inner cones, and within these cones lime in 

creases as magnesia deoreasese

There is one point about Wahl*s application of thermal diffusion and convec 

tion to concentrically coned complexes that, on the face of it, is not consistent 

with the experiments cited as exemplifying the process* The experiments, if this 

author understands them correctly, involve setting up a temperature gradient from 

«the axis to the walls of a tube containing a fluid solution or mixture   Under 

the influence of the temperature gradient a relative concentration gradient from 

the center outward Is set up between the components, depending on their differ* 

ent rates pf thermal diffusion* At the same time a convection will be set up, 

the fluid along the walls of the column sinking if its density has increased due 

to thermal contraction or enrichment in a heavy component, or rising if it has 

been sufficiently enriched in a lighter component, while 'the fluid in the center 

of the column will move in the opposite direction* In this way the fluid will 

become progressively enriched in one component at one end of the tube and in the 

other component at the other end of the tube through a continuous cyclic circula 

tion until an equilibrium is reached. At this point the bottom of the tube will
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contain a high concentration of one component and the top Trill contain a high 

concentration of the other, but the concentration gradient in either component 

from the core outward at any given level in the tube will at all times depend 

only on the differential rates of thermal diffusion and no concentric tonal con* 

oentrations of one component over the other can be expected in the system beyond 

that produced by simple thermal diffusion*

If the above analysis is correct, Wahl may have pointed out a very effective 

way in which magmas may differentiate into different fluid fractions at different 

levels in a magma chamber, but without modification it appears no more effective 

than simple thermal diffusion alone in producing concentric zonal distribution 

of rock type So However, Wahl points out at the beginning of his paper (Wahl, 

1946, pp. 417-420) new experimental evidence and other reasons for believing that   

simple thermal diffusion may be far more effective than has been generally be 

lieved by many petrologists*

In view of the inadequacy of some of the more conventional explanations, the 

process of thermal diffusion and convection proposed by Wahl offers a welcome new 

approach to the problem of the concentric zonal arrangement of rook types, and 

until it has been applied experimentally to solutions more nearly approaching 

rook magmas we are not entitled to say on a priori grounds what its effects are 

likely to be* For one thing, the thermal diffusion and convection system set up 

in rook magmas would certainly be modified by the onset of fractional crystallisa 

tion and the introduction of solid phases into the convection system. .It would
* . ' 

also be modified by reaction with enclosing rocks*

6. Metasomatism 

The author does not feel fully enough at home in the finer points of "trails-
«

formiet" doctrine to even be sure that proponents of this process would claim 

such an origin for a complex such as the Blashke Island, but Reynolds (1943, p.236) 

has advocated replacement of country rook for the genesis of biotite peridotite
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and biotite pyroxenito and a suit© of associated basic rocks, and Laoroix 

(1941, pp. 261-265) has shown that a narrow band of rook rich In forsteritic 

olivine enclosed in a biotite pyroxenite probably formed by pneuxnatolitio action* 

In the Hewry complex described by Reynolds the peridotites are associated with 

a large mass of granodiorite and in Reynolds 1 view have formed by the localisa 

tion of iron y magnesium, and calcium ions in a so-called "basic front" advancing 

ahead of a ware of eodium, calcium, and silicon atoms that produced the grano 

diorite  

. It is true that the entire region of southeastern Alaska abounds with diorite, 

quartz diorite and granodiorite intrusions. In fact it contains part of one of 

the largest of such masses known - the Coast Range batholith, but there are no 

exposed masses of any sice nearer than 12 miles from the Blashke Islands, though 

admittedly the waters of Clarence Strait could oonoeal other bodies of consider* 

able site and any amount of it may lie beneath the present surface* However, the
!

country rooks of the Blashke Islands and all the neighboring islands give no 

evidence for the proximity of a large intrusion with attendant aureole, unless 

the Blashke Island complex per se is taken for such evidence. Therefore the 

author finds it hard to imagine how such intense and sharply defined localiza 

tion of material undergoing diffusion is possible without a tangible localized 

source and will make no attempt to apply the transformist concept to an explana 

tion of the details of the complex. Accusare nemo se debet.
* *' '

7. Differentiation in place of a polyphase ultrabasio magma, 
the hypothesis of origin advocated by the author

' i 
If the Blashke Island complex differentiated in place from an intrusive body

of magma, and if the complex and enclosing rooks are assumed to contain fixed 

within them the major part of the rook-forming components with which the original

magma was endowed, the magma must have been much more magnesian and sub-silicic
 \ 

than any ordinary undersaturated gabbro* In fact it must have approximated a

wehrlite, and it is an interesting fact that at the only place in the Blashke
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Islands where an absolutely sharp oontact between peridotite and rooks that can

be unequivocally identified as granulitited country rook ean be observed, the 

peridotite is a slightly feldspathio wehrlite (specimens 361, 362, and 366, 

items 89, 88, and 87, table !)  It is not absolutely necessary to assume that 

the complex .has not lost upward and beyond observation a substantial less basic 

fraction* In the area described by Camsell (1913, pp. 74-75) a sizeable body 

of augite syenite is contiguous with the ultrabasio and locally passes into a 

gabbroio faoies that grades marginally into the pyroxenite shell of the complex, 

although Camsell himself considered most of the syenite to be definitely younger 

than the ultrabasic mass* In the Uralian examples mentioned above some of the 

ultrabasic bodies are surrounded by voluminous gabbro masses. However the field 

relations in the Blashke Island complex and in the other southeastern Alaska 

peridotite complexes give no direct hint that the complexes are connected with 

proportionately large, less basic differentiates* In the argument presented 

below a relatively large amount of gabbro or other less basic rock is more dif 

ficult to explain than a small amount, granting the assumptions on which the 

argument is based*

If the anhydrous composition of an original magma were something intermedi 

ate between dunite and pyroxenite, approaching a wehrlite, several questions 

arise as to the state of the magma* In regard to temperature we are entitled 

to assume that the magma was near the upper limit of magmatio temperatures during 

the intrusion of the Blashke Island complex* Country rooks of low metamorphio 

rank have been converted by contact with the complex into gabbroio granulite of 

very high metamorphio rank* Many of these granulites are fully comparable to 

the granulites representing the highest grade of thermal metamorphism attained 

in the celebrated Tertiary igneous complexes of western Scotland (MaoGregor,1931/ 

pp. 506-521)e Early estimates of magmatic temperatures of the gabbroio magma at 

Mull were in the neighborhood of 1,400*0 (Thomas, 1922, pp. 229-260), and the 

geologic evidence at Hull pointed to this temperature having been attained at
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depth, not due to near-surface phenomena to which some determinations of high 

volcanic temperatures have been attributed*

This estimate was based on the supposed stability relations of sillimanite* 

Subsequently, Bowen (Bowen, Grieg, and Zies, 1924) showed that the mineral taken 

for sillimanite was actually a new mineral, mullite f and synthesized it in .melts 

at temperatures as low as 1050*C. (Bowen and Grieg, 1924) so the evidence at
 

Mull is inconclusive* Measurements of the temperature of basaltic lava have 

ranged well above 1,000*0. but some of the higher measurements have been attribu 

ted to gas reactions at the surface (Jaggar, 1917). However, Zies (1946) has 

recently shown that the lava emitted from Parioutin is probably at least 1,200*C. 

and shown that gas reactions are not responsible for this temperature. The 

present writer is inclined to accept Zies* estimate as a minimum for the upper 

limit of temperature in hot basic magmas and suggests that a peridotite magma   

could be expected to range substantially higher where evidence for high tem 

perature contact effects is present, as in the Blashke Islands*

Present experimental data do not entitle us to say what the state of a 

wehrlite magma under a vapor pressure of water appropriate to considerable depth 

in the crust would be,at a temperature 300*C. or more above 1,000*C. Bowen and 

Tuttle (1949, pp. 439-460) have shown that no liquid phase exists in a system 

containing natural olivines with about 10 percent fayalite and water at a pressure 

of 15,000 Ibe./in. , equivalent to a depth of more than 2 miles in the crust, 

and a temperature of 1,000'C* Several hundred degrees above this temperature, 

at much higher pressures, and with the addition of a good deal of lime, several 

additional percent of silica ano iron oxide, and small amounts of other minor 

components including other volatilee such as 0039 we can only speculate as to 

the state of the magma*

It is not unlikely that the elevation of temperature and pressure, and the 

addition of other components less refractory than UgO would result in the melting 

of some, or possibly ally of the olivine and the appearance of a liquid silicate
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phase rich in dissolved volatiles. Some highly magnesian olivine might remain 

as a solid phase in equilibrium with the liquid fraction* Another fraction of 

the magma might exist as an aqueous gas phase* If a gas phase were present it 

would be at a temperature and pressure far above the critical values for water, 

its most abundant component, and would approach an aqueous solution in density 

and in ooneentration of non-volatile solutes (Borey, 1942) (Kennedy, 1950)* If 

the gas phase were not actually present in the magma it might be potentially 

present and escape from the magma where the enclosing rooks were permeable to 

gaseous emantions, as suggested by Ingerson (1954)* It is also possible that 

the crystallization of the anhydrous silicates, olivine and augite. at relatively 

high temperatures along with the lack of alkalies and excess silica in the original 

magma would result in the retrograde formation of a supercritical gas phase after 

crystallization had progressed to some degree* The magma is thus envisiaged as 

a hot, mobile mixture or emulsion of two or more phases* It is possible that a 

supercritical gas phase, if not present initially* would come into existance 

where the surrounding rooks are permeable to chemically active gaseous solutions 

under high pressure, or as the result of crystallization at high temperature of

anhydrous minerals* or with the release of pressure as the magma ascends into
» ' * 

higher levels*

The actual or potential existence of a gas phase may also supply the motive 

power for the intrusion of the magma* The author has shown that some clastic 

dikes are injected by a mechanism of elastic response to the opening of avenues 

of weakness where the interstices of the clastic material are occupied by a 

compressed gas such as steam or natural gas (Walton, and 0*Sullivan, 1950)*'

The injection of a hot ultrabasio magma into cold country rocks of quite

different composition must set up powerful temperature, concentration, and
pressure 

vapor, gradients * Under the impetus of these strong gradients a vigorous re*

action between country rooks and magma may be anticipated, with consequent mod 

ifications to both. Is it reasonable to believe that the kind of changes that
*   *

Would take place could produce the Blashke Island complex?
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Certainly the modifications to the country rook are far from hypothetical* 

Low grade ohloritic rooks containing abundant quartz and alkali feldspar have 

been converted into granulite of gabbroie composition* The geologists dealing 

with the granulite associated frith the Tertiary igneous complexes of -western 

Scotland hare generally held the view that these granulites are produced by the 

thermal recrystallization of basaltic lavas (Barker, 1904) Thomas, H*H*, Bailey, 

E*B*, and others, 1924; IfaoGregor, A*G«, 1931) through-which the intrusions pass. 

Thus little change in composition during metamorphism need be assumed* In the 

Blashke Islands a variety of rocks including laminated argillltes and graywaokes', 

conglomerates, and volcanica have been converted into granulite* Uineraloglcal 

differences have been shown to exist between the metamorphosed facie a of these 

rooks (pp. 52-68), but all of them have achieved a mineral assemblage approx 

imating gabbro* The detailed analyses necessary to fully demonstrate the point 

have not been made, but it seems apparent that considerable changes in composi 

tion must have taken place in some of these rooks to bring them to gabbroio granu 

lite* Similar transformations have been convincingly demonstrated by Grout (1933)» 

who has shown that slates are converted to granulites approaching gabbro in 

composition and mineralogy near contacts with the Duluth gabbro* It is further 

suggested that the conversion to granulite is only a part of the story and that 

where the country rocks were open to an accession of volatiles, as along fractures 

and in more permeable beds, reorystalllzation has advanced to the point where 

these rooks fully resemble gabbro. This origin is particularly advocated for 

the highly irregular gabbroio rook commonly containing some hypercthene and 

biotite around the western rim of the complex* It is also suggested that by an 

intensification of this process in especially favorable places y partial or complete 

fusion and solution has taken place to produce a fully mobile gabbroio magma out 4

of gabbrolzed country rook* The gabbro ring and nearby related bodies of gabbro
» *. 

are accounted for in this way* , ;
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Sosraan (1S50, p. 77) has recently pointed out that magmas unsaturated with 

water will absorb water from surrounding rooks causing a novemont of fluids along 

a falling pressure and concentration gradient toward the center of the unsaturated 

magma* There is no direct way of knowing if a magma suoh as that proposed here 

would be saturated or unsaturated with water* It is generally assumed that igne 

ous magmas are Just saturated or nearly saturated with volatiles where they origin 

ate, and the presence of the volatiles is appealed to to explain their fluidity*

When they are intruded into higher levels with lower confining pressure and the
t 

crystallization of anhydrous phases begins, it is thought that the relative vapor

pressure of the volatiles in the magma increases and that there is an outward 

migration of volatile emanations, mainly water* If an ultrabasio magma must be 

undersaturated with water and the situation is reversed, as Sosman suggests may
> ' i

be the case, so that the migration of volatiles is inward rather than outward, 

we may sill envisiage the extreme gabbroization of the more permeable rooks sur 

rounding the complex, culminating in the creation of gabbroio magma, fluxed by . 

incoming rather than outgoing water* The other effects suggested here as depend 

ent on a fluid concentration gradient set up by an outward migration of fluids , 

from a fluid-saturated magma, might also be produced by an inward migration of 

externally derived water* Of course the question is not merely hypothetical if 

the process of differentiation outlined here were actually operative* One con 

dition or the other must have actually existed* However in the present state of - 

knowledge, or perhaps one should say ignorance, it is not possible to answer the 

question on the basis of direct evidence. Both alternatives may be entertained, 

but the author is inclined to believe that a magma capable of emanating fluids 

is the more probable*

In order to convert country rocks into gabbro considerable changes must take 

place in the ultrabasio magma* It must lose heat, and in so doing crystallise* 

Silica and the alkalies must be driven out of the country rooks and calcium and 

magnesium added so that a chemical interchange must take place between the country
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rock and the magma* This interchange probably takes plaoe by thermal diffusion 

and also by the transport of materials in solution due to movement of fluids 

along vapor pressure gradients* One medium for diffusion might possibly be a 

supercritical fluid phase, mainly water, emanated by the magma and permeating 

all the rock to some degree*

The question of the efficiency of diffusion in liquid magma has been touched 

on in the discussion of Wahl»s ideas on thermal diffusion and convection. His 

contention that it has been gravely underestimated has been cited on pages 170 

and 171* Much new experimental work in this field is unpublished, but we get 

strong hints as to its effectiveness from such statements as the following! 

"At the laboratory there was developed a liquid thermal diffusion process for 

separation of uranium isotopes." (King, E.J., 1945, p* 42) 

Thermal diffusion in a supercritical vapor phase of high density is another 

matter* Experimental verification of the reality and a hint as to the possible 

.quantitative importance of this process is given as an interesting sidelight to 

the paper by Bowen and Tuttle (1949, pp. 441 and 459-460). Appreciable vapor 

transport of silica and iron in a matter of a few hours time are shown to have 

taken place, but Bowen and Tuttle make what seems to this author to be an un 

necessary assumption in regard to the mechanism of the effects observed by them*
i 

They stater

"It was found that connective circulation of water vapor took plaoe in the 
pressure chamber and in the tube connecting it with the pump, even when the bore 
of this tube for a considerable distance from, the pressure chamber was reduced 
to capillary size* As a result of this circulation SiOg was abstracted from the 
charge and deposited elsewhere in the apparatus, and a definite change of com 
position of the charge resulted, in spite of the fact that the solubility of 
Si02 i& the vapor is excessively small* Moreover some iron oxide was at times 
similarly transferred to the charge from the steel parts of the apparatus* To 
reduce these effects the small platinum crucible was covered with another cru 
cible inverted over it and telescoping with it in a Tory snug fit* Even with 
this arrangement transport of material to and from the charge was not entirely 
eliminated. 11

(Bowen, K.L. and Tuttle, O.F., 1949, p. 441).

Connective circulation in capillary tubes and around inter-looking crucibles 

can hardly have been effective* The experiment seems to prove that the transport
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. of Si02 and iron took place by diffusion in the supercritical Taper phase* More- * 

over, it is to be noted that it was iron that was transported, not iron oxide* * ; ' 

The steel walls of a bomb can yield up only atoms or ions of iron and oxidation f 

must have taken place by reduction of water in accordance with the equilibrium . 

relations that hare already been discussed on page 127 in connection with ootida- 

tion of iron during serpentinization. If iron oxide had been available as the 

raw material much more spectacular effects might have been aohievedfbeeause a 

corresponding oxidation of hydrogen could have taken place preventing the attain 

ment of an equilibrium* In the case .of silica it may be silicon that is trans 

ported in one direction and hydrogen in the other with corresponding oxidations 

at both ends of the system* The question of whether it is convection or dif 

fusion that took place is important because if it were diffusion it means that 

effective supercritical or vapor phase transport is largely independent of the 

motion of the fluid and the concentration of the transported substance in the 

vapor phase* If the effects depended on the streaming of the supercritical v 

fluid or vapor, the low concentrations of most rook-forming components that 

have been shown to be soluble in supercritical water vapor would require verit 

able oceans of water to produce large scale effects (Kennedy, 1950)  The same 

thing is true to a scsnrwhat lesser degree of the hydrothermal solutions that 

figure so prominently in geologic schemes. The large-scale transportation of 

materials inferred in contact metamorphiem and commonly attributed to pneumato- 

lytio action bear eloquent testimony that there is an effective process* Bowen*s 

experiment suggests that it is one of diffusion. Silica is yielded up to the 

supercritical solvent in one part of the system and removed from the solvent in   

another* This is experimental fact, not theory. If they get to the point of 

removal from the point of supply by diffusion, the actual concentration of . 

silica in the fluid at any one time may never be large, in fact it may at all ~ -, 

times be minute, but if the atoms diffuse through the fluid at a rapid rate a 

large quantity of substance can pass through the fluid in low concentration?  
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The rate of diffusion may be by far the more important factor, for it seems 

reasonable to .suppose that the rate of diffusion in dilute supercritical solu 

tions is relatively rapid, at least by geologic standards of rapidity* >

Supercritical water vapor has a small, but appreciable, solvent power for 

pure silica* It has been shown by Kennedy (i960) that this solvent power is a 

function of temperature and specific volume and continues to -increase with tern* 

perature as water passes from the liquid to the supercritical gaseous state, 

providing the pressure is sufficient to prevent an abrupt change in specific 

volume as the critical temperature is passed* In some more complex silicate 

solutions the solvent power of supercritical water vapor may be very great* 

Morey (1942, p. 987} states that some experimental results indicate over 50 per* 

cent solid material in solution in supercritical water vapor for some composition 

ranges in the system, Na20-Si02-H20. If appreciable amounts of non-volatile 

solutes are present in a supercritical vapor phase, It seems reasonable'to sup 

pose that rates of diffusion would be relatively rapid owing to the high tern- ' 

perature and low viscosity of the medium*

However the differential transfer of components need not take plaoe entirely 

by diffusion* If a gas phase containing non-volatile material in solution is 

being emanated and is permeating the surrounding rooks, we may expect that certain, 

components of the magma are more soluble in the gas phase than others and these 

will be carried outward into the surrounding rocks to react with them and change 

their composition* The magma is thus impoverished in some components and rela 

tively enriched in other components that form early solid phases or remain in a 

liquid phase with less penetrative power for the surrounding rooks* The liquid 

phase of the magma may also increase in concentration toward the outer parts of 

the magma body owing to the strong temperature gradient between znapna and country 

rook* Cooling of the outer part of the magma will cause an increase in density 

and lowering of vapor pressure of the liquid phase and liquid will move outward 

from the hotter interior where the vapor pressure is higher to balance this loss
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of volume. Thus the density and concentration of the liquid phase will be

greater toward the margins, and the core will be enriched in those components

present in the high-temperature solid phase or phases*

In the presence of an aureole of saturated fluid at high vapor pressure, the

strong temperature and concentration gradients between magma and country rook 

nay be expected to result in the differential movement of components of both the 

country rook and magma by diffusion and by bulk movement of the fluid phases* 

At the same tine, owing to the same gradients, different stability relations are 

set up in different parts of the system so that different solid phases may be 

expected to be stable in different places* The writer is not competent to 

adequately analyse from the physical and chemical standpoint the effects to be 

expected in the system, and indeed, much of the fundamental data for such an 

analysis is as yet unknown. The writer can, however, outline what the effects 

would have to be in order to produce the Blashlce Island complex, point out a

few reasons for deeming these effects possible, and hope that in time the physical
<

chemist can make the final evaluation*

Within the magma Itself the first effect of the loss of heat and volatile a 

must be the crystallization of the phase in which it is most nearly saturated* 

There is little doubt that in the Blashke Island complex it was first ohromite 

and then a forsteritio olivine. The initial crystallization of olivine should 

certainly take place most rapidly around the margins of the complex where cool 

ing is most rapid* However, other factors are working in the opposite direction* 

Under high vapor pressures, heightened by the crystallization of olivine, there 

will be an outflux toward cooler regions of fluid from the center of the mass 

whether it is a supercritical fluid or a liquid with high vapor pressure or two 

fluid phases, one liquid and rich in silicate components and the other gaseous 

and aqueous* If there were a silicate-rich liquid phase much of the transport 

of chemical components can have taken place by a direct increase in liquid con 

centration in the cooler mar gins of the mass, the moving fluid carrying with it
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larger concentrations of more soluble components* There will also be an ex- * 

change of components with the enclosing rooks* To explain the Blashke Island 

complex we must assume that lime and silica, above all, were transported down 

this temperature and fluid-concentration gradient until a more or less steady 

state was set up in the magma with the interior very hot, relatively dry, low
 

in lime and silica, and high in magnesia, and the outer margins lower in tem 

perature, richer in fluid, and high in lime and silica*

We may now envisage a condition where in ttje cooler, more fluid, more 

siliceous, and calcium enriched margins of the complex augite becomes the stable 

phase and early-formed forsteritic olivine is actively replaced and resorbed* 

At tiie same time in the core of the mass olivine continues to be stable and 

continues to crystallize* With the cooling of the complex the crystallization 

of augite proceeds inward or perhaps takes place more or less simultaneously in 

a broad outer zone, and crystallization of olivine proceeds outward* At any 

given time the main unorystallized, or partially uncrystallized, residue of tho 

complex will lie between the core of olivine and the crust of augite and be 

intermediate in composition between them* Irregularities in the contact between 

dunite and augitite can be explained by sagging and slumping of the core and the 

crust into this mushy residue and injection of the residue into both rocksj thus 

can be explained the intrusive masses of augite dunite and wehrlit© with a 

composition corresponding to the border faoies between dunite and olivine augitite 0

Several other troublesome features can also be explained* The replacement 

relations of augite to olivine relatively low in iron are demanded by the hypothesis. 

The augite stable in the outer part of the complex is relatively lower in iron 

than the olivine that it replaces* An enrichment of iron in an interstitial 

residue may thus be built up, eventually crystallizing as the high-iron olivine 

that shows late relations to augite, or locally as interstitial magnetite forming 

the eideronitic groundmass of the rock, koswite* Cryptic zoning is demanded by 

the hypothesis because crystallization is taking place down a temperature and
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concentration gradient from the core outwards* The equilibrium conditions set 

up may be different than those that would prevail during fractional crystallisa 

tion of a basaltic magma and this may explain the displacement of the augite 

variation curve from that found in common mafic magmas. It may also explain 

the absence of orthopyroxene as a primary phase*

The essence of the hypothesis is that a gradient is set up from the core 

of the system outward both in temperature and in the concentration of a number 

of components. In a region near the center of this gradient there is a change 

in equilibrium from oil-vine to augite as the primary stable phase, once something 

approaching a steady state has been achieved. The mechanism for achieving the 

gradients and shifts in equilibrium that have been suggested here may not be 

entirely valid, but the observed petrologio relations seem to require some 

method of centrifugal differentiation. Diffusion of non-volatile solutes and 

movement of fluids along vapor pressure gradients must have played a part be 

cause of the strong temperature gradient known to have been present and the 

chemical contrast between the intrusive and the country rooks.

Explanation of ohemioal variation

The major chemical change taking plaoe between magma and country rock is the 

migration outward of calcium and magnesium. There is a reciprocal relationship 

between magnesium and oalcium within the ultrabasio part of the complex because 

calcium is, so to speak, arrested In its outward flight at the borders of the 

ultrabasic by its fixation in augite. Beyond the complex both gradually decline. 

This explains the maximum in CaO in the augitite ring. On the other hand, silica 

was lost by the gabbroized country rock, probably by transfer into the margins 

of the ultrabasio mass, thus helping to make augite the major stable phase in 

the outer tone of the peridot!te. Very little interchange of alumina took plaoe. 

It may be reflected in a little interstitial anorthite here and there in the 

ollvine augitite. Alkalies found no resting plaoe in the ultrabasic. They were
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virtually absent from the original magma and there was no stable solid phase 

available to take them up at the high temperature and the composition range in 

which crystallization took place in the complex* Alkalis no longer present in 

the granulitized country rocks may have come to rest in notable proportions In 

rooks beyond the gabbroized cone* The wholesale replacement of quartx, horn 

blende, and biotite by granulitio orthoolase in a rook several hundred feet be 

yond the gabbro has been noted (specimen 232, page 100). The data on rooks be 

yond the gabbroized tone are unfortunately not complete enough to develop this 

idea in detail* The presence of alkali feldspar and biotite in outer faoies of 

the gabbro has been noted, as well as the appearance of biotite and alkali feld 

spar in the gabbroio granulite where the grade of metamorphism is lower*

Origin of minor rook types 

Augite dunite and wehrlite dikes

An explanation for the origin of these dikes has already been given in the 

general outline of the hypothesis on page 162 .

Augitite dikes in dunite

These dikes can be explained by the re-entry into the dunite part of the 

complex, at a later stage, of the same fluid components that brought about the 

crystallization of augite and resorption of divine in the outer parts of the 

complex* These fluids enter early fractures in the dunite core after it has 

cooled into the augite range of stability and they react with the olivine wall 

rook to produce augite* The process has been desoribed in detail by Bowen (Bowen 

and Tuttle, 1949, pp. 459-460).

Gabbroio pegmatite '

Gabbroio pegmatite represents an association in small, isolated clots, 

streaks| and dike-like masses of an ̂ aluminous phase, anorthite, with late-crystal-
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lizing primary pharos of the ultrabasie, mainly iron-rich, olivine and hornblende, 

along with augite. It can equally well be regarded as a late differentiate in 

which a tiny fraction of alumina present in the original magma appears, the alumina 

.may be regarded as having diffused into the complex from the country rocks, or the 

pegmatites may represent the reaction of the magma with aluminous inclusions* No 

serious objection can be seen to any of these modes of origin* On the whole, the 

sporadic distribution of the bodies, almost all near the outer margin of the oli- 

vine augitite ring, points toward their origin by reaction with aluminous inclu 

sions, and areas of disseminated interstitial anorthite may indicate limited dif 

fusion of alumina from inclusions*

Dikes of the beerbaohite group

The dikes of the beerbaohite group, which actually range in composition from 

olivine ndorogabbro to homblendite, commonly have a slight to strongly developed * 

granulitio texture* In mineralogy and texture they closely approach some of the 

granulites of contact metamorphio origin* However their dike-like relations to 

the enclosing olivine augitite and gabbro are clear out* UaoGregor (1931) has « 

called attention to the similarity between Scottish granulite produced by reaction 

between hot basic magma and basalt inclusions and beerbaohites from the type . k 

locality in Saxony, and has taken issue with a conclusion reached by Klemm (1926), 

in a paper not accessible to the present author, that the Ode mm Id beerbaohites 

are hornfelsed inclusions of sedimentary rock* HaoGregor's contention is that 

the chemical composition of beerbaohite is so similar to that of igneous rook 

that it must be derived from-the granulitixation of igneous rook, as is clearly 

the case with Scottish granulites* Both investigators regard the rock as derived 

from granulitisation and mobilisation of inclusions* In the Blashke Island complex 

the beerbaohite dikes are probably derived from inclusions also* Where they appear 

in the olivine augitite they have an anomalous composition and where they appear 

in the gabbro they are strikingly similar in mineralogy and texture to clearly
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defined inclusions in the same rock. The question is what kind of inclusions are 
. t 

they and what has happened to give them their dike-like relations.

The very interesting and unusual rook listed as specimen 390, item 103, 

table 1, offers a fruitful point of departure for the discussion of this problem* 

The rock has been described and discussed on pages 40-41 f 81, and 95*96* 

and a chemical analysis is given under column M of table 2* The rook is a granu 

lar aggregate of colorless diopsidio augite and andradite garnet. It has the 

highest calcium content of any analysed rock in the complex, is low in alumina, 

and has normal iron content for its position in the complex* It appears quite 

certain that this rock must represent a product of reaction between limestone and 

the ultrabasio magma, but the dike-like relations of the rock to the olivine augi- 

tite are sharp and clear* This rook is almost proof positive that inclusions in 

hot magma that contain phases not stable in the magma break up, decompose, and 

become softened and partially fused to the point where they flow readily and that 

they can maintain this state under the proper conditions until the enclosing rock 

has solidified to the point where it can fracture* This particular rook was one 

of extreme original composition and this is reflected in the unusual composition 

of the final product*

The augite-andradite rock clearly establishes dike-like relations for a 

rock obviously derived from an inclusion, and thus is easier to accept the same 

origin for rooks more nearly like common igneous rooks in mineralogy and composi 

tion* However, it is a question if the unusual composition of specimen 390 proves 

that differences in composition in the original inclusions will always be obvious 

in the final product* This author thinks not. Specimen 390 was probably derived   

from a pure marble, of which some beds are present in the surrounding sedimentary 

rooks* It represents the introduction of a high-calcium, low-alumina body into 

that part of the complex saturated with a oaloium-rioh phase* Tinder these condi 

tions the tendency to lose its excess calcium is not large and all it can do is 

take up silica and magnesia until a stable phase can form* On the other hand,
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cium to form the plagioclase feldspar stable under the existing conditions plus 

a suite of ferromagnesian silicates* Thus all aluminous rooks of whatever origin 

are likely to approach gabbro in mineralogy and chemical composition when in 

contact with hot gabbroio and more basic rooks* The gabbroic granulites derived 

from diverse original rock types around the complex prove the truth of this de 

duction, and abundant evidence is given by Grout for the conversion of slates 

into gabbroio granulite near contacts with the Duluth gabbro. Grout cites numerous 

supporting references in this paper (Grout, 1933)* The conclusion is that the 

beerbachites can have been derived from inclusions of any kind of aluminous rook

enclosed in a hot magma that is extremely rich in calcium and magnesium* 
 

The diversity of dikes of the beerbachite group appears to be partly a func 

tion of position in the complex, there being some tendency for olivine microgabbroo 

to occur well within the olivine augitite ring and the more hornblendio beerbaohites 

and hornblendites near the outer parts of the olivine augitite ring and in the 

gabbro* The diversity is also in part a function of the stage in the cooling of 

the complex at which the dike finally crystallized.

The norm of the hornblendite beerbaohite for which a chemical analysis was 

made (specimen 99, column P, table 2) shows 26 percent olivine indicating that 

its composition is actually close to that of an olivine miorogabbro. The con 

trasting mineralogy is thus a function of the mode of crystallization* It has 

been shown that during the later stages of crystallization of the gabbro and 

olivine augitite, hornblende appears as a primary phase and as a replacement of 

augite and plagioelase* The mineralogy of the suite of beerbaohites parallels 

this trend with hornblende beooming the major phase at one extreme of the sequence.

Feldspathio vein rook

Balk (1937) has discussed the relationship of late silicic and hydrothermal 

faoies of many intrusive masses to early primary joint systems formed during the 

late stages of consolidation* Specimen 261, item 117, table 1, for which an
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analysis is given unier column Q of table 2, was collected from a vein or dike, 

2 inches wide, occupying a flat-lying joint of a set corresponding in structural 

relations to the so-called L joints as described by Balk (1937). This rook appears

to represent crystallization from the last fluid siliceous fraction capable of
i

forming a rooke Later fluids appear to hare mainly reacted with pre-existing min 

erals to form hydrous alteration products such as serpentine* Little or no re 

action between specimen 261 and the enclosing rook (specimen 261, item 80, table 1) 

can ha** taken place in view of the altogether leuoooratio -character of the vein* 

Presumably this specimen gives an indication of the composition of the last sili 

ceous fraction of magma after prolonged crystallization and reaction with enclos 

ing rook* It is rich in silica, alumina» and soda, but it contains a low per 

centage of potash* It is another indication that potassium tended to diffuse out 

ward rather than inward toward the cooling mass*

Dikes older than the complex

The analysed hornblende porphyry dike rook (column §, table 2) fits well into

a prolongation of the variation trend shown by the major units of the complex,
« 

but there is little direct evidence to connect this group of rooks to the complex*

If related, they are forerunners of the complex generated at greater depth and em- 

placed ahead of the ultrabasio mass* Their textures show that the smaller ones 

were quickly cooled against relatively cold country rocks. If they are not fore 

runners of the ultrabasio intrusion, they indicate that there was a Silurian or 

later episode of intrusive igneous activity in southeastern Alaska prior to the 

Coast Range Jurassic or lower Cretaceous activity. This author is inclined to 

the opinion that the dikes earlier than the complex are not genetically related 

to the oomplex and are connected with some altogether earlier post-Silurian 

episode of magmatio intrusion* '
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Origin of petrologio and structural relationships between 

gabbro, gabbroio granulite, and inclusions

Where wall rocks are in contact directly with peridotit© of one kind or 

another they hare been converted into a gabbroio granulite in which the most per 

sistent phases are augite and calcic plagioclase* Hornblende is absent except
«

at a considerable distance from the complex* Where wall rooks are in contact 

with gabbro or appear as inclusions in gabbro hornblende is an abundant and es 

sential phase* The compositions of composite samples of gabbro and gabbroio gran 

ulite are closely comparable as shown by the chemical analyses in columns U and Y, 

table 2. The highest ranks of gabbroic granulite contain very small amounts of 

hydrous phases, while hornblende is abundant in the gabbro*

An explanation for these relationships may be found in the mode of origin 

suggested for the gabbro* The gabbro is supposed to have formed by chemical trans 

formation of aluminous wall rocks along the same lines shown by the gabbroio gran 

ulite, but in the case of the gabbro the process was culminated by the partial or 

complete dissolution into a* mobile magma by volatile fluxing and partial melting, 

of the transformed country rook* The reason why this took place along some parts 

of the contact and not on others is probably directly due to original composition, 

to the extent to which the wall rocks were permeable to volatiles, and to the 

volatile concentrations to which they were exposed* Permeable rooks of suitable 

composition were dissolved and fused* At other points in the complex, particularly 

along the western border which appears to dip slightly inward, the concentration 

of volatiles was less and the rook less open to volatile impregnation, so less 

gabbroic fluid was formed. Gabbro recrystallieing after partial or complete 

liquifioation crystallised at a lower temperature and with higher volatile con 

centration and so hornblende formed* The lower temperature and higher volatile 

concentration is reflected in the mineralogy of the inclusions and of the wall 

rooks of the gabbro that has passed through this magmatio stage* ' :
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No chilled borders between gabbro and country rook "were seen any place in 

the complex or in outlying bodies of gabbro related to the complex. This fact 

is readily explained by the proposed mode of origin* The gabbro formed by heat 

ing and chemical transformation of country rook, and the country rook 'with which 

it is in contact was only a little less affected by the same agencies, thus there 

 mas no abrupt break in the temperature gradient and no chilling effects along

contacts 

  .
Origin of certain structural features

Interbanding of wehrlite and augite dunite in olivine augitite

Along the western side of the complex broad, poorly defined bands of wehrlite 

and oilvine augitite are found with gradational relationships* These bands have 

been considerably modified by late faulting and shearing* Elsewhere in the complex 

other hands and masses of wehrlite with indistinct boundaries are found. These   

bodies are usually sub-parallel in orientation to the concentric form of the com 

plex as a whole* They are not sharply intrusive as are the wehrlite and augite 

dunite dikes that have been described* These bodies are interpreted in one of 

two ways* They may be residual masses approaching the composition of the original 

wehrlite magma* Throughout most of the olivine augitite ring original olivine 

was largely replaced by augite, but locally less permeable texture may have spared 

some bands of rook from much replacement leaving masses of wehrlite composition 

with olivine corresponding in composition to that in the margins of the dunite . 

core* On the other hand, the boundary between the region in the complex where 

olivine remained stable and the outer region where augite supplanted olivine 

may have shifted inward during the crystallization of the complex* These outer " 

wehrlite bands with olivine corresponding to that in the border faoies of the 

dunite core may represent rooks crystallized at the locus of a former boundary 

between regions of augite and olivine stability where the rooks of the temporary 

boundary zone were too well crystallized for more complete replacement by augite 

when the boundary shifted inward. - -
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Zone of wealoiess and physical discontinuity between 

gabbro and olivine augitite

4 
This feature actually represents the major discontinuity in the complex if

the gabbro is interpreted as having been derived by transformation of wall rooks* 

It is the locus of the intrusive contact between country rook and ultrabasic poly 

phase magma* Later in the history of the complex gabbroio magma may have existed 

in a mobile state on the side of the contact onoe occupied by solid country rooks* 

and solid, nearly completely crystallized oil vine augitite may have been present 

where the magma onoe lay. Gabbro formed further down along the contacts with the 

ultrabasic may have moved up along this contact* Xt thus remained a locus of phys 

ical and chemical discontinuity and in later stages may have been open to hydro- 

thermal solutions which caused decomposition of the rooks on both sides* r

t 
Intrusion breccias along certain gabbro contacts -with

   . ' . . i ,
country rooks

The generation of a fluid gabbroio magma by ultrametamorphism has been argued 

at length* It is likely that this kind of magma would form in greater abundance 

deeper down along the walls of the ultrabasio and rise along the contact with 

country rook*' As it rose it invaded and breociated ungabbroized country rooks 

along the walls of the intrusion* ->.--.

Banding in the gabbro

The banding locally present in the gabbro may be interpreted entirely as a 

.flow structure where the gabbro reached a magmatio stage and flowed, but the intri 

cate swirling, curving* and intersection patterns of this- structure are hard to 

account'for under this interpretation because the probable viscosity of the magma 

' makes turbulence during flow'unlikely* Nevertheless the structures do have the 

appearance of a turbulence pattern, at least superficially*
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It has been shown that the structure is actually a concentration of late 

poikllitic hornblende along narrow bands and represents narrow zones along which

the late volatile residues were active* Some slight parallelism of plagioolase
»

tablets with the bands has been noted however* It is suggested that this band 

ing may represent strain patterns in a semi-solid mass subject to a combination 

of shearing stresses relieved by flow* During shear, finely spaced bands of 

relative compression and tension might form causing late volatile residues to 

migrate into bands of relative tension* The shearing stress would then be re 

lieved locally by plastic yielding, causing deformation and interruption of 

strain patterns and the shifting, bending, and reorientation of strain lines*

Origin of polyphase ultrabasic magma

Norman L. Bowen has repeatedly taken up the cudgels against proponents of 

ultrabasic magma* In his latest publication related to the subject (Bowen and 

Tuttle, 1949, p. 464), he remarkst

"Geologists have been, for the most part, reluctant to abandon dunitio or closely 
related liquid and have sought every avenue of escape from the fenced enclosure 
to which experimental studies appear to commit them* One by one these avenues 
have been closed by further experimental studies* n

Nevertheless there is a reason why geologists have been reluctant to abandon ultra- 

basic magmas, and that is because certain field relationships seem to demand them* 

There may also be a reason why the fenced enclosure built by experimental studies 

does not encompass an ultrabasic magma, and that may be that ultrabasio magma

lies well outside the field delimited by experimentation. The field delimited' v

. by experimentation as yet falls far short of the full range of geologic possi 

bilities.

One of the limiting factors lias been the obviously low temperatures at which 

most ultrabasio bodies have been emplaoed, and the present author is in complete 

accord with Bowen 1 s contention that these bodies cannot have consolidated from 

a magma at the place where they are now seen* However in the Blashke Island 

complex we have something of a rarity, an ultrabasio with every evidence of hav 

ing been at a high temperature, perhaps several hundred degrees above the range
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of experiment. The complex has undergone differentiation.* One of the end products 

has been a body of very pure dunite, but the associated rook shows that the 

original material contained substantial proportions of other components. Thus 

a dunitio liquid is not called for*

Furthermore, a fully liquid magma is not called for, only one that is hot, 

mobile, and reactive* Boron himself has entertained this possibility in suggesting 

that an eruptible Iherzolitic magma, perhaps half crystalline, might be produced 

during fractional orystallization of gabbroic magma (Boron, 1915, p. 51)« The 

interpretation offered here is consistent with the possibility that some fraction 

of the magma would be solid olivine. It would thus be a magma in the original 

sense of the word as applied in chemistry, meaning an emulsion or mixture of solid 

and fluid hot olivine mud, if you like I

Escape from Boron's enclosure rests on these considerations* In the shadow 

of his monumental contributions to petrology it admittedly may seem like no more 

than a wistful peek through a knothole*

A polyphase peridotite magma may originate in several ways* Hess (1956) has 

vigorously advocated the development of a hydrous peridotite magma by partial 

fusion of a peridotite layer during orustal downbuckling at the beginning of a 

period of deformation* Partial fusion might be brought about both by an eleva 

tion of temperature and by local release of pressure attendant upon orustal stresses<
(1925) 

Mead^has called attention to the fact that brecoiation in solids causes increase of

volume and this results in an influx of available fluids into the porous spaces 

of the expanded masses* Once partial fusion-has taken place, a polyphase magma 

is in being* It may then be capable of intrusion as a plastic mass or by elastic 

response to the opening of any avenue of weakness in the containing rocks as 

advocated by the author for the intrusion of certain kinds of clastic dikes (Walton

and <>'Sullivan, 1950),
*

Polyphase peridotite magma may also represent the accumulated residues in 

deep orustal chambers of preceding periods of geosynclinal vnloanism*. The Jurassic-
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lover Cretaceous(?) section laid down immediately prior to the beginning of

Coast Range deformation and deep-seated intrusive activity contains much vol-
and Chapin

canio material (Buddington., 1929, pp. 158 f 165-173, 255-256)   *
« '  

Relationship of the Blashke Island complex to other

types of ultrabasio intrusions
«

The hypothesis that has been offered in this paper applies primarily to the 

Blashke Island complex and is not offered as a general hypothesis to explain all 

peridotite intrusions. For example there is no reason to apply the hypothesis to 

ultrabasio layers in stratiform complexes of the Bushveld type. Nevertheless, if 

the hypothesis has any validity, it must have some general applications* The 

hypothesis is directly applicable to only a relatively few ultrabasio complexes 

that show concentric zoning and evidences of high temperature. More commonly ultra 

basio masses have little orderly internal arrangement of component rock types, show 

strong deformational structures and fabrics, produce little contact effect on en 

closing rooks, and many consist simply of an almost monomineral mass of dunite or 

serpentine derived from dunite*

An explanation for the relative scarcity of concentrically zoned ultrabasio 

masses with the high degree of regularity and the high temperature effects of the 

Blashke Island complex as compared with more common peridotite and serpentine in 

trusions may be found in the tectonic setting of peridotitio rocks* Ultrabasio 

rooks are generally found among the first rocks to be intruded during a petrogenetio 

cycle (Benson, 1926 , pp. 75-76) and according to Hess (1958) their intrusion takes 

place during the earliest period of strong deformation in an orogenio belt, ^n 

ultrabasio intrusion therefore commonly undergoes a prolonged period of regional 

deformation after its emplacement during which its primary structures and relation 

ships to surrounding rooks may be completely or partially obliterated. If the 

mass becomes wholly or partially serpentinized it becomes peculiarly susceptible 

to tectonic displacement and during^regional folding may undergo further movement
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by plastic flow for considerable distances in a condition in which it will have 

no contact effects on enclosing rock* Bowen (Boron and Tuttle, 1949, p. 455) 

has pointed out that oil vine itself lends readily to solid flow under stress ' 

because of its atonic structure* An aggregate of olivine in the core of a complex 

such as that described in this paper might contain a large amount of interstitial 

supercritical water vapor for a considerable period after the formation of the 

complex, and this would lend the dunite part of the complex especially to injec 

tion and displacement by the method of elastic response advocated by this author 

to explain certain intrusions of clastic material. All of these factors conspire 

to cause the destruction of the primary structures of peridot!te intrusions and 

present them to view in a variety of forms produced by varying degrees of deforma 

tion* Only a relatively few complexes like the Blashke Island complex may ever 

have escaped the later deformation which follows in the normal course of events, 

but differentiated complexes like the Blashke Island complex may have been the 

proximate source of many ultrabasic bodies, particularly the nearly monomineral 

ones that must have undergone a high degree of differentiation at some other place* 

Few ultrabasio masses may have had the opportunity to carry the process of dif 

ferentiation to completion before undergoing deformation* The Blashke Island
» 

complex may afford a rare insight into a process seldom carried to completion

and even more rarely preserved and brought to view in accessible parts of the 

earth's crust*

Regional relationships of ultrabasic intrusions 

in Alaska and western Canada

Alaska and contiguous areas of British Columbia and the Yukon Territory are   

far from adequately known geologically* A large percentage of these areas has 

never been mapped* Much of what has been mapped has been done on such a small 

scale and by such hasty reconnaissance methods that many bodies of the magnitude 

of typical ultrabasio complexes can have easily escaped attention or been lumped 

with other rook units* Nevertheless* a survey of Alaskan and Canadian literature
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has revealed niore than forty localities containiag intrusive bodies of peridotite* 

serpentine derived from peridotite, or closely related rooks* Kany of these 

localities contain a number of bodies, so that the total number of individual ul* 

trabasio masses known is a good deal more than a hundred* While there are doubt 

less many more yet to be reported, the distribution of the known peridotite and 

related rock masses in place and time is probably adequate to give a true picture 

of the regional relationships*

The regional and chronologic distribution of ultrabasio rooks in Alaska and 

geologically related areas of Canada are summarized in figure 2, and table 8* 

The locations of all ultrabasic rook bodies known to the author have been plotted 

on figure 2* The areas, references, rock types, and geologic ages of the bodies 

plotted in figure 2 are listed in table 8* In order to bring out the geologic 

relations of the ultrabasio rooks, figure 2 also shows the areas underlain by other 

plutonio rocks. These rooks consist largely of batholiths, stocks and bosses of 

diorite, granodiorite, granite, and syenite. The data on plutonio rooks other than 

ultrabasio have been taken from the Geologic Map of North America (Stose, 1946), 

supplemented in British Columbia by a recent compilation by Armstrong (1946, fig* 2, 

p. 5)* Hess (1950) has shoim some of the ultrabasio localities in a compilation 

of peridotite intrusions throughout the world. The geologic ages given for the 

ultrabasio rooks listed in table 8 are those assigned by the original author unless 

enclosed in parentheses* Geologic ages enclosed in parentheses have been assigned 

by the present author on the basis of the positive evidence for age cited by the 

original author plus the later correlations made by other workers in adjacent areas 

or by the present author in the light of the present compilation. In compiling 

figure 2 and table 8, attention has been focused only on truly ultrabasio rooks 

believed to be of intrusive origin* Hany geologic compilations are vitiated by 

including too many items of diverse origin and genetic significance* This must be 

avoided if true genetic relationships are to be illuminated, as Hess (1958, p.272) 

has pointed out in connection with the problems of poridotite intrusions* Therefore
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many bodies of basic rook variously described as hornblendite, gabbro, intrusive 

green&tono, poridotitic differentiates of gabbroio or basaltic masses, or inade 

quately described have been excluded from the present compilation. Doubtless 

some of these rocks are genetically connected vith the intrusive peridotites f 

but others are clearly marginal faoies and differentiates of more silicic rooks, 

or greenstones of metamorphio origin, so most of them have been eliminated* How 

ever, a few of possible significance have been shown on the map by a separate symbol.

Table 8* Ultrabasio and basic 

Area and reference 

Alaska., West of long* 141*fT.

1* Kobuk R. valley, northern Alaska; 
Smith, P.S., Bull* 815

2. Yukon-Tanana region! 
Mertie, Bull* 872

3. Helohine-Susitna region; 
Chapin, Bull* 668

4. Copper River region; 
Moffit, Bull. 894

5. Copper River region;
Kingston & Miller,Bull. 943-C

6. Kenai Peninsula;
Guild, Bull* 931-6

7* Iliamna Bay;
Martin k Katz, Bull. 485

8* Ooodnevrs Bay;
Hertie, Bull* 918

9* Ut. MoKinley region;
Brooks k Prindie, p. 70 
Reed, Bull, 849-D

10* Hatanuslca area;
Baige & Knopf, Bull* 527

intrusions mapped in figure 2* 

Hook type Age

Serpentine

Serpentine in part 
derived from per- 
idotite

Serpentine, 
intrusive

Peridotite 

Feridotite

Dunite complex 

Peridotite dike 

Dunite complex

Serpentinized por- 
idotite not found 
in place, and per- 
idotite not mapped*

Peridotite

Devon! an(?)

Late Devonian

Intrusive into Carbon 
iferous or older. (Late 
Triaseio-Early Jurassic)

Post-Permian(Late Triasaic- 
Early Jurassic)

Later than post-Permian 
deformation., (Late Trias si e- 
Early Jurassic)

Late Jurassic-Early 
Cretaceous

Cuts Middle Jurassic 
granite

Late Cretaceous

(Mesoroic)

Unknown
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Southeastern Alasba

11. Baronof Island}
Guild & Balsley, Bull. 936-G; 
Kennedy & YTalton, Bull. 947-D; 
Heed & Coats, Bull. 929

12. Fords Terror, Juneau Diet.; 
Buddington, Bull. 800

13« Traoy Arm, Juneau Dist.j 
Buddington, Bull* 800

14. Kane Peak, Kupreanof Td.j 
Buddington, Bull. 800} 
Author

15. Blashke Islands; 
Author

16. Mount Burnett;
Kennedy & Walton, Bull. 947-D) 
Author

17. Duke and Annette Ids.)
Kosohmann, Trans. Am. Geophys. 
Union, 1936

18* Kasaan Peninsula, Salt Chuck) 
Wright, p. 87

Yukon Territory, Canada

19. Whitenorse Sheet)
Cockfield & Bell, Idem. 150

20. Little Salmon Area)
Cockfield, Summ. Rept. '28

21. Pelly River; Johns ton, Item. 200, 
map 394-A

22. Laberge Sheet)
Cookfield, nap 372-A

23. Tesiin-Quiet Lake Area) 
Lees, map 350-A

24. Conrad and Whitehorse Diets.3 
Cairnes, D.D., Summ. Rept. '06

British Columbia, north of lat. 54*

25. Atlin mining district) Gwillim, 
An. Kept., v. 12, f 99, map 742

Dunite complex and 
serpentine sills

Dunite, out by 
granite dikes

Sazonite

Peridotite complex

Dunite-pyroxenite 
complex

Dunite-pyroxenite 
complex

Saxonite-hornblen- 
dite complex

Jtyroxenite-gabbro
complex

Peridotite and 
pyroxenite

Serpentine

Serpentine

Peridotite,serpen 
tine hornblendite

Serpentine

Serpentine

Serpentine, "Gold 
Series", includes 
much intrusive ser 
pentine, derived 
from dunite and 
peridotite.

Late Jurassic

Early in Late Jurassic* 
Early Cretaceous orogeny

Early in Late Jurassic* 
Early Cretaceous orogeny

Late Jurassic-Early Creti 
oeous, Early Cretaceous 
preferred

Late Jurassic-Early 
Cretaceous

Late Jurassic-Early 
Cretaceous

Not given (Late Jurassic 
Early Cretaceous)

Devonian(?) (Late Jurass 
Early Cretaceous)

Pre-Devonian
(Jurassic)  \
Carboniferous or 
older(?) (Jurassic)

Pre-late Cretaceous 
(Jurassic-Early Cretaoeo

Jurassic out by Jurassi 
or later granite*

Jurassic out by Jurassi 
or later granite»

Unknown (Jurassic to 
Early Cretaceous)

Hesoioic, earlier than 
acid intrusions. (Jurass 
Early Cretaceous)
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McNaughton, Kern. 194

20» Aiken Lake map area;
Armstrong & Roots, paper 48 

rcrpc::tino, derived- I/it-o Pr.l o 02 oic-early 
fr:>rr. in-rusivo J.'.ocozoic   (Jv.raccic- 
poridotitc. Con- Early Cretaceous) 
tiguous to and in- 
cludoc part of 
"Gold SorioG n (abovo)

Poridotite and 
serpentine

Jurassic-oarlior than 
Cassiar Eatholith'

Poridotito, sorpen- Jurassic-earlier than 
tino pyroxonitO| Orainoca acid intruciono 
horablondito

29. Takla Dist.;
Armstrong, map G44-A

50. Fort Frasor nap area, V7. half; 
Armstrong, Tranc. Roy. Soc. 
Can. v. 34 & map 631-A

31. Fort Frasor map area, E. half; 
Gray & Armstrong, map 630-A'

Peridotito and 
serpentine

Peridotite and 
serpentine

Peridotite and 
serpentine

Juracsic-earlior than 
acid intrusions

Jurassic-earlier than 
acid intrusion

Jurassic-earlier than 
acid intrusion

British Columbia, South of lat. 54*, excepting 49th Parallel Survey

3,2. Sandon, Slocan i: Ainsworth Diets.; Serpentine 
Caimos, map 273-A

33. TulaiTioen Diet.;
Camsell, Item. 26

34. Cadv/allader Creek Area and 
Gun Lake Area; Cairnes, 
Mem. 213 & maps 431-A, 430-A.

35. Bridge River t'ap Area; 
llcCann, ISem. 130

Dunite-pyroxenite 
complex

Triassio cut by post 
Triassic granite dikes.

Early Jurassic cut by 
Eagle granodiorite

Dunite, pyroxenite Late Jurassic cut by 
& serpcntinized Bandor intrusivee 
peridotitos

Serpentine : mapped Triascic (Lato Jurassic) 
as extrusive, "but 
sho7.ii by Cairnes, 
Hem. 213, to be in 
trusive in adjacent 
area.

36. Yale Dist.;
Cairnes, Suram. Kept., 1929

37. 7/olfe Creek Area;
Boatock & McUaughton, map 596-A

38. Olallaj
Bostock, map 628-A

ooous. Cut by Coact Range
Serpentine derived Late Jurassic-Early Crota- 
from peridotite

diorito.

Peridotito

Pyr oxoni to-gabbro 
complex, doubt 
fully related to 
peridotite

Lowest poct-Triacoio.
Cut by syenite and granite
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British Columbia, 49th Parallel, Reference; Paly, Itom. 58

39. Map 84A Cross-cutting Late Paleozoic(?)
dunlte dikes

40. Map 85A Dunite Late Paleozoic-Triassio

41. Map 86A Basic complex cut Late Paleozoio-Triassio
,. by orbicular per- % 

idotite with olivine 
nodules

42. Maps 81A, 82A, 83A Dunite, Hartburgite Mesozoio, earlier than
and serpentine Trial Batholith (Jurassic-

>*  intrusions . Early Cretaceous)

43. Map 88A - Harzburgite and Post-Jurassic to Ollgooene
dunite

44. Page 543 Dunite dike Hot given
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Figure 2 and table 8 show that there are at least six and possibly more 

episodes of ultrabasio intrusion in Alaska separated in time and plaoe, as followsi 

a. A northern belt in the Brooks Range of lower Devonian age, barely suggested by 

the serpentines reported in the Kobuk River area. A dearth of information rather 

than a paucity of intrusions probably explains the laok of other ultrabasic bodies 

shown in northern Alaska*

b. Two parallel upper Devonian belts in the Yukon-Tanana region that do not invade 

Mississippian rooks and are out by Mesoeoio intrusions*

o. A lower sdddle-Uesozoio belt in the Copper River region said to be later than 

a poet-Permian period of deformation and older than silicic intrusions that do not 

invade middle Jurassic and younger rocks* 

d. Upper Jurassic to lower Cretaceous bodies in the Cook Inlet area(nos.6, 7 & 10)*

e. Upper Jurassic to lower Cretaceous complexes in southeastern Alaska, earlier
* 

than the Coast Range batholith and related silicic rooks* '

f. A post-middle-Cretaoeous and pre-early-Tertiary complex (no. 8) at Goodnews 

Bay, not deformed by a mid-Cretaceous orogeny in the Kuskokwim region and out by 

early Tertiary granites*

g. A suggestion based on very inadequate information of a peridotite belt in the 

Alaska Range* . ' . , '
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Each of these groups of intrusions is located in a belt that was tectonieally 

active prior to or during intrusion, and in each belt the peridotite intrusions 

were followed by the emplacement of batholithic masses of silicic rook. The older 

belts are in central and northern Alaska, and the younger intrusions are along the 

Pacific coast (excepting the Goodnews Bay complex, no* 8) and belong to the early 

part of the period of intrusion and orogeny that began in the Jurassic and extended 

into the Cretaceous, culminating in the Coast Range batholith. Large parts of the - 

mountain ranges along the coast from southeastern Alaska -to Prince William sound 

are virtually unmapped and unexplored so "that the upper-Jurassie-lower-Cretaeeous 

belts of intrusion in the Cook Inlet area and in southeastern Alaska may well be 

connected by as yet unreported peridotite intrusions* The author has collected 

serpentine pebbles from Oligocene tillites in the Robinson Mountains a few miles 

norttore st of Mount Saint Klias.

The ultrabasic intrusions of southeastern Alaska are closely related in time, 

place, and geologic relationships to the peridotite intrusions of the Canadian 

areas* The Canadian ultrabasio masses are apparently largely confined to a single, 

though perhaps interrupted and relatively prolonged, episode of intrusion, except 

for several areas along the International boundary at the 49th parallel* Some of 

the earlier workers in the Yukon Territory and northern British Columbia were in 

clined to place some of the serpentines and peridotites of these areas in the late 

Paleozoic or early Mesozoic because they are enclosed in Paleozoic rooks* The 

only upper limit of age is that these rocks are earlier than upper Mesozoio silicic 

intrusions* Later workers have placed similar rooks in adjacent areas at the 

beginning of the late Hesozoio cycle of intrusive activity, so that these rooks 

are here regarded as Jurassic or lower Cretaceous* .

In southern British Columbia, Daly has classified several ultrabasic bodies

along the international boundary as late Paleozoic. Cairnes classifies the eastern*
* 

most peridotite area shown in figure 2 as Triassio, but the only upper limit of

age is that these bodies are cut by post-Triassio granite dikes that may be late
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Mesozoio in age. Cansell states that the ultrabasie rooks in the Tulameen 

District are early Jurassic because they are cut by the Eagle granodiorite which 

is overlain unoonformably by Cretaceous* The other ultrabasio bodies in southern 

British Columbia are generally regarded as belonging to the earliest phase of the 

Coast Range batholithio intrusions and all are said to be older than the acid rocks* 

However Daly regards one body (no* 43) as probably early Tertiary. Thus there is 

possibly a considerable range in age in southern British Columbia, but this seem 

ing range may, in large part, be due to conflicting interpretations and difficulties 

in exact correlation*

Hess (1958, p. 278) has indicated that some of the easternmost ultrabasio 

intrusions lying along the 49th parallel may belong to a Paleozoic period of in 

trusion, but the present study does not give much support to this view*

The areal distribution of ultrabasio intrusions in southeastern Alaska and
i

Canada shows a distinct pattern in relation to the batholithic masses. One large

area containing numerous ultrabasio masses is located along the 49th parallel at
i 

the southern end of the Coast Range batholith* A second is located at the southern

end of the Omineca-Cassiar batholithio constellation, and a third is at the 

northern end of this broad arc of plutonio masses. This third cluster of ultra- 

basic intrusions is practically contiguous with a fourth group extending up into 

the Yukon Territory at the northern end of the Coast Range batholithe The fifth 

group is in southeastern Alaska where there are numerous satellitio stocks and 

bosses passing northward into a zone of dioritic to granitic masses of batholithio 

proportions extending from Baranof Island northward into the Yukons.

Each of these areas where ultrabasio intrusions are concentrated appears to 

be an area where zones of major batholithio masses pass beneath the present area 

of exposure and where many minor batholiths, stocks, and bosses suggest that 

further unroofing would reveal an almost continuous batholithio mass not far be 

neath. In other words, the ultrabasio intrusions appear to be related in space 

to batholithio roof cones and to precede the emplacement of the batholith in tijne*
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Hese ( 1958, p. 269) has concluded that ultrabacie intrusion, aooompanies the first 

great deformation of an orogenlo belt and are absent in later deformations.

This close correlation in space and time is certainly not adventitious* It 

strongly suggests a genetie connection, but it is not necessary to conclude that 

the ultrabasic rocks and the silicic batholithic rooks are differentiates of a 

common magma. On the contrary, the rooks of most extreme composition and highest 

density are found emplaced above and in advance of the batholitio rooks* They are 

not marginal and gradatipnal with the major granodiorite masses, but are invaded 

by the acid rocks at a distinctly later period* It is true that the batholithic 

masses commonly display basic marginal faoies of hornblendite and gabbro (Budding- 

ton and Chapin, 1929, pp. 236*239), and that some of the ultrabasio bodies are
4

also bordered by gabbroic differentiates, but these are mere gestures in the 

right direction across a broad gulf that is nowhere found bridged by a continuous 

sequence of rooks that can be clearly shown to have been derived from a common 

parental magma. Hess (1968, p. 263) has shown that a genetie distinction is to 

be made betireen peridotite intrusions of the type discussed here and the perido- 

tite differentiates of basaltic magmas that are formed in a different orustal 

environment.

Differentiation from a common magma seems to hold the greatest appeal for

geologists, but there are other kinds of genetic relationship. The valid rela-
-  v 

tionship between ultrabasic intrusions and batholithio emplacement that can be

observed is that they are both products of a common sequence of orustal processes. 

Major orogenic disturbances initiate a cycle of petrogenesis beginning with the 

intrusion of ultrabasio rooks and culminating in the formation of batholiths* 

The ultrabasio rooks and the granitic rocks are products of a common process

rather than a common magma. By analogy one might point out that the labors of
»

& geologist may produce both perspiration and hypotheses) but few would suggest
I 

that they spring from a common sub-cutaneous reservoir* : '
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Notes on the Kane Peak complex * 1 *
* ' Tf

Introduction   ' * _'   * =

The rocks of the Kane Peak complex crop out along the shore of Kupreanof * '
s

Island from Cape Strait southeastward for a little more than a mile* The complex 

extends inland southwestward for almost tiro miles to a small lake or tarn occupy-
5 .' '

ing a cirque south of the summit of Kane Peak* Rooks of the complex extend to 

within a few hundred feet of the summit of Sane Peak and form a prominent shoulder 

with a small subsidiary summit. The extreme ferromagnesian composition of the 

rooks on this shoulder causes them to be hostile to vegetation and it appears, * , 

when seen from boats passing along Frederick Sound, as a large* bare, red-brown 

rook outcrop of uncommon aspect* The complex has thus excited the passing inter 

est of many Alaskans, rrho are always alert for signs of possible mineralisation* 

Many prospectors have visited the area in the hope that it represents the gossan 

of a mineral deposit, and the feeling that "there is something there* remains in 

the minds of many, despite disappointing assays and investigations*

The location of the Kane Beak complex is shown on figure 1, page 8, and as 

locality number 14 on figure 2, page 12. A general view northeastward across the 

cirque and tarn toward the bare shoulder of Kane Peak with Frederick Sound and the - 

mountains of the mainland in the background may be seen in plate 3* Relief in 

the area is sharp, rising from sea-level to summits with elevations of more than 

3,000 fe«b in less than two miles. However the northeastern half of the area 

underlain by the complex consists of gentle slopes and terraces, for the most part, 

with an almost unbroken cover of muskeg and somewhat stunted forest growth* In 

this part of the area outorops are almost confined to the wave-washed shore and 

the bed of a small stream crossing the complex* The precipitous southwestern half 

of the area contains many bold outorops, where underlain by peridotite and pyrox- 

enite, but outcrops on.many steep, slopes underlain by rooks less hostile to plant 

growth are disappointingly scarce*
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The Kano Peak complex was briefly commented upon by Buddington (Buddlngton 

and Chapin, 1929, p. 192) who gave short petrographio descriptions of some of the 

rocks associated with the complex. He describes the part of the complex forming 

the prominent -outcrops on the flank of Eane Peak as a core of pyroxenite encircled 

along the south and east sides by a border of dunite and wehrlite* These rocks 

are distributed in the way Buddlngton has indicated, but subsequent investigation 

has proved that it is the pyroxenite that is marginal to a core of dunite and wehr- 

lite, rather than the reverse*

The area was again visited for a few days by George C. Kennedy and the present

author in 1943, and a short account of the salient geologic features of the complex
t

was published (Kennedy and Walton, 1946, pp. 78-80)  At that time the essential 

marginal relationship to dunite of pyroxenite and other more silicic and oalcio 

rooks was recognized* The present account adds new data and details and gives 

additional insight into the petrology and structure of the complex*

The author and his assistant, Ivan Tolstoy, camped for 10 days in the area 

in August, 1946, and prepared a topographic base map by chaining, pace-compass, 

and aneroid barometer* Detailed geologic napping and study of the area was mainly 

confined to the southwestern part of the complex and its enclosing rooks* A 

topographic and geologic sketch map is given here as figure 18, .- page 210*

The ultrabasie rooks

The major rook units of the Kane Peak complex are, for the most part, strik- 

ingly similar to the rooks of the Blashke Island complex* The complex consists 

of a central area underlain by dunitio rocks* Marginal to these rooks, partiou- 

larly at the southwestern end of the complex, is a border zone of olivlne augitite* 

However, unlike the Blashke Island complex, the olivine augitite mass does not 

form a complete ring around the more olivine-rich rooks, but is locally absnnt 

and is represented by a narrow border zone of biotite lehrcolite or biotite wehr- 

lite* The Kane Peak complex has not been sufficiently well napped to delineate 

a core of dunite free of augite, as there is in the Blashke Island complex, but
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reconnaissance indicates that vrehrlite, commonly passing into olirine augitite,

is typical of the borders of the mass and that augite tends to be less abundant,
* 

or even absent, toward the center of the mass* The existence of a dunite core

substantially free of augite forming a considerable fraction of the complex has 

not been fully demonstrated, and it is doubtful that one exists that is as well* 

defined as the dunite core of the Blashks Island complex* Most of the olivine- 

rioh rooks are partly serpentinised, but locally they are unusually fresh*

The Kane peak complex is different than the Blashke Island complex-in several 

petrologio aspects* There is no extensive development of gabbroio rock surround 

ing the peridotite mass* Locally, and particularly along the northwestern border 

of the complex the marginal facies is a hornblendite with abundant remnants of 

augite largely replaced by hornblende and streaks containing coarse oaloio plagio- 

clase* Only patches of this rook a few feet across locally approach a gabbro in 

mineral composition* Elsewhere various rather distinctive faoies of the peridotite 

are in direct and sharp contact with country rooks* but the country rooks are gran- 

ulitized and changed in composition for distances of only a few tens of feet to 

perhaps 200 feet from the contact, and the change in composition is by no means 

as extreme as that observed around the Blashke Island complex*

Several faoies or variants of the peridotite in the Kane Peak complex have 

no counterpart in the Blashke Island complex. At one place the southern contact 

of the complex with the country rooks may be seen to dip inward toward the center 

of the complex about 40*  This place is shown on the geologic map as the most 

southerly outcrop of peridotitio rooks* A narrow erosional remnant of the peri 

dotite mass appears in the form of a ledge running eastward along a northward- 

sloping hillside* Somewhat granulitited hornblende schist underlying the peri 

dotite is exposed up-slope from this ledge, and reappears again down-slope from 

the ledge. The slope of the hillside is thus approximately the same as the dip 

of the contact*and where the peridotite has been eroded away along the stream 

valley below the ledge, the floor of the complex is again exposed. This exposure
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affords a unique opportunity to see the peridotite mass in contact with enclosing

rocks over several hundred feet of relief, and clearly demonstrates the inward*
  

dipping, basin-like structure of the contact at this particular place* The rock , -

in this ledge is mostly a biotite wehrlite, but within ten to twenty feet of the 

contact with hornblende schist hypersthene appears in quantities up to 10 or 20 

percent of the rook* Appreciable amounts up to several percent of the eulfide 

minerals pyrrhotite, pentlandite, and ohaleopyrite are also sporadically distributed 

through the rook, but no masses of sul fide-bear ing rook of economically exploitable 

dimensions were seen* However such masses may exist* The rock is porphyritio in 

texture. Olivine and augite crystals 2 to 5 mm* in cross-section are distributed 

through a granular groundmass of grains less than a millimeter in cross-section 

consisting mainly of augite and hypersthene with a little very calcic plagioolase* 

Some large, poikilitio crystals of greenish-brown hornblende and a little pale, 

reddish-brown biotite is also present* The rook may be called a biotite lehrtolite.

At one locality within the olivine augitite mass at the southwestern end of 

the complex an outcrop of rook consisting of coarse biotite and augite was noted*, 

The biotite encrusts and partly replaces well-formed augite crystals. The rook 

may be a product of hydrothermal attack on olivine augitite. Its field relations 

to other rooks of the complex were not exposed*

At the south end of the exposures along Frederick Sound the peridotite of the 

complex appears to pass gradationally over a distance of about 1,700 feet from an

almost completely unserpentinised enstatite-biotite dunite consisting largely of
  i 

olivine with unusually we11-developed 100 and 010 cleavages and oontaining accessory

biotite, hornblende, and enstatite, through a tough, fine-grained, little-serpen- 

tinized wehrlite, to an equally fresh, fine-grained olivine augitite* Most of the 

olivine augitite of the Blashke Island complex is notably coarse grained, and the 

texture of these rooks as well as the accessory biotite, hornblende, and enstatite 

in the dunite, and the cleavage in the olivine is distinctive by comparison*

Another distinctive rock is present, apparently as a metamorphosed inclusion 

within wehrlite, about 350 feet from the southern border of the complex on the
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shoro of Frederick Souad, The rook is a hyperstheno sjaphiboftfeoonsisting prin 

cipally of a gray-green, monoolinio amphibole that ia almost colorless in thin 

section, Ky   1*633 - 0*002, moderately large, negative optic angle, Z angle 

/ « 16° - 1°. The rook contains 10 or 15 percent of hypersthene partially replaced 

by the amphibole and is liberally spotted with large, poikilitic, deep greenish- 

brown hornblende crystals up to a centimeter in cross section that enclose and 

partially replace numerous crystals of hypersthene and the colorless amphibole* 

The colorless amphibole is commonly rimmed by magnetite and contains abundant 

inclusions of magnetite* A carbonate replaces the colorless amphibole in sporadic 

patches*

Within the prominent mass of olivine augitite at the western end of the com 

plex are numerous narrow layers and dikes of augite dunite and wehrlite similar 

petrologioally to the augite dunite and wehrlite bodies found in the olivine 

augitite ring of the Blashke Island complex* Parts of this mass of olivine augi- 

tite are also penetrated by an indistinct box-work of TO ins of coarser textured 

rock a few inches wide containing much very coarse olivine in association with 

very coarse augite and anorthite* Veins of this type are pictured in plate 9. 

A specimen collected from one of these coarse, irregular bands revealed an unusual 

feature* The specimen consists largely of coarse olivine and contains a small 

cavity similar to the miarolitio cavities seen in granite* Coarse, terminated 

crystals of augite project into this cavity and perched on the augite crystals 

are some coarse crystals of penninite up to several millimeters across with the 

following properties! Ny or No » 1.59, 2V variable in a single crystal from 0* 

to 20°, optic sign positive, birefringence low, color pale bluish green* The

olivine is relatively iron-rich (F<>81.6**18,5) and *h* auSi'b« * 8 similar in 

composition to the augite in the surrounding rook* The presence of a cavity of 

this kind suggests that the box work of coarse olivine-rioh veins has been pro- 

- duoed by reactions along early-formed intersecting joint systems in the rock 

brought about by fluids, possibly gaseous, emanating from further' within the 

complex* --, *  ,.~ ,.,..».,
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The olivine c.ujitite at the southwestern end of the complex also contain* 

nodular masso6 up to a foot or two in cross section of coarse paginate!d rook
t ~ *

consisting of coarse anorthite, olivine, and augite. Some of these bodies have 

a concentric structure in the core of which is a cluster of coarse anorthite 

crystals. ' - _..,-.....:. ,^ ^   , - , ^ -\ .   ^

*
i

Cryptic zoning ' '

The Kane Peak complex exhibits the same strong tendency toward cryptic zoning   

in the composition of its principal phases that the Blashke Island complex shows. 

The following table gives the intermediate refractive index and the probable 

chemical composition of the principal minerals in several sequences of specimens 

taken along traverses from within the complex outward to the margins* The composi- * 

tion of augite is estimated from the intersection of the refractive index curves

given by Hess (1949, plate I, p. 634) with the trend of variation found in Blashke
  » 

Island augite as shown by curve A, figure 9, page 65 of this paper. ,

Table 9

Intermediate refractive index and inferred chemical composition of minerals in 
Kane Peak peridotitee and related rooks* Composition given in atomic or molecular 
percent*

Rook type and Olivine Augite other 
location of specimen Ny FoFa Ny Ca Mg Ps "l?y Composition

A* Traverse from center of complex southwestffard to contact with monsodiorite mass ' 
south of Kane Peak* v r .

	»  ' % 
Dunite, center of **'.:.
complex. 1*676 88 12 ''.'.'.'

Dunite, near grada- .
tional contact with - - ' ; ?   .
augite dunite 1,682 85 t !5 __, J

Augite dunite, at .   . j
contact with   ? v . I * -
olivine Qu^ltite 1.684 84 16 1.689 . 45 41 14

Augite dunite, tabu- f ,
lar mass enclosed in ;
olivine augitite 1,689 82 18  

Wehrlite from an oli« t t'
vine-rich band with- j -
in olivine augitite 1.690 81*6 18*5 I . " . . 

Olivine augitite, a
few feet from border  
of complex 1.694 79^ 20,5 1,692 44 40 16
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B. Traverse southeastward along shore of Frederick Sound from within complex 
to contact with granulitired phyllite.

1.675 88J5 11J5 

1.675 88'.5 11.6

Dunite, 1700 feet
from border of
complex 

Dunite, 900 feet
from border of
complex 

Wehrlite, 300 feet " _: , »
from border of com 
plex and in contact
with amphibolitired
inclusion 1.694 79.6 20.5 1.692 

Oilvine augitite,
in contact with gran-
ulitized phyllite 1.692 80.5 19.5 1.690 

Granulitised phyllite,
in contact with
olivine augitite 1.696

44   40 16

44.5 40.5 15

42.6 37,5 20
Plagioolase 

1.557 Ab60 AnSO

C. Traverse across transitional contact between augite dunite, wehrlite, and 
olivine augitite near southernmost outcrop of complex.

* « * 
Augite dunite y 30 . . , ..
feet from olivine ' . .
augitite 1.684 84 16 . ' .'  

Wehrlite, 3 feet from
relatively abrupt * ~f\ . *  .  .
transition into oli- . .
vine augitite * 1.686 83 17 1.688 46 42 13 

Olivine augitite, 3 ' '
feet from abrupt
transition into
wehrlite 1.687 82.5 17.5 1.680 45 41 14 ,

D. Specimens near inward-dipping oontaot between complex and hornblendite 
gneiss floor.

Biotite augitite, 
within 20 feet of 
base of complex
Biotite lehrzolite, 
10 feet above base 
of complex

Augite-hornblende 
.gneiss, estimated to 
be a few tens of feet 
below oontaot with 
complex

Biotite-hornblende 
schist, 1,300 feet 
from oontaot with 
complex

1.694 

1.698 77* 223 1.690

43.5 38.6 18 

44J5 403 16

1.696 42.5 37,5 20

Hypersthene 
1.690 En78 F&22

Plagioolase 
1.567 Ab60 An50

Plagioolase 
1*549 Ab65 An35
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To 6unir,arize Iho relationships shomi by the data in table 9, olivine ranges 

from Foes ,5^11.5 in the center of the complex to a maximum iron content of 

p077 5Fa22 5 in the remarkable biotite lehrsolite porphyry found locally at the 

contact with granulitized schist* Augite ranges from a lainimum iron content of 

13 percent in wehrlite within the complex to a maximum iron content of 20 percent 

in granuliti&ed schist and phyllite* Flagioclase from pegmatoid bodies in the 

augite dunite part of .the complex is anorthite and plagioolase in granulitized 

rooks near contacts with the complex is of the composition Ab50 An50* Outside 

the contaet-metamorphic influence of the complex the composition of plagioolase 

is Ab65 AnS6 or even more sodic. Traoes of enstatite have been noted in several 

thin sections of dunite and augite dunite from within the complex, but at the outer 

margin of the complex the orthopyroxene is hypersthene of the composition En78 Fs22. 

A distinct cryptic eoning in composition of all of these phases is clearly indicated, 

and each of these phases grows progressively richer in its less refractory com 

ponent from the center of the complex outward. Thus the pattern of variation in 

mineral composition is comparable to that found in the Blashke Island complex*

Hetasedimentary rooks in contact with the complex 

The Kane Peak complex is enclosed in part by metasediments that Buddington

(Buddington.and Chapin, 1929, pp. 163-4) has called Jurassic (?). No fossils have
**'   

been identified in this group of rocks on Kupreanof Island, and the correlation

rests on lithologio similarity and structural relations with rooks from localities 

many miles distant whose age is better established* According to Buddington it is 

possible that some of the Jurassic (?) rooks should be correlated with rooks classi 

fied as Lower Cretaceous (?), and other rocks placed in this category may belong 

to much older groups of rooks* Thus the age of the enclosing rooks is doubtfully 

given as Jurassic-Cretaceous* The present report can contribute nothing to tho 

problem of correlating these rocks, but it was noticed that the metasediments at ,.,- 

the northern tip of the complex from Cape Strait westward ft/ - perhaps half a mile

consist mainly of dark to medium greenish-gray meta-graywacke in thin but per-
sistant beds up to a few feet thick in which foliation is weak or absent. South

' * * i  
... i

' -,, Jj » . ./ rf'.i-. 'la. f >  ' '  
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of the complex the rock ranges fron a light gray, distinctly foliated quartz-rich 

phyllite to a dark to medium gray quartz-biotite schist with nodular porphyro- 

blasts of muscovite. The complex may therefore be in contact with two rock units 

of much different age, but since both lithologic types fall within the range of 

lithologies that Buddington has described as present in the Jurassic (?) sequence, 

the question cannot be settled on the basis of present knowledge.

Within 20 to about 200 feet of the contact with the ultrabaaio complex a 

decided change can be noticed in the texture and composition of the metasedimente. 

The texture becomes somewhat granulitie, quartz, muscovite, and much of the biotite 

disappear. The plagioolase increases in anorthite content from oligoelase up into 

the labradorite range* Garnet and augite appear as new phases, and hornblende 

becomes very abundant in sons of the rooks» Locally the rock is shot through with 

irregular streaks and zones that approach a gabbroio texture and appearance* The 

extent and intensity of contact metamorphism is not as great as around the Blashke 

Island complex, but it is very appreciable.

Intrusive rocks in contact with the complex

In the vicinity of Kane Peak the complex is in contact with an intrusive 

mass that extends several miles to the west. According to Buddington (Buddington 

and Chapin, 1929, pp. 192 and 204-5) this mass is dominantly of monzodioritio 

character, but Buddington noted a facies of this mass near its contact with the 

ultrabasio complex that he described as a peculiar variant of the normal momo 

di or ite encountered in southeastern Alaska. This facies he called a hornblende- 

pyroxene monzodiorite, and ascribed its variation from the normal biotite-horn- 

blende monzodiorite to reaction with the ultrabasio mass*

A specimen selected as representative of the monzodiorite body unaffected 

by proximity to contacts with other rooks was collected at the edge of the mapped 

area shown in figure 18, page 210, near the summit of Hunt Peak* This rook is ' 

a medium-grained phanerite with an equigranular, allotriomorphic, granitoid texture.
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Plagioclase of the approximate composition Ab70 An30 comprises about 40 percent
*s

of the rock, Miorocliae makes up perhaps 20 peroent of the rook* Five to 10 

percent quartz ie present. The principal dark mineral ii a dark green hornblende 

that makes up about 20 peroent of the rook* A pale greenish-brown biotite com 

prises about 10 peroent of the rook* Apatite is the only important accessory and 

a minor amount of secondary epidote is present,,

Within 50 yards of the contact of this mass with quartz-biotite schist south 

of Bint Peak, the rook takes on a strong gneiasio structure owing mostly to a 

preferred orientation of hornblende, mica, and feldspar grains, but partly to a 

alight but distinct cataolastio texture* In this rook ad crocline is absent and 

the plagioolaae is a sodic oligoclase. Epidote is abundant, both secondary after 

plagioolase and in coarse primary grains. litanite is an abundant accessory and 

both biotite and hornblende are more abundant than in the rook characteristic of 

the mass, represented by the specimen from Hunt Peak* .Only a minor percentage of 

quarts is present*

An entirely different faoies of the monxodiorite appears near its contact 

with the olivine augitite border zone of the ultrabasio complex. A specimen 

collected 5 feet from a sharp, planar contact with biotite-olivine augitite con 

sists of about 60 peroent plagioolase feldspar, Ab60 An40, 30 peroent augite, and 

5 peroent each of hypersthene and biotite* The minerals of the rook are notably 

fresh. The texture is medium fine, hypidomorphio-granular, and somewhat diabasio* 

The total absence of hornblende is conspicuous. The specimen described by Budding- 

ton as hornblende-pyroxene monzo<tarite may have been taken farther from the contact 

with the ultrabasio rooks and represent a transitional facies between the rook 

in contact with the ultrabasie rooks and the typical monzodiorite*

A dike about Z feet wide is exposed for some yards in the bed of the stream 

draining the tarn south of Kane Peak. The stream follows a fault zone that cuts 

the complex. Within this fault zone the rocks of fhs complex and also the meta- 

sedimentary rooks in contact with the complex show considerable shearing and shatter-
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ing. Closely spaced sheeted joints are conspicuouso However the dike appear* 

to be unaffected by this disturbance and is thus later than the fault that cuts 

the complex* The dike rook is' a medium-grained, equigranular, hypidiomorpnle 

quartz diorite consisting of plagioolase, about Ab70 An30, abundant quartz, 

hornblende, biotite, and titanite* The rook is nearly half hornblende, and the 

hornblende displays a strong tendency toward idiomorphism* the titanite is un 

usually coarse and abundant* Muscovite and zoisite are common alteration products. 

A very small amount of mi or oo line is present. Some thin -lamprophyre dikes are 

also present in the fault cone. If the quartz diorite dike is related to the 

monzodiorite mass, as it well may be, it establishes the complex as older than 

the moneodiorite and invaded by the monzodiorite*

The actual contact between the main monzodiorite mass and the rooks of the 

complex can easily be located within a few feet where it cuts across the shoulder 

of Kane Peak, but it is apparently a zone of weak rock for its exact nature Is 

. concealed by much crumbling and deep weathering* However the map relation! in 

dicate that it is probably a relatively simple, undulating plane dipping in toward 

the ultrabasio masc at an angle of about 75*. The map relations also suggest 

that the monzodiorite mass has cut out a part of the border zone of the complex, 

for a conspicuous band of hornblendite bordering the complex at Cape Strait wedges 

out along the contact with monzodiorite near Kane Peak. The evidence for the 

later intrusion of the monzodiorite is however notoimolusive* A border zone of 

hornblondite is not present along other observed contacts of the complex f and the 

quartz diorite dike may be younger than either the monzodiorite mass or the complex. 

However, such as the evidence la, it points to the conclusion that the monzodiorite 

is the younger of the intrusive masses* The change in mineralogy and composition ' 

of the monzodiorite near its contact with the ultrabasio rooks must be ascribed, 

as Buddington has suggested, to reaction of the monzodiorite magma with the ultra* 

basic rook. The ultrabaeic rook seems to be little changed near the contacts 

with the monzodiorite except for a tendency for biotite to be more abundant*
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Perhaps the sporadic appearance of biotite elsewhere in the peridotites of the 

complex and locally in considerable abundance, can be ascribed to the action ot 

solutions emanating from the monzodiorite intrusion*

Structure

A number of observations indicate that the contact between the Kane Peak 

complex and the surrounding rooks dips inward oenbripetally on all sides  The 

best exposure that has been observed of the contact of the peridotite with en 

closing rocks is at the base of the remnant of wehrlite and lehrzolite that forms 

the southernmost outcrop of the complex. Here the rook of the complex forma an 

east-west-trending ledge along a steep north to northeast-facing slope. The dip 

of the contact between the ultrabasio rooks and the underlying hornblende gneiss 

may be seen in several places along this ledge to be about the same as the inclina 

tion of the elope, so that the hornblende gneiss passes beneath the ultrabasio 

rook on the up-hill side of the ledge and reappears again below the ledge where 

the stream has out down through the ultrabasio rooks* The contact is thus re 

vealed over a vertical distance of about 300 feet to dip inward at an angle of 

about 40*. A high-angle fault downthrown on the north separates this outcrop 

from the rest of the complex, and on the north side of the fault the base of the 

complex has been dropped below the present level of exposure*

The structure of the complex may also be inferred from the contact between 

the marginal oUrine augitite mass forming the shoulder of Kane Peak and the cen 

tral mass of dunite, augite dunite, and wehrlite* This contact forms a sinuous 

line about a mile long within the mapped area of the complex. At several localities 

along this contact it is well enough exposed to permit direct observation of its 

attitude, and it is seen to dip in toward the dunite core at angles ranging from 

80* to 68** The* sinuous trace of this contact upon the present surface is due 

to the fact that the contact surface and the east-facing slopes of Kane Peak are 

inclined at the same general attitude so that small deviations in either surface 

produoe considerable irregularity in-the position of the contact on the-map*
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Itap relations and one direct observation indicate that the contact of the 

complex with the monzodiorite mass on the shoulder of Dane Peak dips southeastward 

toward the ultrabasic mass about 75°, The monzodiorite mass has been shown to be 

probably younger than the complex and possibly to have cut out a part of the com 

plex along this contact, but the attitude of the contact nay have been partly 

controlled by the original contact between the complex and the rocks it invaded* 

Some evidence for this supposition is seen in the fact that bands of wehrlite with 

in the oil vine augitite near the monzodiorite contact parallel the contact*

At Cape Strait the bedding in the metagraywaeka near the contact and an in 

distinct banding in the hornblendite of the complex both dip southeastward about 

80*, which suggests that the contact here has about the same attitude*

Near the contact of the complex with gramilitized phyllite at the south end 

of the exposures along the shore of Frederick Sound there are a number of places 

where the wehrlite and olivine augitite has a slight but distinct layered or 

banded aspect* This banding dips northwestward from 30* to 50**

All the observation that have been made indicate that the complex is funnel- 

shaped at the present level of exposure* The contacts probably dip inward all 

around the complex at angles ranging from 50* to 80** The contacts along the 

southern and western margins of the complex are apparently somewhat less steeply 

inclined, ranging from 50* to 50* in dip, while the rather inconclusive observa 

tions along the northwestern border of the complex indicate an inward dip of the 

contact of between 70* and 80*  It also appears that the attitude of the bedded 

rooks in which the complex is emplaoed tends to swing into conformity with the 

contact all around the complex*

Some complications in the structure of the complex are presented by the large 

mass of olivine augitite at the western end of the complex* Within the olivine 

augitite mass there are numerous thin layers or.bands of wehrlite and augite dunite* 

In a general way these oil vine-rich bands in the rook have a synclinal arrangement, 

the axis of which plunges eastward toward the center of the complex* The bands of
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olivine-rich rock dip southeastward near the contact between toe complex and the 

monzodiorite mass, thoy flatten and dip eastward just below the small summit en 

closed by the 2,800 foot contour on the shoulder of Kane Peak, and southeast of 

this summit the bands of oil vine-rich rook swing to a northwesterly dip of about 

65'* If these bands ̂ reflect the underlying configuration of the floor of the 

complex, they suggest that the oil vine augitlte mass, which Is such a conspicuous 

feature at the western end of the complex, occupies a sag In the eastward-plunging 

floor of the complex* The sag or-trough in the floor causes the outline of the 

complex at the present surface to bulge to the southwest. Apparently during the 

crystall!cat!on of the complex the conditions in this part of the chamber were 

particularly favorable for the formation of a wide border zone of coarse olivine 

augitite* < 

In addition to the bands or layers of wehrlite and olivine augitite that have 

' a more or less regular synclinal arrangement, there are other dike-like bodies of 

augite dunlte and wehrlite In the olivine augitite* Some of these bodies exhibit
\

a streaky or banded structure owing to the presence of greater or lesser amounts 

of augite In streaks or bands parallel to the walls of the bodies* The augite is 

in coarse, detached crystals that are later than the olivine and enclose olivine 

grains poikilitioally* The augite is not in aggregates or masses* These bodies 

are interpreted as true dikes derived from the inner part of the complex before 

its complete crystallization, and the streaky distribution of augite is probably 

a flow structure*

Aside from the high-angle fault along the south edge of the complex and a 

few shear zones noted here and -there in the complex, the complex does not appear

to have undergone sufficient deformation subsequent to its emplacement to mater-
f

ially alter its original internal or external structural relationships* Appar 

ently no strong disturbances accompanied the intrusion of the adjacent stock of 

monzodiorite* The folding and metamorphism of the adjoining sedimentary rocks 

appears to have been completed before the Intrusion of the ultrabasic mass*
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Contact metamorphism effected by the complex on the surrounding rooks has been 

superimposed on a preexisting regional metamorphism*

Discussion and comparison with the Blashks Island complex - 

The rocks and their petrologio and chemical relationships are .such the same 

in the Kane Peak and the Blashke Island complexes despite the differences that 

hare been noted* The most important differences are in the degree of contact 

metamorphism produced by the two complexes and in their structural relations with 

enclosing rooks 0 Contact metamorphism and the consequent development of a gab- 

broio border zone is much less intense around the Kane Peak complex* The Kane 

Peak complex has been raiher definitely established as baring funnel-shaped, in 

ward dipping contacts with enclosing rocks, and the Blashke Island complex is 

surmised to be a steep-walled cylinder that, if anything, passes into a steep 

domal structure near the present level of exposure* Nevertheless both masses 

consist of a core in which forsteritio olivine is the major phaee and outer zones 

in which augite becomes increasingly abundant to the point of becoming the major 

phase* In both complexes the major phases exhibit cryptic zoning in composition,

and the pattern of cryptic zoning is closely parallel*

There can be little doubt that the genetic processes operating in both com*

plexes were essentially the same and that the differences between the complexes 

are due to local variations in the conditions under which the genetic processes 

operated* The structural differences in the two complexes effectively eliminate 

a common genetic process in which the external structure of the complex is a major 

factor* For example, the origin of the Blashke Island complex through a process 

of fractional crystallization and the settling out of the earlier phases was dis-. 

cussed and rejected because it did not explain the concentric, steep-walled con 

figuration of the complex* The configuration of the Kane Peak complex makes it 

all the more necessary to dismiss this hypothesis from consideration because the 

augitio border zones of the complex underlie the olivenio core, and if crystal 

settling had operated to produoe the.complex, augite would have had to crystallize
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first and settle through an olirine-rioh liquid. This contravenes physical- 

w^ chemical and petrographic knowledge of the sequence of crystallization of these 

two phases. Furthermore the"cryptic coning in the composition of augite and 

olivine puts the more iron-rioh and lower temperature members of both isomorphous 

series at the base of the Eane Peak complex with the more magnesian, higher temper 

ature olivine and augite higher up in the complex toward the core* This is the 

opposite of the relationships found in stratiform complexes in which crystallisa 

tion differentiation has been most clearly demonstrated to be the effective genetic 

process*

The same objections that have been applied to other methods of origin in the
k

discussion of the Blashke Island complex apply with equal force to the Xane Peak 

complex, and the ring dike hypothesis is rendered even more untenable by the cen 

tripetal dip of the floor of the Kane peak complex* The ring dike mechanism calls 

for outward dips of the intrusive contacts.

The essential feature that the two complexes have in common is the relation 

ship of rook types and mineral composition to the .intrusive contact, and this re 

lationship is shown to be independent, at least to a very substantial degree, of 

the attitude of the intrusive contact* Thus a process is called for that is re 

lated to the contact in a way that is substantially independent of its attitude* 

. The hypothesis that has been outlined to explain the Blashke Island complex, in 

volving both diffusion of components along temperature and concentration gradients 

and the bulk migration of components in solution owing to a building up of fluid 

concentration in the cooler regions of the complex, is the best that the present 

author can offer to explain the essential features that both oomplexee have in
* . *

' common*

   It now remains to explain the important differences between the Kane Peak
t 

complex and the Blaahke Island complex in terms of the hypothesis of origin that

has been offered* The really significant difference is the absence of an exten 

sive gabbro ring and a broad cone of intense thermal metamorphism around the mar-«  
gin* of the Kane Peak complex* Two reasons for this difference can be offered*
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The first is based on the structural differences in the two complexes, and is

that the outward migration of solutions and the possible interchange by diffu-
» 

sion that has been called upon to explain the gabbroization of the rooks our* ' -

rounding the Blashke Island complex may have had a' strong upward as well as out 

ward component, thus the walls of the Kane Peak complex, flaring away from the 

lower sources of fluids and thermal energy, would escape the effects to sons . 

degree* It is perhaps significant in this connection that the thick hornblendite 

marginal zone, which probably approaches gabbro in bulk composition, is located 

along the steep-walled side of the Kane ftoak complex*

The Kane Peak complex and the Blashke Island complex may expose different 

levels of very similar ultrabasio intrusions* The Kane Peak complex may expose 

a section near the floor, and the Blashke Island complex a section near the middle

or toward the roof, of bodies that were essentially globular masses in their
But 

entirety* Athe Kane Peak complex may pass downward into a feeding conduit that

extends to plutonio depth, and the Blashke Island complex may extend downward 

indefinitely without a basined floor* The suggestion of globular form is nothing 

more than a suggestion and is not essential to the hypothesis of differentiation 

that has been offered*

The second suggestion that can be offered may combine with the first to 

explain the lack of extreme thermal metamorphism around the Kane Peak complex* 

The Kane Peak intrusion may have not had as much thermal energy as the Blashke 

Island complex when it came to rest in the place in which it finally solidified* 

the magma may have lost more heat and volatiles in reaching its final position 

and thus contained a higher percentage of crystalline material in suspension at a 

lower temperature* The process of differentiation would therefore not have been 

carried to the degree of perfection seen in the Blashke Island complex* A large 

dunite core substantially free of augite would not so readily form and the outer 

 one of augitite would not be so wide and perfect* Certain peculiar contact facies

of the peridotite £ oh as the biotite lehrzolite porphyry might be the result of 

partial chilling and arrested reaction along the margins of the complex*
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On the whole it appears that the differences in the Blashke Island and Kane 

Peak complexes can best be explained in terms of the influence of structural dif 

ferences at the respective levels at which the two intrusions are exposed on an

essentially identical process of differentiation* In this author's not altogether
* 

impartial view, a comparison of the complexes adds support to the hypothesis of
. . ' ; f 

differentiation that he has offered to explain them* The Kane Peak complex merits

further detailed study. , ,  
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Notes on the Mount Burnett complex

The Mount Burnett complex is a composite mass of dunite, wehrlite, augitite, ; 

hornblendite, and gabbro lithologioally similar to the Blashke Island and Kane 

Peak complexes* The composite mass is about 7 miles long and 1 to 2 miles wide 

and extends from the east shore of Union Bay on Cleveland Peninsula eastward to 

within a few thousand feet of Vixen Creek at the head of Vixen Inlet. An un 

known, but probably minor part of the complex is concealed beneath the waters of 

Union Bay* A view across the Mount Burnett complex is shown in plate 4*

Buddington published a brief petrographio description of a faoies of the 

augitite present along the shore of Union Bay (Buddington and Chapin, 1929, pp.193-4). 

George C. Kennedy and the present author have described the exposures of the 

complex along the shore of Union Bay at the western end of the complex and on 

Mount Burnett at the eastern end of the complex (Kennedy and Walton, 1946, pp. BO 

BS). A few days were allotted at the close of the season during which the present 

investigation was made to reoonnoiter the central part of the complex between 

Union Bay and Mount Burnett in the hope that some additional observations here 

would establish the essential structural outlines of the complex and afford a "" 

basis for comparison with the better known Blashke Island and Kane Peak complexes** *. 

The central part of the complex forms a precipitous ridge ranging in altitude * 

from about 2,000 to about 3,000 feet and unfortunately the reconnaissance of this , 

area had to be carried out for the most part during a prolonged storm that reduced 

visibility to a few yards and made effective mapping all but impossible* There 

fore the geologic map published by Kennedy and Walton (1946, plate 22) is repro- *
*    

duoed here as figure 19, page 228, with a few revisions and additions. The " ~ ,
* .   * *
* present account summarizes some of the previous investigations, adds a few addi-  

'tional observations, and makes «ome limited comparisons with the Blashke Island
t t .\ , \ ' 

and Kane Peak complexes*   ; . ' ,
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The Mount Burnett complex is, in many of its essential features, 

similar to the Blashke Island and Xane Bsak complexes, although there are major 

structural differences. The major rook units of the Mount Burnett complex are, 

as in the other complexes, dunite f augite dunite, wehrlite, olivine augitite, 

hornblendite, and gabbro* Some minor variants not noted in the other complexes 

are| augitite or dlallagite, free of divine and characterised by abundant acces 

sory ilmenite and some spinel, small segregations of ehromite ranging from clus 

ters of a few ehromite grain* up to a mass estimated to contain about 25 tons of 

massive ehromite, and thin bands up to an inch or two thick of ilmenite and mag 

netite  

The contact relations between the major rock units are in all respects
1

similar to the contact relations between analogous units noted in the other com 

plexes, and it is important to note that although the Mount Burnett complex is 

several times longer than its average width, in contrast with the more or less 

circular plan of the other complexes, the olivine-rich rocks form the internal 

elements of the complex and are rimmed by successive shells of progressively more 

siliceous and less magnesian rook, wherever a sequence from the interior of the 

complex outward has been observed* Kennedy states, "At every place where contact 

'relations were observed, pyroxenite of the marginal cone was bordered on the outer 

side by hornblendite* At no point was dunite noted in contact with hornblendite, 

nor was dunite or pyroxenite in contact with the surrounding schists and phyllites 

of the Wrangell-Revillagigedo belt of rooks* 11 (Kennedy and Walt on, 1946, pp. 01, 

82.)

The structure of the Mount Burnett complex is most inadequately known except 

for the fact that oil vine-rich rooks forming the internal elements are rimmed by 

successive shells of pyroxenite, hornblendite, and gabbro* In the vicinity of 

Mount Burnett irregular masses of wehrlite and olivine augitite are present well 

within the main mass of dunite and .it is conceivable that these represent roof
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pendants of an irregular shell of pyroxenite that has been largely eroded from 

over the dunite. The reconnaissance carried out during tho present investigation 

shows that in the central part of the complex, between Mount Burnett and Union 

Bay, dunite is overlain by successive layers of olivine augitite and gabbro "With 

moderate southerly dips from the center of the complex southward* A section from 

south to north part way across the complex near its center gives the following 

sequence; gabbro with a strong gneissie structure dipping in a southerly direction 

30* to 35°, olivine augitite with streaks of wehrlite and augite dunite dipping 

in a southerly direction 25* to 55* (see plate 16),dunite with streaks of augite 

dunite and wehrlite dipping conformably with the overlying olivine augitite* Ho 

observations hare been made that give any indication of what the structure is 

north of the dunite at the base of this sequence,although it is known that pyrox 

enite is present along the northern margin of the complex and around the eastern 

end. Two possibilities suggest themselves) either the southward dipping layered

structure continues and the pyroxenite underlies the dunite, or the dunite is the
*

core of a domal structure and the pyroxenite overlying the dunite arches over the 

dunite and reverses to a northerly dip along the northern borders of the complex* 

The overall structure of the complex, as now envisiaged on the basis of incomplete 

information, is that of a steep-sided, roughly domal mass of dunite with successive 

shells of pyroxenite, and hornblendite or'gabbro, or both, in the area of Mount 

Burnett* This core of dunite narrows to the west and passes beneath a roof of 

pyroxenite and gabbro as an elongate, plunging, domal body, or else the dunite 

passes Into a tabular, sill-like mass extending to the west and tilted to the south, 

both overlain and underlain by pyroxenite and gabbro.

Perhaps it is premature to make any generalizations about the Mount Burnett 

complex on the basis of inadequate information, but enough is known to make it 

certain that whatever the structure may be, it is different in important respects 

from both the Blashke Island and Xane Peak complexes. In the Blashke Island com 

plex the contacts between successive shells of the complex and with the enclosing
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rocks are essentially vertical. In the Kane Peak complex the contacts dip inward 

all around the ultrabasio mass, and the outer shells underlie the dunite core. 

In the Mount Burnett complex there is adequate evidence to show that in some places ' 

the outer shells of the complex overlie the dunite. Thus, the Mount Burnett com- 

plex gives further support to the view that the process of differentiation "by 

which these complexes came into being is to a considerable extent independent of 

struoturee "

It has been suggested that the lesser development of a gabbroio outer zone
/ 

and the lesser intensity and extent of granulitio contact metamorphism in the

enclosing rooks of the Kane Peak complex as compared with the Blashke Island 

complex are due to the enclosing rooks dipping beneath the Kane Peak complex at 

moderate to high angles* In contrast it is notable that there is a well developed 

gabbroio shell in the Mount Burnett complex in the places where the outer shells 

overlie the core of the complex* At the south end of the exposures of the rooks 

of the Mount Burnett complex along the shores of Union Ba$ particularly striking 

evidence may be seen for the gradation of hornblendite into gabbro-and gabbro 

into granulitized schist and phyllite over a distance of several thousand feet*

The fragmentary evidence provided by present knowledge of the Mount Burnett 

complex suggests that the genetic process was similar to that in the Blashke 

Island and Kane Peak complexes, modified by differences in the structural con- 

figuration assumed by the intrusion at the present level of exposure*
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Plate 2, View across central lagoon area of Blashka Islands toward the east. 

The tide is at a moderately low stage exposing about 15 feet of bare rock up 

to high tide line. Inshore relief is loir, the forest cover is thick, and

rook exposures are poor* High mountains in far baokground are on Etolin
* -   ..» - *,   

Island*



Plate 3, View northeastward across part of the Eane Peak ultrabasio area, 

Kupreanof Island* Kane Peak IB at the left* The bare rock mass exposed in 

the center is composed of oil-vine augitite, wehrlite, and augite dunite* 

The large body of water in the background is Frederick Sound. The mountains 

in the far distance are the Coast Range on the mainland* The white dot at 

the far edge of the lake.is an 8 foot square tent*
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Hate 4. View eastward across the Mount Burnett ultrabasio area, Cleveland 

Peninsula. The rocks in the foreground are mainly olivine augitite irtth thin 

layers of wehrlite and augite dunite dipping southward about 30 degrees* 

The bare rook BASS in the background Is Mount Burnett, consisting mainly of 

dunite. ,   ~
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Plate 5 t Augite dunite dike about 4 inches idde cutting sharply across 

coarse olivine augitite. The white material encrusted on the rock is 

barnacles* The dike, which weathers out in sharp relief is represented 

by specimen 133A, item 34, table 1* It consists mainly of olirine and 

serpentine derived from olivine with 5 *9 percent of augite by rolume  
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Plate 6 f Coarse augitite and olivine augitite dikes cutting saasslve dunite* 

This photograph was taken at the Mount Burnette area on Cleveland Peninsula, 

but similar features are.-we11 displayed on the Blaohke Islands* Photograph 

by George 0. Kennedy* , ' .

/
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Plate 7, Ooarse gabbroio pegmatite dike cutting olirine augitite. The 

dika rook consist* of coarse 'anorthite (An96) with minor augite, hornblende 

and other mafic minerals* Photograph by George 0* Kennedy*
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Plate 8, Small masses of ooarse gabbroie pegmatite consisting mainly of 

anorthite (An93) with aooessory olivine, augite, and hornblende. Specimen 

355, item 90, table !  These masses appear looally enclosed in coarse I 

oliTine augitite.
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Plate 9, Irregular boxirork of coarse gabbroio pegmatite veins consistingi
of coarse anorthite and augite in about equal amount cutting ooarse, massire

i   - -   
olivine augitite* This locality is at the Bane Peak ultrabasio area on

Kupreanof Island, but similar features are displayed on the Blashke Islands. 

Photograph by George C. Kennedy*
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Plate 10, Banded gabbro showing a pattern of sweeping curves intersecting 

and converging at snail angles. This structure is formed by the concentration 

of late hornblende in bands and streaks through the rook. A nearly vertical 

joint surface forms a step in the outcrop about three quarters of the way 

toward the top of the picture just below the six inoh rule shown for scale* 

This vertical exposure shows the dip of the .structure whioh is steep, approx 

imately 75 degree*. - ..-- .«- t
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Plate 11 t Banded gabbro exposed on a nearly vertical surface showing a 

steeply dipping set of curving bands transected by another set of less 

steeply dipping bands   The banding is formed by the oonoentration of late 

hornblende in layers and streaks through the rook* Pure white streaks and 

patches obscuring some of the banding are clusters of barnacles  Photograph 

by George 0* Kennedy. .% ' ; ?
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Plate 12, Intrusion breooia at a oontaot between gabbro and hornfclied

country rook* The. lighter-colored gabbro enoloees and veins numerous  
  ' , * . . *

angular block* and fragments of hornfelsed country rook* '
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Plate 13, Coarse gabbro containing numerous rounded to angular inclusions 

of country rook that have been metamorphosed to a hornblende-rich augite- 

plagioolase granulite* A mafic dike of the beerbaohite group cuts both 

inclusions and gabbro* The dike has Approximately the sane mineralogy and 

composition as the granulite inclusions* .   .
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Plate 14, Fault breooia consisting of fragments of dunite and augite dunite 

in a matrix of pulverized and serpentinized peridotite. This breooia 'was 

produced by faulting along the western and southwestern borders of the 

peridotite mass* The faults and shear zones are in general steeply dipping* 

The geologic relationships show up to more than a thousand feet of horizontal 

displacement* Sliok&nsides in sons fault cones hare strong vertical components

and vertical displacements of the order of magnitude of the horisontal dis- -
.'.»'.   i~ 

placements may have taken place* i
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Plate 16. Vertical cliff of coarse olivine augitite near the center of the 

Mount Burnett complex containing thin layers of serpentinice'd augite dunite.

and irohrlite dipping about SO'* A layer of this kind cuts diagonally across
  ?." 

the top of the picture from the upper left hand corner* '. : r
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Plate 16A. Wehrlite con 

taining pojJdlitio augite ' 

enclosing oliTine grains

in random orientation* The
i

olivine shows traces of *~ 

crystal form* Specimen 

190, item 40* table 1* 

250.

Plate 16B. A rounded grain

of oil-vino

augite from oil vine augl-

tite. Specimen 137, item f

76, table 1. X150.   / -J

1 *jfc **»»«rf   V   *^> y 4" »    , j ', in,'  '' * i

ilSMiil^
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Plate 17A. Hornblende 

pseudomorphc after augite 

enclosed in olivine. la 

unreplaoed remnant of augite 

is shown at extinction in 

the strongly illuminated 

grain of hornblende* Speci 

men 261 f item 80, table 1. *
s.

ol   ollrine, a   augite, 

h * hornblende* XL50* ' 

Crossed niohols*

-

Plate 17B. Hounded grain 

of augite enolosed in 

olirine, Speoinen 216, 

item 83, table 1, from, 

oli vine-poor augitite near

the outer margin of the '

complex. 21604 Crossed 

niohols«j

>    *

X
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Plate 18A. Primary

ende of an unusual var 

iety displaying pleoohroii 

in browniflh-pink to pale 

green enclosing grains of 

olirine in an unoomon facies
 ,.i

of wehrlito. Specimen 133B, 

item 45, table 1* 220. 

Crossed niohols, ol - 

olirine, h   hornblende*

Plate 18B* Rrimary horn- .{ 

blende enclosed in olivine   

from olivine-poor augitite

"at the outer contact of the 

augitite with gabbro. Traces

  of graphic opaque exsolution 

lamellae may be seen in the ol 

Tine as described on page 51* 

Specimen 216, item 83, table 

1. 250* Plane .light* 

ol a olivine, a   auglte, 

h e hornblende, and op * 

opaque exsolution lamella*

^^S^M^r-vU ,^i



Plate 19A. Relatively :
<

fine grained dike of wehr«* j 

litio oliTine augitite 

cutting augite dunite. 

The dike is only 1.8 aa 

vide but is continuous in 

outcrop for several meter*. 

250, Plane light.   

ol a olirine, a   augite, . 

and s   serpentine*

Plate 19B. Olivine beer- 

baohite dike containing J

olivine, and augite pheno-
i i

crysts and hornblende 

poikilocrysts in an aplitlo 

grouodmass of granular 

oli-rlna, augite, and plagio- 

clase. ol * olivine, a » 

augite, p * plagioolaee,   

and h   hornblende* Spool* 

sen 334, item 109^ table 1.
  V

230. Plane light. This 

dike cute coarse olirine 

augitite*
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Plate 20A. Hornblendite 

beerbachite dike that cute 

ooarse oil vine augitite. 

The dike consists of an 

aplitic aggregate of horn* 

blende with a little inter 

stitial plagloclase and minor 

amounts of augite and hyper- 

ethane. Specimen 99, iteia 

112, table 1. Analysis, 

mode, and norm given ill * 

column P, table 2. 230*
; '' '

Plane lighto

Plate 20B. Dike rock 

consisting of diopsidio -.. 

augite and andradite garnet
* /  -

with minor penninite, cut 

ting olivine augitite, 

a - augite, g « garnet, 

and cl » chlorite (pen-

ninite). Specimen 3^0, ' .4

item 103, table 1. Analysis, 

mode and norm given in 

column M, table 2. 

Plane light*

;*r;.»r t

\'



Plate 21A. Single granu- 

lltio texture shown by * 

contact aetanorphosed fossil 

concretion, or anygdule in 

strongly metamorphosed \

oountry rock near direot >
- «* 

contact with oil-vine augi* -

tlte« p s plagioolase, |
. t^ 

a   augite. Specimen 280, ,

Item 187f table 1. nffO. "?
Plane light,

Plate 21B. Gratmlite from 

matrix of rook containing the 

reliot shown in plate 21A. '' ' 

Relatively coarse poikilo- 

orysts of iron-rich olivine 

(hyaloslderlte) associated 

with biotite characterize 

this rook* . Orthoelase is pr« 

sent along with plagioclase 

and augite, ol * olivine, 

bi   blotlte, a * augite, 

p * plagioolase  Specimen 

280, item 168, table 1* 

H50. Plane light*

?

v 4.
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Plate 22A. Uatrix of 

granulitized conglomerate 

in contact t*ith a wahrlitio 

contact faoies of the ultra** 

basic complex, ol « olirine 

(hyalosiderite), a « augite, 

bi « biotite, p « plagio- V 

olase, and ap '  apatite* 

Speoirtsn 368 f item 162 ̂ - - 

table 1. X150* 

light.

Plate 22B. Inclusion of 

country rook in blivine 

augitite* The inclusion 

has,been converted into an . 

aggregate of divine, hy 

per rbhene, and hornblende 

with a little oalcie placid- 

olaae* ol » tliTine, hy «
r

hypersthe&e, h   hornblende* 

Speoinen 284 f item 143 f 

'table 1. X30. Plane 

light. . ' ' -

v$ttj$m$8s^'iP^F£  *:#- -- - - f* Jj ;::  ^  .^ «f <%ij4 ll^^T " /* - *    '

^^:4^"^'-t1^ ? iV;i
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Plate 23A. Coarse poikil- | 

itio olivine enclosing horn-! 

blende and augite frua an 

inolusion of country roek 

in a gabbrolo streak within 

strongly granuliticed country 

rook near a contact with 

peridotite* ol « olirine. 

a a augite, and h « horn 

blende* Specimen 568, item 

145, table 1. n60. Plane 

light*

Plate 23B. Chromite crystal | 

in typical serpentinized 

dunite* The serpentine show* 

a strong preferred orienta 

tion with the optical di 

rection X perpendicular to 1 

the faces of the ohromite 

crystal* e   ohromitef ol * 

oliYine, s   serpentine* 

Specimen 315* item 6* table 

1. X150* Plane light*

^c .^tt'KS
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Plato 241. Bounded grain 

of anorthite enclosed in 

oliTine from olivlne augi* 

tite* Specimen 216 9 item 

8S f table 1.' H60. ^f ^ 

Crossed niohole. ; X
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Plate 24B. OliTine partiallj 

enclosing anorthite idth no . 

traoe of oorona development 

from a coarse gabbroio pegma 

tite mass in oliTine augltlte 

Hote the angle of perioline 

twinning against the 001 

cleavage* X150. Crossed 

niohols. Specimen 244, 

item 100, table 1.

^
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Plate 26A. Opaque exaolu- I 

tion lamella with a fine \ 

graphic pattern in a 

shattered and partially 

eerpentiniced grain of 

olivine. Lamella eroaaea 

the aerpentinized fraoturea
h

without interruption^ 2160 

Plane light* A similar 

feature ia aeen in plate 18&

M - / ;* i -l^ : 

A t  '  /f'"/f/i&y2

Hate 26B. Olivine en 

closed in ooarae anorthite 

from a gabbroio pegmatite 

that aleo contains olivine 

enclosing anorthite. 

(Plate 24B). Specimen 244, 

, item 100, table 1. XL60., 

Plans light*
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Plate £6A. Koswite, a 

rook oonsisting of olirlne 

and augite in a sideronitie 

aatrlr of magnetite idth a
*

little pyrite. Specimen 

410, item 95, table 1.r I »   , 

XBO. ' Fluia light.

.-1

  Plate 26B. Gabbro with 

. ooronaa of pale amphibole

   surrounding both ollvine

 '. and augite in oontaot with
-*

plagioolase* ol   olirine,

a » augite, em   anphibole^
t
and p   plagioolasa*

 
Specimen 220, item

.'table 1, X50. Plane

m\ H mi ill i 1*1
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Plate 27JL. Gabbro with 

ooronas of pale amphibole. 

surrounding olivine end 

augite in contact with 

plagloelase. Specimen 

219, item 119, table 1. 

X30* Plane light* \

' ;,,

f V
*
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Plate 273. Gabbro with 

ooronas similar to those 

in plates 26B and 27A. ,
& ;

Specimen 308 1 item 122 f 

'table 1* ISO. Plane   '- . . - v ;
light. ' r ' .-v



Plate 28A. Coarse ollrine 

in gabbro irith partial 

coronas of pale amphibole*  . v -.
hypersthene, and magnetite 

locally in a graphic inter- 

growth* The olivine is later 

than the plagioelase and 

contain! inclusions of 

plagioolaso* Specimen 1421 

item n8, table 1, 200. 

Plane light*

Plate 28B. Coronas of 

augite surrounding hypert- 

thene enclosed in poikilo- 

crysts of hornblende* 

  a » augite « hy * hypersthene, 

, h   hornblende* Specimen 

 347, item 123 f table 1. 

21509 crossed niohols*

\ 266
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